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APPENDIX A

THERMAL ANALYSES

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Anomalous behavior of S/C 9433 has been accompanied by changes in the

DMA temperature telemetry data. The temperature data was available only for

a limited number of locations, not sufficient for detailed inspection. One

object of the analyses outlined in Appendix A was thus to simulate the de-

tailed temperature profile behavior using telemetry data for boundary condi-

tions and check points. In addition, various abnormal mechanical conditions

were postulated and added to the thermal model to obtain signatures of possi-

ble failure mechanisms.

The basic thermal model was originally generated by the Ball Brothers

Research Corporation as reported in

IOC B5502.70.004, "TRW DMA Thermal Analysis
Updated Report", A. Melikian to R. C.
Culver, Ball Brothers Research Corpo-
ration, dated 27 March 1970.

The 38 node model was reformatted at TRW for use in our SINDA simulation

system for both transient and steady state analyses. An expanded model having

81 nodes was generated at TRW for the motor shaft circumferential gradient

analysis.

We begin this section by summarizing the findings and then present system

torque and power dissipation equations, data tables, and a description of the

thermal model.

2.0 SUMMARY

* DMA beryllium rotor shaft temperature, between the S/C cross

beam interface and titanium motor shaft interface, closely

follows the crossbeam temperature. In addit'ion, the DMA

housing temperature depends strongly upon the despun plat-

form temperature. This thermal coupling is demonstrated
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71;
by the DMA temperature sensitivity ratio of 0.95 (i.e.

change in DMA temperature due to change in S/C tempera-

ture near DMA attachment points).

0 The titanium motor/resolver mounting shaft is thermally

isolated from the beryllium rotor shaft which connects to

it. Thus the top bearing thermistor mounted on the rotor

shaft is not particularly sensitive to changes in the

titanium shaft temperiture.

* The DMA temperature elemetry for the 1974 year is comparable

to that of 1975 prior to September 1. After this date tell.

metry showed an increased temperature gradient (from a pre-

vious 4F level to 70F) between the upper and lower main

bearing inner race locations whlch would indicate an increase

in energy dissipation in the upper portion of the DMA. It

should be noted that this temperature gradient increase occurred

before the heater test of September 8-9. During the heater-on

activity, the gradient between the upper and lower bearings in-

creased further to a level of 100F. After the heaters were

turned off the gradient returned to the 70F level.

A transient simulation of the heater test reproduced the 10F gradient

by applying a 96 oz-in. friction drag equally divided between the races of the

top main bearing, concurrent with a motor power dissipation based on telemetered

error voltage.

A steady state analysis using 13 November telemetry data was run,

and the 70F temperature gradient between the top and bottom bearing

therlistors was reproduced when the 71 in-oz friction increae was placed

in the top bering.

An additional steady state analysis is based on a set of higher tempera-

ture boundary conditions (13 September). The temperature gradients across

critical components in the DMA revealed no apparent source of failure

mechanism.
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* Analysis has shown that the temperatures at the beryllium

rotor shaft near the upper main bearing are uniform (no circum-

ferential gradient). This establishes the upper bearing tele-

metry temperature as representative of the shaft near the upper

bearing.

Results of a detailed analysis of the titanium motor shaft show

substantial gradients (axial and circumferential) at the active

motor winding attachment which decreases significantly near the

interface with the beryllium shaft.

3.0 DISCUSSION

3.1 Seacecraft Temperature Telemetry

Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the 4 thermistor locations on the platform and
DMA. The top bearing thermistor is located on the beryllium rotor shaft and is

fairly well isolated from the motor/resolver section by the titanium shaft

nodes 25 and 31. This thermistor combined with the one on the housing were

used as check points in the simulations. The platform and bottom bearing ther-

mistori were used to provide temperature boundary conditions. Telemetry read-

outs for these 4 sensors were available at two minute intervals. One count

on the telemetry was equivalent to 0.5 - 0.8 OF depending on the calibration

range, so tnis indicates the temperature resolution limit for the available

spacecraft data.

3.2 DMA Power Dissipation and Torque

The major sources of drag torque in the nominal DMA are the main bear-
ings and slipring assembly. From test de.ta on several units we adopted the

following baseline torque distribution.

Friction Torque Viscous Torque Total Torque
Item (Oz-in) (Oz-in) (OZ-in)

Top Main Bearing
(Sum of 2 races) 2.0 7.0 9.0

Bottom Main Bearing
(Sum of 2 races) 2.2 10.0 12.0

Slip Ring Assembly 8.0 - 8.0

Sum 29.0 oz-in
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To simplify things we assumed that drag torque was not a function of RPM.

Thus drag torque power dissipation was given by the general expression:

(1) QTOT (BTU/hr) - 0.00252 x T(oz-in) x RPM

In all of the analyses we divided the total torque of each bearing evenly

between the inner and outer races, ignoring both retainer heating and the dif-

ference between inner and outer race-to-ball speed differences.

The DMA motor is a two-phase copper wound device having a resistance per

phase of 10.5 ohms at 770F. The temperature dependence of the winding resistance

is given by

(2) R(ohms) - 10.5 ( + .002317 (Twinding - 770F)

For equal sinusoidal current in each phase (non-saturated operation) the

total power dissipation is given by the peak current in one phase as

(3) P(watts) - 12o-p R

Motor torque can be obtained from the peak phase current.

(4) T(oz-in) - Io-p KT

where KT • motor torque constant - 110. oz-in/amp

Motor current can be obtained from loop error voltage for non-saturated

operation:

(5) Io-p - (ViKA- .rw )

where

Io. peak phase current (amps)
0-p

V1  = error voltage (volts)

KT = motor torque constant

w = shaft speed (rad/sec)

R = winding resistance (ohms)
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For Vi = 1.9 volts at 60 RPM:

(6) 0.9568 (amps)(6 op 1 I+ ,00237(T32 - 77.T

105.25(7) Torque 1 + .00237(T32 - 77.) (oz-in)

(8) 1 2R - 9.596  (watts)
I + .00237(T32 - 77.) a

Where T32 - motor winding temp (OF)

3.3 Stead-State Temperature Predictions for Abnormal Operation

Three abnormal mechanical conditions were ?ostulated which, if they were

to occur in the DMA, would modify the temperature distribution. The first was

a loss of oil in the slip fit gap between the rotor and inner race of either

the top or bottom main bearing. This condition would deprive the inner race

of a conductive path to the rotor heat sink, possibly causing premature race

wear. The second condition was an increase in drag torque in the top main

bearing. A torque increase of 96 oz-in. was chosen as being near the upper

limit of motor torque capability. A third situation involving a bottomed out

preload mechanism was explored to determine the temperature effect of an in-

creased heat path for the inner race of the top main bearing. These three con-

ditions were combined into seven cases and each case was analyzed twice using

different motor dissipation assumptions.

The first analysis was based on the telemetry data obtained 
on

13 November. The torque distribution and motor power levels are summarized

in Table 1, for each of the nine postulated cases. The resultant tempera-

ture profile of the DMA components are tabulated in Table 
2. Case #6

correlated well to the telemetry data, and the temperature gradient

between top and bottom main bearing thermistors agreed with 
the 70F tele-

metered data.
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TABLE 1. SIMULATION INPUTS

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS (NOV 13, 1975 TELEMETRY DATA):

SPEED - 40.7 RPM

TOTAL TORQUE - 100 IN-OZ

PLATFORM TEMPERATURE - 61°F (NODE 17)

BOTTOM BEARING THERMISTOR - 690F (NODE 14)

CHECK POINTS (NOV 13, 1975 TELEMETRY DATA):

TOP BEARING THERMISTOR - 760F (NODE 38)

HOUSING THERMISTOR - 66*F (NODE 13)

POSTULATED CASES:

( Torque (in-oz) Motor Current
Case
No. ottom Bearing Top Bearing Snubber

Slip Ring (Each Race) (Each Race) (Each Ring) AMP. o-p)
1 8 6. 4 0 .26
1 8.0 6.0 4.5 0 .269

2 8.0 6.0 4.5 0 .269
3 8.0 41.5 4.5 0 .926

4 8.0 41.5 4.5 0 .926
5 8.0 6.0 4.5 0 .269
6 8.0 6.0 40.0 0 .926

7 8.0 6.0 40.0 0 .926

8 8.0 6.0 40.0 0 .926

9 8.0 6.0 40.0 0 .926
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Tabc 2

St.ady Siat, ['em pneratntr. I'r11.tdit ti

Motor Current Based on Error Voltage and Motor Temperature. Speed -: 40.7 rpm

......... .. .. '

1',1-1-11,.I Case It Case. 3 :,

N1uJhIe Numitinat Inc rease 8.3 oz-t,
I).NI,\ Item N.ui, .It [,111,'r

Opera- D rag to
io. ltl8,'f3* $3 oh-in 1 ' ,

l'otal )rag Ig in Bottom W.,, 'heI
2'). 2 oz-ist:),' zi Fica rjii t,,t

; _t:l.) E h M ifl B ea ring

tin, r Race It 67.8 67.9 74.7 7-i.
Oti. V Race 12 65.2 65.0 73.7 7 i.
()t Reservoir 42 67.2 67. 1 73.5 73.5
tlrmistur 38 68.2 68.2 74.7 74.7

h.-.jr Rce 9 68.5 62.,) 69.8 6,. 8
,lilvr Race 10 62.6 62.0 64.6 64.b

A it Huservuir 41 68.1 68. 1 70.3 70. 3
., rmitor : 14 69.0 69.0 69.0 69.0

UIp" 39 65.3 64.8 73.5 73. 6Middle (corrected) 13 63.3 63.0 67.5 67.5

l.,owe r 40 6Z. 3 61.9 64.2 64.2

i-:oto Shaft

I -[r 38 68.0 68.2 74.7 74.7
NI ICdlIe 8 68.2 68.4 72.2 72.2
L.o vvc r 37 68.4 6b.7 70.5 70.5

WindiIg 2 76. 1 7b. 0 184.7 t84.6
F 'J 1 33 66.0 65.8 80.3 80.

";,itiblit" r

Inn. r Ring 31 72. 3 '72.2 130.0 130. 1
Oute r Ring 30 66.3 66. 1 8 1. 0 8t. 0

Platiorm" 17 61.0 61.0 61.0 6t. 0

ixec L indary coti(ditt1i, t', I November 1975 0840 Zuilu telemetry data.
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Table 2 (continued)

Effect of Top Main Beariig oi DKIA

Steady State Temperature Prediction

Motor Current Based on Error Voltage and Motor Temperature. Speed 40.7 rpm

Predicted Temperature (l')

cast! 5
'rhe nl Case e rnCase 6 Ctse 7
Model (.)il Loss Increase 80 oz-inDMA Item Node Nominal at Ifier Drag to Drag +

Numbe r Opera- Race /hure D
tion Ih)te rface. 80 oz-in Preload

' tal Drag in Top Washer
S9. o-l Bearing Cuntact

!'op Main Bearing

Inner Race it 67.8 65.3 76.4 76.5
Outer Race 1z 65.Z 64.5 75.3 75.3
Oil Reservoir 4 67.0 67.3 74.7 74.7
Thermistor 38 68.0 68.6 76.0 76.0

J3ottom M in Bearing

Inner Race 9 68.5 68.5 69.7 69.7
Outr Race 10 62.,6 62.5 64.4 64.4

'1 Oil Reservoir 4t 68.1 68.2 70.5 70.5
Thermistor 14 69.0 69.0 69.0 69.0

Houing

Upper 39 65.0 64.4 74.9 75.0
Middle (corrected) 13 63.3 63. 1 67.9 67.9
Lower 40 62.3 62.2 64.Z 64.2

Rotor Shaft

Upper 38 68.0 68.6 76.0 76.0
Middle 8 68.2 68.5 72.8 72.8
Lower 37 68.4 68.6 70.7 70.7

Motor

Winding 32 76.1 76.0 185.7 185.6
Rotor 33 66.0 65.5 81.6 81.6 £

Snubber

Inner Ring 31 72.3 72.1 131.2 131.1
Oiter Ring 30 66.3 65.8 82.2 82.3

Platform 17 61.0 61.0 61.0 61.0

:-'ixed boundary condition froin 13 November 1975 0840 Zulu telemetry data.
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Table 2 (continued)

Efiect of 'Top Main i vat-iug ,,i IA
Steady State 'remnpe rattire P'rediction

Motor Current Based on Error Voltage and Motor Temperature. Speed 40. 7 i,,,

lPr('diitcte 'lit'lpte ratturud (,V')

(rt St; 8
The rina I aet ls
DMItemModel Case 80 oz-in Case

DMA odteI
Node Nominal Drag in ',)p 71 oz-in

Number Opera- tea ring. Drag at
tio Oil Loss Snubber

29. 2oz-it: Race /hure

Top Mtain Bearing

Inner Race t1 67.8 81.0 75.5
Outer Race 12 65.2 76.5 75.5
Oil Reservoir 42 67.0 74.3 74.4
Thermistor 38 68.0 75.0 75.4

tlottom Main Bearing
Itner Race 9 68.5 69.6 69.7
Outer Race to 62.6 64.6 64.5
Oil Reservoir 41 68. 70.3 70.4

- Therniistor 14 69.0 69.0 69.0

i1 1,11sing

U1pt: r 39 65.0 75.9 75.5
Mtuldle (corrected) 13 63.3 68.4 68.2
Lower 40 62.3 64.3 64.3

Rotor Shaft

Upper 38 68.0 75.0 75.4Middle 8 68.z 72.2 72.5
Lower 37 68.4 70.5 70.6

Winding 32-  76.1 1 85.9 191. !

Rotor 33 66.0 82.5 83.8

,"Li' bber

Inner Ring 31 72.3 131.6 146.2
Outer Ring 30 66.3 83.1 85.2

Platform 17 61.0 61.0 61.0

L Cd boundary cotidtion from 13 November 1975 0840 Zulu telemetry data.
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Because the housing thermistor was located below the housing mid-point,
the average housing temperature (Node 13) was corrected, using the expression

developed below:

IC I- -- -!

The second analysis was based on a set of higher temperature boundary
conditions of 13 September 1975 for the purpose of detecting any significant
temperature gradients leading to a potential failure mechanism. Results of
this simulation are tabulated in Table 3.
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Table 3

Effect of Bottom Main Bearing on DMA
- Steady State Temperature Prediction

Motor Current Based on Required Torque, Speed = 60 rpm

0Predicted Temperature ( F)

Thermal Case I Case 2 Case 3 Case 4
Model Oil Loss ..

DMA Item Mode Nominal Oi Loss Increase 96 oz-inNber iOe atInner Drag to Drag +
Number Operan. Race/Bore 96 oz-in Preload

Total Drag Interface, in Bottom Washer292 Total Drag Bearing Contact0o-in. 29.2 oz-in

Top Main Bearing

Inner Race It 82.4 82.3 91.6 92.5
Outer Race 12 84.3 84.5 95.9 96.8
Oil Reservoir 42 82.7 82.7 91.5 92.1
Thermistor 38 82. 1 82.0 91. 1 91.7

Bottom Main Bearing

Inner Race 9 80.8 85.8 82.7 82.8
Outer Race 10 84.5 85.1 87.4 87.6
Oil Reservoir 41 81.2 81.2 84.3 84.5

, Thermistor * 14 80.0 80. 0 80. 0 80. 0

Housing

Upper 39 84.4 84.6 96.1 97.0
Middle (corrected) 13 84.5 84.7 91.2 91.7
Lower 40 84.6 84.9 87.3 87.5

Rotor Shaft

Upper 38 82.1 82.0 91. 1 91.7
Middle (corrected) 8 81.4 81.3 §0.5 90.9
Lower 37 80.9 80.7 83.8 83.9

Motor

Winding 32 92.3 92.4 226.1 234.5
Rotor 33 84.6 84.8 104.0 105.6

Snubber

Inner Ring 31 89.1 89.2 159.1 163.5
Outer Ring 30 84.5 84.7 104.4 106.0

Platform * 17 85.0 85.0 85.0 85.0

*Fixed boundary condition from 13 September 1975 telemetry data.



Table 3 (continued)

Effect of Top Main Bearing on DMA
Steady State Temperature Prediction

Motor Current Based on Required Torque, Speed - 60 rpm

0
Predicted Temperature ( F)

Case 5 Case 6 Case 7
Thermal Case 9 Casef7

DMA Item Model Oil Loss
Node Nominal at Inner Dra to Drag

Number Opera- Race /Bore Drag to Drag +
tion Interface, oz-in Preload

Total Drag in Top Washer

29.2 oz-in. Bearing Contact

Top Main Bearing

Inner Race 1i 82.4 85.7 94.7 95.5
Outer Race 1z 84.3 85.Z 98.7 99.7
Oil Reservoir 42 8Z.7 8Z.5 93.5 94.2
Thermistor 38 82. 1 8i.4 93.4 93.9

Bottom Main Bearing

Inner Race 9 80.8 80.7 8Z.6 82.7
Outer Race 10 84.5 84.6 87.2 87.3
Oil Reservoir 41 81.2 81.1 84.6 84.8
Thermistor * 14 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0

Housing

Upper 39 84.4 85.1 98.5 99.4
Middle (corrected) 13 84.5 84.8 91.3 91.8
Lower 40 84.6 84.8 87.3 87.5

Rotor Shaft

Upper 38 82.1 81.4 93.4 93.9
Middle 8 81.4 81.1 87.9 88.3
Lower 37 80.9 80.7 84. 1 84.3

Motor

Winding 32 92.3 92.4 227.9 236.3
Rotor 33 84.6 85.2 106.3 107.9

Snubber

Inner Ring 31 89.1 89.4 160.9 165.3
Outer Ring 30 84.5 85.2 106.7 108.3

Platform 17 85.0 85.0 85.0 85.0

*Fixed boundary condition from 13 September 1975 telemetry data.
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Table 3 (continued) .

Effect of Top Main Bearing on DMA
Steady State Temperature Prediction

Motor Current Based on Required Torque, Speed = 60 rpm

0
Predicted Temperatured (OF)

Thermal Case 8
Model Case 1 96 oz-inNode Nominal Drag in Top

Number Opera- Bearing.
tion Oil Loss

29. Zoz-in Race/Bore

Top Main Bearing

Inner Race It 82.4 110.8
Outer Race 12 84.3 103.7
Oil Reservoir 42 82.7 9Z. 9
Thermistor 38 82. 1 90.7

Bottom Main Bearing

Inner Race 9 80.8 82.2
Outer Race t0 84.5 87.8
Oil Reservoir 41 81.2 84.2
Thermistor 1 14 80. 0 80.0

Housing

Upper 39 84.4 1O2.7
Middle (corrected) 13 84.5 93.3
Lower 40 84.6 88.0

Rotor Shaft

Upper 38 82.1 90.7
Middle 8 8t.4 86.5
Lower 37 80.9 83.5

Motor

Winding 32 92.3 236.9
Rotor 33 84.6 110.9

Snubber

Inner Ring 31 89.1 166.7
Outer Ring 30 84.5 ii1.2

Platform 1 17 85.0 85.0

-*Fixed boundary condition from 13 September 1975 telemetry data.
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3.4 Steady-State Temperature Effects Due to Motor Power Dissipation

Motor power dissipation ranging from 6 to 40 watts was applied to the DMA

t - thermal model and the results listed in Table 4 for two torque distributions.

Each case used the same platform and shaft temperature boundary conditions, 85°F

and 80°F respectively. The first 6 cases assume the nominal system torque dis-

tribution described in Section 3.2. Cases 6-12 applied 96 oz-in. evenly dis-

tributed between both races of the top main bearing.

The gradient across the snubber was plotted in Figure 3 for exploring

the possiblity of thermally induced mechanical interference. The gradient was

found to rise from 27°F to 99@F in the range 6 to 40 watts.

3.5 DMA Motor/Resolver Shaft Gradient Steady-State Analysis

An 81 node thermal model, Figure 4, was assembled to determine the circum-

ferential gradients in the DMA due to the non-symmetric motor power distrioution.

The baseline 38 node model assumed a symmetric 3600 power dissipation; however

the actual dual motors are "D" shaped with a limited 1800 active perimeter. The

heat must flow to the idle half in order to use the full cooling capability

assumed in the less detailed model.

The results are illustrated in Figure 4. Note that the beryllium shaft

conductivity, nodes 70-77, effectively reduces the circumferential gradient in

the titanium motor mount, 50-57.

3.6 Transient Simulation of Orbital Data

Three orbital sequences were modeled in order to obtain detailed tempera-

ture profiles for further mechanical analyses.

A DMA on-orbit heater test, Figure 5, was performed on September 8, 1975.

This provided telemetry for a teiperature transjent whichcould be simulated using

the 38 node thermal model, Figures 1 and 2. Telemetry provided the boundary condition

temperatures for the platform node 17 and rotor base node 14. Error voltage

telemetry data was used with equations (3) and (5) to provide motor power dissipa-

tion. The simulation predicted the proper top bearing and housing grAdients with

respect to the boundary conditions when 96 oz-in. drag was applied to the top main

bearing. Attempts to simulate the gradient without the increased heat source left a

temperature deficit of approximately 3°F in the top bearing.

A
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Table 4

Effect of Motor Power Dissipation on DMA
Steady State Temperature Prediction

Ci Nominal Operating Torque

29.2 oz-in, 60 rpm

Predicted Temperature (0F)

Thermal Case i Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 Case 6

DMA Item Model 6 Watts 10 Watts 15 Watts 20 Watts 30 Watts 40 Watts
Node Motor Motor Motor Motor Motor Motor

Number Dissi- Dissi- Dissi- Dissi- Dissi- Dissi-

pation pation pation pation pation pation

Tor Main Bearing

Inner Race t1 85.7 88.? 9t.2 94.2 99.9 105.7
Outer Race 12 88.3 91.5 95.4 99.4 107.4 115.4
Oil Reservoir 4Z 85.8 88.2 91.0 93.9 99.5 105.0
Thermistor 38 85.4 87,8 90.7 93.5 99.1 104.5

Bottom Main

Bearing

Inuier Race 9 81.3 81.7 82.1 82.6 83.5 84.4
Outer Race 10 85.3 85.9 86.6 87.4 88.9 90.4
Oil Reservoir 41 82.2 8z. q 83.8 84.7 86.5 88.2
Thermistor 14 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0

Housing

Upper 39 88.5 91.6 95.6 99.7 107.8 115.9
Middle (corrected 13 86.5 88.0 90.7 91.9 .5.9 99.8
Lower 40 85.4 86.0 86.8 87.5 89.1 90.6

Rotor Shaft

Upper 38 85.4 87.8 90.7 93.5 99. 1 104.5
Middle 8 83.3 84.7 86.4 88.0 91. 2 94.4
Lower 37 81.8 82.5 83.4 84.2 85.8 87.4

Motor

Winding 32 148.2 185.1 225.9 262.1 324.5 377.3
Rotor 33 91.4 96.8 103.6 I10.4 124.3 138.3

Snubber

Inner Ring 31 118.4 137.6 158.9 177.8 210.6 238.7
Outer RinL 30 91.6 97.1 104.0 I0.9 125.0 139.1

Platform 17 85.0 85.0 85.0 85.0 85.0 85.0

*Fixed boundary condition from 13 September 1975 telemetry data.
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Table 4 (continued)

Effect of Motor Power Dissipation on DMA
Steady State Temperature Prediction

0 96 oz-in Drag in Upper Main Bearing

116 oz-in Total DMA Torque, 60 rpm

Predicted Temperature (0F)

Thermal Case 7 Case 8 Case 9 Case 10 Case 11 Case t2

DMA Item Model 6 Watts 10 Watts 15 Watts 20 Watts 30 Watts 40 WattsNode Motor Motor Motor Motor Motor Motor
Number Dissi- Dissi- Dissi- Dissi- Dissi- Dissi-

pation pation pation pation pation pation

Top Main Bearing,

Inner Race 11 89.2 91.7 94.7 97.6 103.4 109.1
Outer Race 12 91.7 94.8 98.7 102.7 110.7 118.6
Oil Reservoir 42 88.3 90.7 93.5 96.4 101.9 107.4
Thermistor 38 88. 1 90.4 93.3 96.2 101.7 107.2

Bottom Main

Bearing

Inner Race 9 81.7 82.1 82.6 83.0 83.9 84.8
Outer Race 10 85.8 86.4 87.2 87.9 89.4 90.9
Oil Reservoir 41 83.0 83.7 84.6 85.5 87.3 89.0c Thermistor * t4 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0

Housing

Upper 39 91.3 94.4 98.4 102.5 110.6 118.7
Middle (correcte) 13 7.9 89.4 91.3 93.3 97.3 101.1
Lower 40 86.0 86.6 87.3 88. 1 89.6 91.2

Rotor Shaft

Upper 38 88.1 90.4 93.3 96.2 101.7 107.2
Middle 8 84.8 86.2 87.9 89.5 92.7 95.9
Lower 37 82.6 83.3 84.1 85.0 86.6 88.1

Motor

Winding 32 150.4 187.0 227.6 263.7 325.9 378.5
Rotor 33 94. 1 99.5 106.3 113. 1 127.0 141.0

Snubber

Inner Ring 31 120.7 139.8 160.8 179.6 ZiZ.3 240.3
Outer Ring 30 94.2 99.7 106.6 113.6 127.6 141.6

Platform * 17 85.0 85.0 85.0 85.0 85.0 85.0

*Fixed boundary condition from 13 September 1975 telemetry data.
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( On September 30, 1975 an on-orbit friction test provided the telemetry

shown in Figure 6. For this simulation the motor power dissipation was based

on an assumed motor current shown on the top of Figure 6. Again it was

necessary to apply 96 oz-in. friction torque to the top bearing to provide

sufficient heat to simulate the orbital data. Note that the top bearing temper-

ature was not very sensitive to a change in motor current from .45 to 1.0 amps

in the central portion of the plot. The housing temperature, node 13, ran

approximately 30F too warm. Some of the difference could be corrected since

the housing thermistor is not precisely located at node 13 on the thermal

model. In addition, there may be a temperature gradient between the platfor

thermistor and the platform DMA housing interface.

A major friction transient occurred on October 13, 1975. The calculated

friction torque rose to 575 oz-in. The occurrence was modeled as shown in

Figure 7. For the simulation increase torque was applied to the top bearing as

shown at the top of the graph, and the motor current was maintained at 2.1 amps

using equation (3) for the motor power dissipation. Again the housing ran too

(. warm, and the temptation at this point was to transfer a greater percentage

of the top bearing dissipation to the inner race. Two bearing torques were

tried for the last portion of the run as shown. Note that the top bearing

thermistor temperature is not particularly sensitive to bearing drag.

4.0 DESCRIPTION OF THE THERMAL MODEL

The nodal locations for the basic 38 node model are shown in Figures 1

and 2. The model is rotationally symmetric. At the dual motor, node 32, the

model symmetry implies a uniform disrlibution of heat around the winding

circumference. The degree of approximation introduced by motor assymetry was

checked using the 81 node model shown in Figure 4.

Material thermal properties are listed in Table 5. Tables 6 - 8 document

the conduction and radiation coefficients.
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Table 5

THERMAL PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS

Conductivity Specific Heat DensitySMaterial Btu/hr-ft-*F Btu/lb-0F lb/In3

Al 2024-T3 67.5 0.23 0.100

Al 2024-T351 67.5 0.23 0.100

Al 2024-T4 67.5 0.23 0.100

Al 6061-T6 96.0 0.23 0.098

Titanium 6AL-4V 4.2 0.135 0.16

CRES 302 9.4 0.12 0.29

CRES 303 9.4 0.12 0.29

CRES 347 9.35 0.12 0.29

CRES 440C 14.0 0.11 0.28

" Beryllium 93,4 0.45 0.066

7 Iron 38.0 .11 0.287

Copper 225. .10 0.323
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Table 6

NODE LISTING AND THERMAL PROPERTIES

Node Node Surface SurTace
No. Identification Material Finish Emissivity

1 Slip-ring shaft Al 2024 Black Anodize 0.8

3 Ball bearing race inner top Cres None 0.3

6 Slip-ring outer shell Al 2024 Black Anodize 0.8

7 Flange Al Black Anodize 0.8
8 Shaft (Mid portion) Beryllium Black 0.8

9 Ball bearing race-inner,lower Cres None 0.3

10 Ball bearing race-outer,lower Cres None 0.3

11 Ball bearing race-inner,upper Cres None 0.3

j 12 Ball bearing race-outerupper Cres None 0.3
f 13 Housing (mid portion) Beryllium Black 0.8

14 Mounting flange Beryllium Black 0.8
17 Outer shell Al Black Anodize 0.8
18 Outer shell Al Black Anodize 0.8

18 Outer Shell Al Black Anodize 0.8

20 Spring and Retainer Al & Cres Black 0.8

21 'Motor Housing (lower half) Al 2024 Black Anodize 0.8

22 Motor Housing (upper half) Al 2024 Black Anodize 0.8

23 Resolver Housing Al 2024 Black Anodize 0.8

24 End Plate Cap Al 5052 Black Anodize 0.8

25 Shaft (lower half) Titanium None 0.04
26 Resolver Cu, Fe Black Paint 0.8

27 Resolver Cu, Fe Black Paint 0.8

28 Resolver Cu, Fe Black Paint 0.8

29 Resolver Cu, Fe Black Paint 0.8

30 Resolver Cu, Fe Black Paint 0.8

31 Shaft (upper half) Titanium None 0.04

32 Motor Armature Cu, Fe Black Paint 0.8
33 Motor Magnets Iron Black Paint 0.8

34 Shaft Wire Al & Cres Black Anodize 0.8

35 Wire Bundle Plastics None 0.8
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Table 6 (continued)
NODE LISTING AND THERMAL PROPERTIES

38 Node Model

Node Node Surface Surface

No. Identification Material Finish Emissivity

36 Outer Shell End Al Black Anodize 0.8

37 Shaft (lower portion) Beryllium Black 0.8

38 Shaft (upper portion) Beryllium Black 0.8

39 Housing (upper portion) Beryllium Black 0.8

40 Housing Flange End Beryllium Black 0.8

41 Lubricant Reservoir None 0.8

42 Lubricant Reservoir None 0.8

100 Shaft (lower portion) Beryllium Black 0.8
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7

Table 7 Node - Capacitance Data
In SINDA Format
(Btu/OF)
38 Node Model

InitialTemo

Node M*CP

L, 70.* ,0o90 2P 10.0, 0.230

6 10.0, (0.120, 1, 10.0, 0.2008. 70.0, C.L10, 9, 70.0, 0.08, 10, /0.0, 0.0S8i, 70.0, 0.064, 12, 70.0, 0.064, 13, 70.0, 0.149200 70.0, 0.0199 21, 70.0, 0.126, 22, 70.0, 0.1e623, 10.0, 0.025, 2', 70.0, 0.025, 25, 70.0, 0.05026, 70.0, C.20, 27, 10.0. 0.200, 28, 70.0, 0.02029, 70.0, 0.020, .1 10.C, C. C80, 32, 70.0, 1.00033, 7.0, 0.2509 349 10.0, .IC8, 35, 7C.0# 0.50037, 70.0, 0.200, 389 70.0, 0.200, 39t 70.0t 0.13140, 70.0, 0.629, 41, 10.0, 0.074, 42, 10.0, 0.033L00, ?0.09 0.200, 30t 100,-1.O000S-14, 80.0, 1.000, -179 65.0, I. CO0, -189'85.09 1,000
-19, 15.0. 1.000, -309 75.0, l.COO

iNO

/Neg denotes boundary condition node
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Table 8 Conduction and Radiation Couplings
in SINDA Format
38 Node Model

Node
f.- j CF

L,-',go 9 .'M , 2. 1, 2C, 1L. ., 39, 4.Z6
4o, 24* 34o 0.0O33,59 259 329 .8169 69 31o 269 G.116

To 31. 27, C.316, 69 22. 33. C.1619 9. 219 33# 2.CC9
10. 28. 30, 0.746, 119 29. 30. 0.746 12. 21, 309 5.573
13. 23, .30o 8.170, lst 23. 24o 3.863o 15 21. 23v 0.215
16. 21. 22.36.9309 11. 14,10014.4SCo 18, 37.,1.1 50

Conduction 199 a. 37. 1.810. 209 89 38. 5.320. 21. 7.100, 3.COO
2 SU7 14, 1.1009 23. It 29 1.4C0, 2r., It 7, 0.700

%Y 259 2. 79 0.4669 269 6. 7, 0.4109 27, 9910094!.450
28. So 109 Q.920. 299 1to 12. 0.8*4C 30, 409 13t 5.d20
31. 13, 19. 4.660, J2 40, 10.20.4009 339 40, L79I1.C03
34, 39, 12,13.9009 35o 41o 37, 0.296, 369 42, 38, 0.235
37, 3d, 11, 8.000, 38. .38, 25, G.054v 39. 35. It G.C07
40, 35. 369 0.007, 41o 25. 41. 0.156. 429 20, 259 0.C456

-49t 9, 100# 3o93a8-LI
-50. 38, 111 3.170E-11

CAL -51. 24, 25. 1, a714i-9 9S.421E-3 1.0, 1.0
Radation CAL -529 24 , 23, 1*714E-9t 4.000E-2t 1.0. 1.0

fgCAL -53.t 249 M,0. L 74C-9 # L.17 6C-2 v 1.0. 1.0
CAL -54, 249 2S9 1.714E-9 l.232"-2, 1.09 1.0
CAL -55 24, 27. 1.714i-99 2.064-29 I.C9 1.0

- CAL -56. 31. 23, 1.714E-9 1.1417-2. 1.0 1.O
'CAL -57, 11t 27. 1.714i-9 6.721E-3 o.0. 1.0
CAL -589 23. 30. 1*.14E-9. 2.1*E-2 1.0 1.O
CAL -59, 23. 2S, L. 71 4.-"9 2.616E-2 r.Ct 1.0
CAL -609 23, 27. 1.714E-i. I.205E-2. 1.0, 1.0
tAL -61. 30, 29. 1.714E-99 5.311-3 1.O 1.0
CAL -62. 29, 27, 1.7146-99 4.265:-39 1.0o 1.0
CAL -6$9 30, 28, 1.714E-99 i.067E-3v 1.0, 1.0
CAL -64. 30, 32, 1.714E-49 4.8778-3. 1.0. 1.0
CAL -65 30. 33. 1.71 4-9, 7.4586-39 1.09 1.0
CAL -66. 30. 21, 1.714E-9. 2.188E-2# 1.0. 1.0
CAL -679 28. 26. 1.714E-9, 4.63LE-3, L.0 1.0
CAL -68. 28, 32. 1714.-9, 1.C452-3. 1.0. 1.0
CAL -69, 28, 33. 1.714E-9. 4.7796-39 L.0 1.0
CAL -70, 28, 21v, .714E-9. 2.549E-2, 1.o0 1.0
CAL -7L, i6. 319 1.714E-9# 1.d29F-2 L.0 L.O
CAL -72. 26. 32. 1°714-99 1.816E-29 1.0 l.o
CAL -73. 269 33. 1.714E-9,1.204-2. 1.0, 1.0
CAL -74, 26, 21# L.714E-9. 1.176.-2 1.0, 1.0
CAL -75. 25. 329 1.7146-9, 2.L946-29 L.0, 1.0
CAL -76. 25, 21. 1.714 -9. 5.924F-it L.0. 1.o
CAL -77 32, 33. 1.714E-9, 9.849E-39 1.0, 1.0
CAL -78, .2. 21. 1.714E-4, 3.002E-2, 1.0, 1.0
CAL -79. 32, 20, 1.714E-9, 2.058a-2 . 10, 1.0
CAL -80. !2. 22. 1.7146-9, 4.309-2 1.0, 1.0
CAL -al, 329 3. 1.714E-9, 7.273E-3, 1.C, 1.0
CAL -83, 33, 22, 1. L4E-9, 1.18L.-29 1.C, 1.0

.V ) CAL -84, 20. 38. 1.7142-i, 2.170E-2t 1.0t 1.O
CAL -85. 20. 25. 1.714E-9, 7.877-3, 1.0. 1.0
CAL -86, 22, 20 1.714F-9, 1.o492-2 t.0. 1.0
CAL -0, 22. 4. 1.14E-9, 5.56iE-39 1.0. 1.0
CAL -88. 38, 25. L.714E-9, 6.05SE-3, 1.0. 1.0
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Table 8 (continued)

CAL -899 11. 2E. Is 114E-9 9 3,d51E--3* 1.0, 1.0
CAL -90, I#. 49 1.'714E-9 #.092E-3 1 .0, 1.0
CAL -91. 11. 42. 1.II14E-9# 6*b8dF--39 1.0. 1.0
CAL -92. 129 389 1.714E-99 2.388E-39 I.O 1.0
CAL -43, 12, 39. 1.714E-99 4.361E-39 I.G, 1.0
CAL -9'4, 129 4C9 1.714Z-9 3.e612-39 1.0, 1.0
CAL -5., 3d, 34, 1.714E-9 s. 727E-2. .. , 1.0
C AL -96, 33, 4,, 1.71 ,.-9 t 7.6112-3, 1.C 1.0
CAL -97, 42, 39, 1.371.19E-'- lI- 1.G, 1.0
CAL -100, 42, 6, l.14-9 1.3322-29 1.0, 1.0
CAL -101, 8, 39, 1,714E-1 " 7.102-3 1.0. 1.0
CAL -104s 8. 4C. 1.I,4-9 #.364'-Z, 1.0t 1.0
CAL -103o 8, 41t 1.714E-9 4.852E-39 1.0, 1.0
CAL -1,4, 37, 4C, 1.714E-,. 4.L25E-29 1.0, 1.0
CAL -105. 379 41, 1.714--9t 2.66E-29 1.0, 1.0
CAL -1069 37, 9, 1.714E-9, 1.900i-39 I.0, 1.0
CAL -101 31, 10, L.714F-9t 1.565E-.t L.O, 1.0
CAL -1089 9. 41, 1.71'E-9t 1.04LE-2t 1.0, 1.0
CAL -1I99 109 41, 1.7142-9 # S.642'-3. 1.C, 1.0
CAL -1109 9, 409 1.714a.-9 2.301-4-. I.G 1.0
CAL -Ill 13# E, 1.714 -9# 1.27SE-19 1.0, 1.0
CAL -1129 13. 37, 1.714=-99 4.1719-2 1.0
CAL -113. 13, 41, . 714E-9, 1.633i-2t 1.0. 1.0
CAL -11 4 13, 42, 1. 14E-9, 5.421i-2 1. 0 1.0
CAL -1159 10, 40, 1.714F-9t 4.704E-39 1.0, 1.0
CAL -1Lb 26, 28, 1.714E-49 1.268E-. 1.0, 1.0
CAL -1L7, 28. 29, 1.714E-99 3.7M8"-3 1.0, 1.0
CAL -118, 21, 29, 1.7142-9# 1.J IZE-2, 1.0, 1.0
CAL - 119 # 26# 28.# 1*.714;--9 1 .312E -2t 1.0,v 1.0
CAL -1209 28, 25, 1.714E-99 3.7SeE-J, 1.O 1.0
CAL -12L 27. 29, 1.7142-9, 1.312E-29 1.0, 1.0
CAL -122. 35. 19, 1.714E-91 4.044"-2, 1.0, 1.0
CAL -L23# 35, 6, 1.714E-99 1.2703-2, 1.0, 1.0
CAL -1249 35. 24. 1.714c--99 2.188E-29 I.C9 1.0
CAL -125, 35, 18, 1.714E-9, 4.749-3, 1.0, 1.0
CAL -126, 6, e, 1.714E-9, 1.211'-- 1.0, 1.0
CAL -127, 6. 37, 1.714F-99 7.979F-29 1.0, 1.0
CAL -128 6. 38, 1.714E-99 9.ac-2 1.0, 1.0
CAL -1299 oiC0, 1.714.-99 4.465S-2t 1.0, 1.0
CAL -130, 19 2. 1,714=-99 2.292E-2* 1.0, 1.0
CAL -131. It 6t 1.114E-99 3o244F-39 1.0, 1.0
CAL -L32. 1, 79 1.714E-9 4.0 56F-j, 1.0 1.0
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Table 8 (continued)

CAL -133. It 34, 1o7L4E-9 4.056a-3, 1*0 1.0
CAL -134. 29 6, 1.114E-,. 2.531.-I. 1.0, 1.0
CAL -1350 29 It 1.714E-99 3.244:-J# 1.0. 1.0
CAL -13o, 2, 34, 1.7L4E-9, 3.244.'--3# 1.09 1.0
CAL -131, 249 35, 1.I14c-9 2..87-4-29 1.0, 1.0
CAL -13d, 26# 24. 1.114:-9 S.945E-.J i.C# 1.0
CAL -139, 3b, 21, 1.7t4--9, 2.151F-3p 1.0. 1.0
CAL -140, 36, 23, 1.7L4F-9 3.055E-39 1.0, 1.0
CAL -141. 2,.. 19s 1.714E-ve 3.6 0E-2, 1.0, 1.0
CAL -L42, 24, 22. 1.114S-9t 5.5519-S, 1.0, 1.0
CAL -1 3 24, 219 1.714:-99 1.i17 -29 1.C, 1.0
CAL -144, 2., 23, 14E-', 1.9d4;-e 1. C 1.0
CAL -145, 19, 21 1. 71 E-9 d.010F-3, 1.0t 1.0
CAL -146. 19, 23t 1.714E-99 loS63E-29 I.C 1.0
CAL -147, 18, 3;, 1.714E-9t 3.955E-3t 1.0. 1.0
CAL -14d, 10, 229 1.7 4E-9 1.248Z-2, 1.0, 1.0
CAL -149, 18, 2 1 1.714E-9, 2.530E-2, 1.0, 1.0
CAL -150, Id, 23. 1.71 4 -9 1.91'-Z 1.0, 1.0
CAL -151, 17. ,C9 1.714E-9, 1.22J -2 1.C, 1.0
CAL -15i. 17, 139 1.714E-99 3.449F-2t 1.0, 1.0
CAL -153. 179 3S9 1.714E-9 t.b19--2, 1.0, 1.0
CAL -154, 17, 2. 1.714S-99 3.,9,.-39 1.0, 1.0
CAL -155, 40, 139 1.714-"-9, S.894E-2 , 109 1.0
CAL -156, 40. 35, 1.714-9t 5.112.-2# 1.0. 1.0
CAL -157, 0, 229 1.714E-9, 1.073c -2t I.C1 1.0
CAL -158, 13. 3. 1.714.-9, 5.2753-2. 1.0, 1.0
CAL -159. 13, 22 1.714.-9s 1.1754-ev b.C, 1.0
CAL -160, 39, 22. .714e-9# I.LO0-29 1.0, 1.0
CAL -161, 39, 219 1.714E-9, 1.42Z-2 1.0, 1.0
CAL -162, 22, 219 1.7142-9t 4.041E-2, 1.0, 1.0
CAL -163, 7, 14 1.714C-99 4.600E-2 1.0, 1.0
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u 777 DMA Anomaly - Structural P=oM: J. G. Zaremba
Bearing Subassembly Analysis 1.00o MAIL STA. EXT.

82 1367 50993

1.0 INTRODUCTION AND SCOPE

The documented analysis represents an attempt to develop a malfunction

mechanism, explaining the steady-state friction torque increase, associated

with the No. 9433, 777 Spinning Communication Satellite. The anomaly is

characterized by a steady-state torque demand from the DMA (Despun

Mechanical Assembly) motor of approximately 95 in-'oz and the random

increases of that torque demand lasting for time periods of 60 ms or

greater. The noted steady-state torque is a 60 in-oz demand increase with

respect to the nominal level of 35 in-oz. This A torque is the principal

factor to which the malfunction mechanism will equate if indeed it is a

true model of the observed anomaly.

The analysis itself was keyed to the re-establishment of the design

sufficiency of the DMA's structural bearing's subassembly. (The latter

(Figure A) consists of two large 440C bearings, Beryllium housing and

shaft and the preload mechanism exhibiting a 170 lb/in stiffness.) The

basic approach characterizing the analysis was: (1) to develop the

necessary analytical tooling; (2) hypothesize a likely mechanism of mal-

function; (3) test the hypothesis by analytical approach, existing orbital

data; and, (4) reject or accept the hypothesis.

The details of this work are given in paragraph 3.0 and the summary

and conclusions are presented in paragraph 2.0.

The basic analytically developed torque expressions were substantiated

by experimental l"g" environment characterization of the DMA's bearing

( subassembly in terms of fric,.on torque versus thrust load and the friction

torque versus misalignment angle of the 90 IM bearing. This data was

obtained through the courtesy of the Aerospace Corporation.
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2.0 CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY

The analyses performed lead to the conclusion that the DMA's bearing

assembly design and its dimensional configuration is sufficient and will

not cause the observed anomaly. This statement excludes the effects of

the lubricant deterioration, the slip-ring assembly and the motor perfor-

mance, and the resolvers snubber geometry. At best, a 17.5 in-oz friction

torque increase from nominal appears to be analytically feasible. This

torque is the consequence of hypothesized top bearing misalignment causing

a locked preload mechanism condition.

Of interest is to note that for the given bearirg's geometries, a

higher preload value (100 lbs or greater) would tend to nullify the

effects of the larger than expected temperature gradients across the

inner races by slowing down the saturation event of the preload mechanism

(closure of the .003 in gap, Figure A). The increase of friction for4

the examplified 100 lb preload is small, approximately 1.5 in-oz.

Table A summarizes the results of the analytical effort that led to

)the concluding statement.
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3.0 TECHNICAL DISCUSSION

3.1 Bearing Geometry

3.1.1 Coordinate Sets Definition (Refer to Figure 1)

Figure I is a geometric planar representation of the basic bearing

elements, a ball, the outer and the inner races. The shown system is in a

free state, that is, no forces act on it. The various geometric parameters

indicated are defined in Table 1.

TABLE 1. Definitions of Parameters

(For the bearing in free state,
refer to Figure l and Figure 2)

Inner race radius of curviture Pi

Outer race radius of curviture Po

Reference ball radius PB
Distance from center of rotation
to ball center pm

Distance from ball center to the
inner race center A'

Distance from ball center to the
outer race center A'

0
Clearance between the ball and the
outer race Co
Clearance between the ball and the
inner race Ci
Coordinate set of the ball XB' YB' ZB
Coordinate set of the inner race X1, Y1, Z1
Coordinate set of the outer race X0 Yo, Zo
Reference coordinate set defining
axis of rotation XR9 YR' ZR
Rotational angles of vectors 71i3o0PB
about xi axes 0I 00' 0B

Index, associated with inner race i

Index, associated with outer race o
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3.1.2 Linear Transformation Equations

With respect to the reference coordinate set XR9 YR' ZR (Figure 1),

the coordinates of interest are linearily transformed as shown:

* Reference Ball

XB = R

Y YR EQ I
ZB - R-Pm

also,

XR B XB
Y = YB PB COS EQ 2

ZR = ZB+ = Pm+PB sin B

* Outer Race

XR a Xo

YR X Yo 0 Pocoso EQ 3
ZR a Zo+(PM-Ao') po sin *o+(pm-Ao)

* Inner Race

XR a Xt  = XI
YR a YI a Pi COS i EQ 4

ZR a Zi - pi sin *i+(pm+Ai)

3.2 Free Angle of Contact (Figure 2)

The free angle of contact is defined as the angle made by a line

segment with ZB axis. The line segment is established by the contact

points P0 and Pi where P0 and Pi are point contacts of the ball surface

with the outer and the inner races.

To derive the free contact angle c, let the reference ball coordinate

set with respect to XR, YR' ZR remain fixed (Fgure 1) and translate to

inner and outer races' coordinate sets to the right and left of "ZR axis.

respectively, by the quantities YR = ai, YR = ao. The amplitudes of laol

B-12
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and Jail must be such that the origins of the translated coordinate set

(inner and outer races) will belong to the line segment connecting the

points of contact "p0" and "pi". Analytically, this definition yields the

following:

e Translation of the inner race's coordinate set

x ) ' = x xi = oXRi XR=

Y R, i" Y R a Yi+a 1 " Pi(cos *)+ai  EQ 5

ZR,i = ZR = Zi+pm+Ai * Pi sin oi+(Pm+Ai)

* Translation of the outer race's coordinate set

XR, = XR = X = 0

YR,o YR Y0-a0  p 0ocos 0oao EQ 6

ZR,o " ZR " Zo +(PmAo)" Po sin *o4@m-Ao)

Since the origins of the translated coordinate sets belong to the line

segment pi, po it follows that:

* YR,i =  R,B EQ7

Pi Cos 01+a1 PB Cos B,i

ZR'i RB EQ8

Pi sin 0i+(Pm+Ai) = pB (in OBi+pm

e *i - oB,i = 270°-o EQ 9

* YR,o YR,B
EQ 1o

P cos o = B cos
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S0 ZRo ZRB

PO sin 0+(Pm-Ao) PB Sin B,o+Pm EQ 11

o o 2 S,o MO+1800  EQ 12

Substitution of EQ 9 into EQ 7 and 8 and EQ 12 into EQ 10 and 11
yields,

aI a (Pt-PB) sin EQ 13

Aj - (pi-PB) cos ao EQ 14

a0 x (pO-pB) sin a EQ 15

A0  (po-PB) cos m EQ 16

From the condition of contact it is also known -that:

AI - (p1 -PB) EQ 17

A 0 = (po-PB) EQ 18

(A +A ) Po+Pj-2P8  EQ 19

From the condition of free state (Figure 1) the following relationship

can be observed:

Pi Ci+A,+PB EQ 20

P x Co+Ao+PB EQ 21

Taking the sum of EQ 21 and EQ 22 results in:

pi+Po a (Ci+C )+(Ai+Ao)+2pB EQ 22

Noting that:

CDcD
(Ci+Co) = CD = total diametral clearance.

(refer to Figure 1)
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(Ai+A o) -A 1+Ao) cos o (from EQs 14, 16, 17, 19)

(Aj+A O
D

) a A cos a.

where: A x distance between centers of curvatures

A - (po0+pt)-2p B - C(po+pi)-D] a D~fi+fo-1 ]

D a 2pB a diameter of the ball

[Pt+po ] - (fo+ft)D ; ft i PiD 'I

Equation 22 takes on the following forms:

D(fo+f i ) a CD cos QciD

CD
A aT+A COS o

from which

CD
Cos (1- 1 EQ 23

* Summary of parametric relationships

a - (pi-PB) sin o -D(fiiJ sin o D[fi "5][ (l'r) ] 1/2

a0  (poPP) sin o a D[fo-.5] sin ao

Ai -D(f1-. 5) cos 00 a Ai cos ao

Ao a D(fo-.5] cos 0 cos

A a (Ai+A 0) - (fo+fi-1)D (p +Pi-D)

1 CDco x cos

Ci = (pi-PB)[1-cos c0]

CO a (po-PB)El-coS ct0]

( C+Co =
'oB-1
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* Contact angles

The specific values of the free contact angle (a ) are calculated
as shown in Table II.

TABLE II. Free Contact Angle
Calculation for 777 DMA Bearings

Bearings

Parameters -

Diametral clearance (inch), CD(mln) 0.0013 .0013

Focus inner race (inch), fi(min) 0.515 .515

Focus outer race (inch), fo~min) 0.525 .525

Ball Diameter (inch), D 0.500 .4687

Length, between centers
of radii of curvature
(inch), A = (f_.+f 0 -l)D .0.02000 .018748' l U ,CD -
Contact angle (degrees), ao = cos-ll-] 14.647 15.1314

NOTE: The given angles are contact angles arising from

the smallest possible diametral clearances and the smallest

focii.

3.3 Contact Angle Due to Axial, Radial and Moment Loads

Refering to Figure 2 note that the vector T representing the distance

between the centers of curvatures in XR9 YR' ZR coordinate is given by

A - '-2 EQ 24

Let the bearing be subjected to axial, radial and moment loading and assume

that the outer race is fixed with respect to coordinate set Xo, Yo, Zo (Figure 2).

Also assume that the elastic displacements due to the applied loads act

only on the inner race.

For the stated conditions, the radius of curvature of the outer

race (-P') is allowed perfect motion about the bearing rotation axis Yl' The
0 1

components of this rotating vector, with respect to the reference coordinate

set, is given by

V
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Cose 0 sin 0 0

q 0 1 0 0 EQ 25

L qZR L-sIn e 0 cos e P

where:

e * rotational angle about Y1
q~lR components of vector po

0 = absolute value of vector p
0 0

Notice that for any rolling element the radius of curvature (any ball)

is given in the YR ZR place by

0 RCo)+JR(o) RPo cos e EQ 26or
Po a TR(O)+JR(o)kR(p! cos 0 -A cosA o)

0
where:

o [pm+[fi-. 5 ]D cos *ot0 Os e-A cos mo

Po I = .j(cos e)A cos a0

j = Pm+(fl-. 5)D cos a0)

fi " Pi/D

From which the vector i2 In the YR' ZR plane becomes

p2 a iR(O)-jRAo(sin ao)R[Pi(cos e)-A cos o EQ 27

NOTE: Refer to Figure 2.

The inner race's radius T! undergoes both transtation and rotation.

Its position is defined as shown on Figure 3.

6 - axial displacement

__ ,y 6R = radial displacement

* = misalignment angle

FIGURE 3. Rotation and Translations of Vector
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The components of the translation vector Z in the XRs YR' ZR coordinate

set is

£XR cos 00 sin [0

CYR 0 1 0 a A EQ 28

CXR -sin e 0 cos 0 dR'-
and for any ball the effect of the translation " are given in the YR' ZR

plane as

To i + EQ 29: " = iR(o)+JR(SR)+RSR cos 0 Q2

With respect to the Xi. Yis Zi, the components of the vector ' are

defined by

qx r cose 0 sin e 0

qYi a -sin o sin 0 Cos € cos o sin 0 EQ 30

qzi J-L-sin e cos o -sin 0 cos 0 cos 41-*

5, where: •misalignment angle

For small €the vector pi, in the Xi, Yi, Z i coordinate set is defined by

pi a ii(pi sin 0)+JiCpj cos o)+kij Cos 0 EQ 31

Linear translation into the XR, YR' ZR set via EQ 29 yields

P I iR(SR+P )(sin OYJR(6A+Pi cos 0)+kR COSe+picose )  EQ 32

From which the vector _plis derived by setting iR 0 and adding the vector

ai. Hence

p1 U iR(o)+JR[6A+PiO(cOs cAi sin o]+KR( Rcose+plcose) EQ 33
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From EQ 24

T ,' 1-P'2 = A(iR(o)+JR(TA+Pit cos e+ sin Mt)+kR(6RCose+Acos 0)}

where
6A 6A/A; SR = 6R/A; 0 , ./A EQ 34

Defining the load contact angle in terms of the vector cross product yields

sin a. TRxX

sin a - A+Pig cos e+ sin 2 1/2 EQ 35
(['Apj cos e+ sin J]2+CRcose+cos6p I

and in terms of the vector dot product yields

Cos 01 a R.1 -4

COS C =,/2 EQ 36
cos cos e+ sin a+Cc' coSoe+cosaoJ

The change of contact angle has an effect on the bearing's

stiffness and its normal loads, as well as the bearing friction. Particular

utilization of the derived load contact angle equations will be made in
conjunction with the bearing ball forces and friction torque evaluations.

3.4 Installation Fit Up

3.4.1 Introduction

The bearing installation with interference fits has an effect on

the diametral clearance of the bearings. The amount of decrease of the

diametral clearance is solved by using the elastjc thick ring theory. The

same expressions can be used for computing the clearance due to uniform
heating or cooling of the bearings, the shaft and the housing.
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3.4.2 Applicable Equations

FIGURE 4. Thick Ring Under External and Internal Pressure

From reference (3), page 241, and Figure 4, the deformation of a

cylinder due to external P0 and internal pressures pi is given by

ari , a 2p1 b2p P a2b2(pi-po) EQ 37(b-a + (b2-a2)p

where:

A - total radial displacement inch

C a Poisson's ratio
E - Young's modulus

a - Internal radius
b - external radius

p - radius to any desired point

For the condition of po 0, p = a the radial increase of the radius "a" is

a Pi( a+b
(b-a) LQ38
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When the cylinder is subject to external pressure only (pi 0), the

radial decrease of the external radius b for p = b becomes

pb0  a2+b2

bEQ39
,b -

For the condition of the bearing inner race mounted on a shaft larger

than the bore diameter of the inner race,

FIGURE 5. Shaft and Inner Race Interference

the total radial deflection a at the inner race radius b is

b (a2+bb2 n b b  EQ 40

s b-a B C-) B

A - total interference, (radial)

Es - Young's modulus of shaft x 44x06 lb/in 2

EB = Young's modulus of bearing = 29l06 lb/in2

&s = Poisson's ratio of shaft = .025

C8 = Poisson's ratio of bearing = .25
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and the shaft pressure is:

1 a +b - A b2+c2  _' 41
T-~ 2 2 2_ 2
s ( Bc-b

From EQ 37 the radial increase of the inner race's outside radius E
becomes

= 2b2cp .

C 2b2EQ 42

Substitution of EQ 41 yields the radial increase of the inner race outside

diameter di due to shaft interference

2,& (c)E .

ACDS . E k)2 (i)2+ Eq43

[(.)2I{ E - Es] + [ 2 + tB)
SV") k--).

where: Ai,s - value of interference between the shaft and the inner race.
In terms of tke bearing parameters and in accordance with the following

def Wli tiuuls

c . outside diameter of the inner race (dl) Rinsi'de diameter of the (nnrrace (Bore) "Rl,s

inside diameter of the inner race (Bore) s

a inside diameter of the shaft 2,s

ACD,S - decrease in diametral clearance of the bearing
due to shaft interference

EQ 43 becomes

AC a2Ai s R1 ,sAC ',s ' 2 2,I 2 EQ 44
2R )(EB)(R2,s +1- +1(R__ C j+ [ I ,s l  + ]

S R2,s'R

For the condition of interference fit between the housing and the outside

diameter of the outer race from EQ 38 and 39, the total radial interference

at p b becomes

1b{I c2+b2 + ,b2+a2  EQ 45

Hc-b B b-a
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I
"- Hence, the pressure between the interfacing surfaces is

A

PH = b{.I(c 2+b2  4 1 b2+a2  EQ 46
b{F(-2H --~. + H' B

c-b Bb -a

From EQ 37 for the condition of p x po, p= a the radial decrease of the

inner radius of the outer race (po) is

2b 2ap

a  EQ 47a EBb-a)

-Iand that leads to the radial decrease of the bearing fit up

2AIHb
ACa

ADH c 2 JH b2~ EQ 48
b2 EB (F.) +r()+

a H (c)-()2

( Denoting:

ACD,H ' Diameteral clearancechange due to housing interference

A, total diameteral interference

b outside diameter of outer race (OD) x R
a inside diameter of outer race l,H
c = outside diameter of housing

F outside diameter of outer race R2,H

tHtB =Poisson's ratios for housing and bearing

Substitution of the above parameters into EQ 49 yields

~2AiH Rl H

ACD,H 2R -1) R IH H EQ 49

S(R-l)

1,jI( 2 H 2 ,H]
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3.4.3 Calculation of Oiametral Clearance Changes (Data)

Table III. Critical Tolerance Data

DMA Main Bearings

1I0 1MM 90MM

a Bearings:

O0 B (inch) - max 5.9055 4.9213

- min 5.9051 4.9209

IDB (inch) - max 4.33070 3.54330

- min 4.33045 3.54305

e Shaft:

ODs (inch) - max 4.3304 3.5426

- min 4.3301 3.5423

* Housing:

I0H (inch) - max 5.9051 4.9209

- min 5.9047 4.9205

a Clearances - Shaft & Inner Race

IDB (max) 4.33070 3.54330

ODS (min) 4.33010 3.54230

+ .00060 + .00100

IDS (min) 4.33045 3.54305

ODS (max) 4.33040 3.54260

+ .00005 + .00045

s Clearances - Housing and Outer Race

(ID)H max 5.9051 4.9209
(OD)B min 5.9051 4.9209

0.0000 0.0000

(ID)H min 5.9047 , 4.9205

COD) max 5.9055 4.9213

(-)0.0008 (-)0.0008

Note: Positive sign denotes looseness and negative sign
denotes interference fit.
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Table IV. Calculation of Diametral Changes

Parameters Bearinj
........ ... .... ..__ _ __ O110 MM 90 MM

Outside diameter of inner race (di), inch
d,j - dmj-(D -), inch . . ... ..... .. 5.1400 4.2400

Pitch diameter (di), inch . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.1400 4.2400

D a Ball diameter, inch ............ 0.5000 0.4687

C D - Diametral clearance of bearings, inch, . 1.3xl0 3  1.3x0 3

di  a 5.1400-(.5000+.00065), inch . . . . . . . 4.639350

d 2 a 4.2400-(.4687+.00065), inch . . .............. . . 3.73935
.4

Inside diameter of the inner race - 1D , inch . . . 4.330575 3.543175

Inside diameter of the shaft a 1DS  inch . . . 3.740000 3.20000

Outside diameter of the outer race - ODB , inch . . 5.9053 4.9211

Inside diameter of the outer race (do)

d0,j  a dmj+(O+-f), inch

d o  a 5.1400+(.5000+.00065), inch . . . . . . . 5.64065

d o,2 ' 4.2400+(.4687+.00065), inch . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.740650

R d i 4.639350 . . . . . . . . 1.07130IS I08, " 41.33007

R d1 2 3.73935 ... .. .. .. .. .. .. . . 1.05537IS tt 3.543175B,2

R IUB  4.330575
R2,S T S  = . . 1.15791

ID B 3.543175
4.,R 2,S 1 =I .20000 . . . 1.10724I I
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TABLE IV. CONTINUED

Parameters Bearirgs
110 MM 90 MM

ORB 5.9053 -

1,H do 5.64065 * 1.0469

R lB 4.9211 . . . ............. 1.0381
1,H do 4.74065

ODH 6.3000 1.066983
R2,H TD 5.9053 I
R OD H 5.1700

2,H 60 4 1 .(.....

Young's modulus ratios, EB/EH - EB/ES 0.6591

Poisson's Ratio,bearing tB .50

Note: Housing and shaft Poisson's

ratios &H a S - .025

Interference fit at housing interface x AH(inch) (-)0.0008
(Table III)

Decrease of diametral clearance at housing
interface'(EQ 49) - , . . . .. 0 0 . 682 Ai,H  6676iH

Decrease of diametral clearance at shaft
interface (EQ 45) AC, s  = . . .0. . . . 1 .759 dis 7344is

Note: DCo to be used whenever applicable in
consideration of thermal effects.1

3.4.4 Calculation of Installation Contact Angles

The no load value of the contact angles for the DMA bearings that include

the effect of the interference fits are given in Table V. Normally, the

interference fits are 80% efficient. The reduction of the interference is

due to surface condition, and in our case, it approaches the value of

0.00016 inch. Table V does not include this effect in order to compensate

for the bearing runouts.
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TABLE V
INSTALLATION (NO LOAD) DMA BEARINGS' CONTACT ANGLES

Bearings
Remarks Parameters 110.M...M110 MM 90 MM

Diametral Clearance, inch CD 0.0013

See Table III Interference housing, inch AiH -0.0008

See Table III Distance between centers of
curvatures, inch A 0.02000 0.018748

Decrease in diametral clearance,

inch

See Table IV SACD,H = .682 Ai,H -5.456x104

See Table IV *ACD,H = .667 Ai,H -5.336xl04

Contact Angle, degree
o1 C'll C + CD H]

Cos- [1 2AD , degree 11.15 11.62

3.5 Bearing Friction Torques

3.5.1 Qualitative Aspect of the Bearing Friction Torque

The bearings' Coulomb friction is dominantly a function of the co-tangent

of the load contact angle and the magnitude of the axial or thrust load.

(Radial loads were not considered inasmuch as their amplitudes are small for

the case of the spacecraft's platform despun condition.) The load contact

angle itself varies directly at the bearing's elastic deflection and inversely

as the algebraic sum of the bearings' initial diametral clearance and the

shaft's and the housing's diametral changes. The latter are induced by

initial bearing fits onto the housing and the shaft and the temperature

variations of these elements. The functional relationships of the bearing

friction torque imply that its increase is affected by either (1) diametral

changes of the housing and the bearings in a direction that reduces the contact

angle; or (2) an increase of the thrust load; or ( ) simultaneous occurrences

of both factors. In paragraphs that follow, first the necessary analytical

expressions are formulated from which the bearing friction values are calculated

for several hypothesized suspension system's malfunctions and the DMA's

temperature gradients.
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"-> 3.5.2 Analytical Formulations

3.5.2.1 Orbital Temperature

* Remarks

The following temperature expressions represent diurnal orbital

temperatures of the DMA. For the purpose of the analyses, the

temperature equations represent the temperature differences with

respect to 720F level. (The latter was the assembly temperature

level of the DMA.) The function values at time t = 0 are these

occuring at 24:00 hours ' uU' time on 8 September 1975.

e Housing Temperature

TH = AI+B1 sin (wt-6 1), OF

TH - 4+6 sin (15t-1350 ), OF EQ 50

where

TH = housing temperature difference from 72°F reference

t a time, hours

e Top Bearing Temperature (TBT)

NOTE: TBT is the shaft temperature measured in the neighborhood

of the inner race of the 90 MM bearing.

Ts2 = A2 ,2+B2 ,2 sin (wt-6 2 ,2), OF

Ts2 1 1+4 sin (15t-1800 ), OF EQ 51

# Bottom Bearing Temperature (BBT)

NOTE: TBT is the shaft temperature taken in the neighborhood

of the inner race of the 110 MM bearing.

Ts] = A2 , 1 +B2 , 1 sin (wt-s 2,), OF
EQ 52

T = -4.5+3.5 sin (15t-1580), OF
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3.5.2.2 Radial Expansion of Elements due to Temperature

* Basic Equation

ACD a KI,j(-AiH,j+(OH-eB)(TH)ODB j] +

K {Ai EQ 53 

B[dc,jTH'dl ,j (TBj) 5

a AIJ + A2,j + 43,j

where

Al1  -change in diametral clearance due to press fit of the

outer race and the bearing and the housing temperature

variations; outer race and the housing temperature

are assumed to be equal in amplttude~and time phase.

a2, j x change in the diameteral clearance due to temperature;

because both bearings are loose fitted onto the shaft,

A2 will be effective in changing the diametral

clearances only when

A2<O

a 3,j - change in diameteral clearance due to temperature

difference between the outer race and the inner race;

both elements are subject to uniform circumferential

temperatures

j = I refers to 110 MM bearing

j = 2 refers to 90 MM bearing

Ai H,j  value of interference at housing interface

Ai - value of interference at shaft interface

M = the interference values associated with (+) are loose fits

) the interference values associated with (-) are tight fits
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=0=coefficient of expansion, (housing =shaft) =6.4x106 in

0= coefficient of expansion, bearing elements =5.6x106

TB~ inner race temperature less 720F =T .+,TB~js j B~j

&T Bi = temperature gradient between shaft and inner race

T = shaft temperature (*F) less 72*F
5 ,j
T H j housing temperature less 720F

0% outside diameter of bearing, inch

=D inside diameter of bearing, inch
B niedaee fotrrcic

d inside diameter of onner race, inch

K a compression coefficient, refer to aCD, in Table IV

K2,j=compression coefficient, refer to AC Dsin Table IV

o Specific Development of Expansion Equation Components

In terms of specific values:

(1) Considera

Alla.682(-800+(.8)(5.905)[T H(t)])xl10 6  EQ 54

A1,2  .667(-800+(.8)(4.921)(T H(t))1xl106

(2) Consider A2,J

A2,1* .76{50+4.33(.8(Tsl)+5.6AT B1)0 6  EQ 55

a 2,2 =.74{450+3.54(-.8(T s2)+5.6&T B21)1lO

(3) Consider Aj

A 3,2 = 5.6xlOE6 4.74TH3.4(T +T'2
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e Specific Development of the Diametral Clearance

Reduction Equation

EQ 53 can be rearranged to the form

ACD = A*+C1,j sin (wt- sl j)+C 2, sin (wt-6 2,) EQ 57

where

A* K1 ,j [-&i Hj+(aH-BB)ODBjAl,jj+B(dojAl,j-di,jA2 j)

C1 ,jB 1 , K1 ,j (BH-B)ODB ,j+do,joB]

C 2,j =0 -BBB2jdi ,j

Aj,j A2,j+ATB,j

EQ 57 is further reduced to

ACo = A.+B. sin (wt-&*) EQ 58

where

46* tan C II sin 6 1Ui+C 2,j si tn6*= tan "- ,Csn 6I ,J -c2, sin 62J tan-l(K .)

C1,2 cos 6-,j-C2, sin 2,j K4 ,j

B* a[K2,+K , ]
I/2

Note: The specific considerations of the components of the

radial expansion equation leads to the conclusion that the closure

of the gap between the bore of the 90 MM bearing and the shaft

due to temperature gradient is remote. Hence, the component a2, 2

will not be considered in the subsequent evaluations. The component

A2,1 will also be neglected in as much as its contribution is not

significant. Also, in further considerations of the 110 MIM bearing,

the bore to the shaft fit up will be taken as line to line (zero

clearance).

The specific computation constants for EQ 58 are given in Table VI.
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TABLE VI. COMPUTATION CONSTANTS

Value
Parameter 110 MM Brg 90 MM Brg

K 1 v , . . . . . . . . . .. 6 8 2 4 .6 6 7 2

'i,Hs inch ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 0.0008
(a -8B)v OF'I in/in . 0 1 6

f ODB inch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.9053 1 4.9211

All . . . . . . . . 4. . 4. 0

do isinch.. ................................ 5.64065 4.740650

di j, inch . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.63935 3.73935

S. . . . . -4.5 +1.0

dgr OF a....... .. ................. 35 5.0

B L i OF . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .

.degree/hour ........ ...................... 15.0

B2,j .................................. 3.5 4.0
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7-> TABLE VI. CONTINUED

Value
Parameter 110 MM Brg 90 MM Brg

K i 3, ,. OF - - . .. . .. . .,.., . . _ , 3x ,06 -12l 66

K4 ,J1 OF * 64xi06 -40xl 6

*, degree of arc . . . . . . . . . . .. . 60 72

'iB b OF .1 30xlo 6  l30xl 6

Substitution of the particular parameters into EQ 58 yields

ACDI a -417+130 sin(15t+600)]x10 6, for 110 MM bearing
EQ 59

ACD2' - [-518+130 sin(15t+72°)]xlO 6, for 90 MM bearing
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o Qualitative Discussion of Radial Motion of Bearing Suspension Elements

Radial temperature variation of the suspension components was taken

as the dominant forcing function that causes diametral changes of the

housing, the shaft, and the bearing races. As indicated, three

diametral variation components were considered:

(1) Changes of the housing's inside diameter and the bearing's

outside diameter with respect to the initial interference or

clearance values between them, existing at a reference installation

temperature of 72*F

(2) Changes of the bearing's inside diameter and the shaft's outside

diameter with respect to their initial interference or clearance

values, existing at a reference installation temperature of 720F

(3) Changes of the bearing outer race inside diameter and the bearing

inner race outside diameter as a function Qf their temperature

variations.

The major omissions and assumptions were:

(1) The bearing balls were not considered by virtue of the small

diameter that renders insignificant diametral changes when

• compared with the effects of the DMA's structural elements and the

bearing races

(2) Unless otherwise specified, the steady-state temperature of the

housing was assumed to approach the temperature of the outer race

outside diameter.

To develop an understanding of the sensitivities involving the geometric

changes in the bearing suspension system, the upper and the lower

temperature bounds for a specific mechanical event associated with the

bearing friction variations were determined. These are presented in

Table VII together with remarks of plausibility. Unless otherwise

noted, the calculated temperatures of elements were constrained by the

assumption that except for the bearing suspension element considered,

all others were retained at the reference temperature of 720F.
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C -

The immediate effect c4 the mechanism of the thermal diametral component
expansion is to increase the bearing friction by a reduction of the
load contact angle value in the presence of a constant bearing preload.
Large bearing friction increases can be only induced by closing the
existing clearances between the 00 of the shaft and the ID of the
bearings and by forcing the bearings internal clearance to approach
zero value. As indicated in Table VII, the bearing suspension components
temperature conditions required to create the geometrics condusive for
large friction development are not plausible in view of the orbital
and the thermal simulation data.

TABLE VII
Diametric Limensional Variation of

Bearing Suspension Components - a Function of Temperature

Temperature @
Mechanical Event Bottom Top Remarks

Brg. Brg.

s The temperature of the housing at (1) Temperature not
which loose fit will occ.ur between (1) (1) plausible in view of
ID of housing and 00 of bearing 2414F 275°F the orbital and thermal

simulation data.
* The temperature of the housing at
which diametral clearance will no (1) (1)
longer exist -162*F -220*F (2) Possible event.

a Inner race temperature at which
tight fit will occur between inside (3) Introducing lubrica-
diameter of bearing and the outside (2) (1) tion depletion factor
diameter of shaft 701F 490F external to the bearing

elements will cause an
* Shaft temperature at which tight fit (2) (1) increase of both the
will occur 860F 168*F outer race and the

inner race temperature
* Shaft temperature at which the levels. Lubrication
bearings' diametral clearance no depletion, both exter-
longer exists [for assumed inner nal and internal to the
race to shaft temperature difference (1) (1) bearings, will cause
of 4*F 118(F 1300F larger gradients.

* Outer race temperature at which the
bearings' diametral clearance does
no longer exist (for assumed inner
race to shaft temperature difference (1) (1)
of 4°FJ 340OF 260OF

# Inner race temperature gradient
(inner race less shaft temperature
at which the bearing's diametral (3) (3)
clearance no longer exists 50°F 620F
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3.5.2.3 Axial Expansion of the Shaft and Housing Elements

* Basic Equation

6AT = p8H[THAVG 'TSAVG] EQ 60

where:

6AT = net increase or decrease of the bearings center-

to-center distance

* center-to-center distance = 7 inches

NOTES:

1. For definition of other parameters, refer to
previous paragraph

2. when: AT>0  1 increase

6 AT<O 1 decrease

Of interest is to note that for 6A>0 and in particular if

3xl0 " - inch, the bearing's suspension (Figure 6) preload

mechanism will be saturated. The necessary axial temperature gradient

to cause this condition is

AT [ T] 3xl0 3

HAVGTSAVG]  (7)(6.4x10-6)- 67F

Magnitude of such a gradient is not consistent with either the

orbital data or test and thermal simulation data. Hence, it must

be concluded that the preload mechaniss saturation can not occur.

* Particular Case

Substitution of EQ 50, EQ 51 and EQ 52 into EQ 60 results in

AT =  BH[A*+Brsin(wt-6*)], inch EQ 61

dAT= 13H[2.25+3.64sinwt+81] = [l00+l63sin(wt+81)]xl0 6, Inch

where:

At = AI-I/2(A2 ,1+A 2,2) = 2.25 OF
,1 C4

= tan- 14] = 81.3 (degrees arc)
-3
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C3  e1cos6 1 -1/2(CB2 ,1 cosS2, 1+B,2cos62 ,2 ) -.62*F

C4 = [-Blsin6l+l/2(B2,1sin62 ,1+B2,2cos62,2) = -3.590f

Bjr = [C4 +C3211/ T 3.64*F

x 7 (inch)

ON 6.4x106in

6AT- I8 H2.25+3.64sinwt+8l] tO0+163sinb t+8l )x1 6 ,'O

* ualitative Discussion of Axial Motion of Bearing Suspension Elements
The operational success of the bearing suspension design depends on
the maintenance of the free floating inner race of the "top" bearing

(90 I4) in both radial and axial directioos in order to retain the
unsaturated condition of the bearing preload mechanism (refer to.
Figure 6). The latter introduces a weak spring in series with the

shaft's, the bearing's and the housing's axial stiffnesses.. This.

affords axial thermal expansion of the housing with respect to the

shaft without inducing large thrust loads. This thermally-induced
relative displacement is a function of the product of the bearing
cehter-to-center distance, the coefficient of thermal expansion of the
materials envolved, and the difference of the average temperatures of
the housing and the shaft. This displacement is dominant in considering
the suspension performance. Others, i.e., displacements which are a.
function of the axial temperature gradients along the housing and the

shaft, appear to be insignificant in comparison.

Of interest is to iote that a relative displacement of 0.003 inch
will saturate the preload mechanism (Figure 6). This means that any

further axial displacements will produce increases of bearing thrust

load and thus the bearing friction.
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The temperature gradient (average temperature of the housing less the

average temperature of the shaft) necessary to achieve such a condition

approaches 67F. The magnitude of such a gradient is not consistent

with either the orbital data or test and thermal simulation data.

Note also, that to develop the saturation of the preload mechanism,

the average housing temperature must be greater than the average shaft

temperature. This, of course, leads to the conclusion that the higher

the shaft temperature with respect to the housing, the smaller is the

possibility of saturating the preload mechanism. The last statement

is somewhat mitigated by the discussions of the diametral motions from

which it may be deduced that the axial motion of the inner races of the

bearings can be produced in a direction that also cause the saturation

of the preload mechanism. The latter occurs as a direct consequence

of accommodating the changes of the contact angle caused by the

thermally-induced diametral variations of the pertinent suspension

components. Exemplifying, small bearing contact angles require the

inner race of the DMA's top bearing to be displaced towards the preload

mechanism (refer to Figure 6). These two aspects, as well as the

increases of the thrust load, is further discussed in the subsequent

paragraphs.

3.5.2.4 Bearing Friction Equation

* Basic Equations

The bearing friction torque developed by Palmgren (reference 1, page 446)

was used in this analysis. The basic expression is given here as

TfB = [16dmu(FA)l+n]( --)n(.gcot.), in oz EQ 62

where

dm = pitch diameter, inch

u = cuafficient of friction = .001

a = static equivalent load factor = Ys= .44

Cs = static capacity of bearing

= 400ZD2coscl[(l.5/fo)-x)]

fo = Pi/D = .525
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Cosa Ccosa
dm 2

D = ball diameter, inch

n = exponent = .4

Combining the t.rms yields

TfB = Cl(FA)l+n[(l-C2cosa) 5 cosa]ntana}'l (in oz) EQ 63

where

C1  = {(6) (.9),n dmu[l-.5/fo] 5 +n}[ 4 UOZD2 ]n

C2 = D/dm

* Methodology

The particular friction torque expression for the subject bearings

was developed by determining the axial force for equal increments of

the load angle a. The force to angle relationship used was,

F ZD2Ksnos(ao-'-. -1)3/2 Eq 64FA Cos

where:

FA a Qxial force (lbs)

Z a number of balls

K 4.85xlO+6 )l.172Pb-)
in

D ball diameter (inch)

A * distance between centers of curvature (refer to Table II)

*' contact angle as a function of installation fit-up and=0

the radial uniform temperature gradient between the outer

and the inner races

= contact angle due to axial, radial and moment loads

Needed for the purpose of the bearing's characterizations, the

elastic bearing deflection aAB was also determined at the same time

by the expression

6AB = A sin(a-&)[cos] l- EQ 65
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The latter was obtained from EQ 34 and EQ 35 by setting 6R  0.

Notice that for the case of heavy press fits or adverse temperature
environment the bearing becomes diametrally tight and the value ofCD+AC D

cosa , (1-)>l, (refer to EQ 23)

In these cases- the angle 0 -O, but for the deflection calculation,
the term (1 - iJ-) is still applicable (reference 2, page 51).
Hence for cosoi'>I EQ 65 will take the form of

, CD+&CD.
6AB A(l - )tana EQ 66

Since the axial stiffness of the subject bearings is not the same,
incremental changes (refer to Tables VIII and IX) of AFA produce diff-
erent torque values. Hence, to conveniently sum the friction torques
produced by each bearing, power expressions were developed. These

are:

TfB  AIFAl bl+A2 FA b2  3.614lO- 3FA 1.277+3,386xlO-3FA 1.280 EQ 67

TfB1AF-l32A +3785x

TfB 7xl0 3  1.278 5 EQ 68

Adding the retainer friction of 4 in-oz results in the total

Coulomb friction for the UMA bearing suspension system

S'2785+4), in-oz EQ 69
Tfc -7x'FA 1

Again adding the viscous effect of 17 (in-oz) at 60 RPM yields

T~ [7x- 3F 1.2785TfT A [7xlO3FA1 +41+17, in-oz EQ 70

The Coulomb friction and the total friction values for the DMA
bearing assembly were plotted on Figure 7. Notice that the cal-
culated torque correspondance with the experimental data (obtained
from Aerospace corporation) is relatively good. The lower values
of friction in the low axial thrust region ahd high in the highI thrust region is characteristic of the Palmgren's expression.
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TABLE VIII

( Bearing Axial Force as a Function of Axial Deflection,
Contact Angle, Bearing Friction, 777 DMA, 100 MM Bearing

/~.PI27, 2.. 77 ,
1" . '/ g - Io.,.

TABLE IX

Be..rlag Axial Force as a Function of Axial Deflection,
Contact Angle, Bearing Friction, 777 DMA, O I 4" earing

I,.$ l , , .? . I1 ,/. I B//I

ii1. /e, 2 /3 2.I ~- ?. f /o *

I / 3.0 ll .z :;. ..''9I 4 , .d '/ II/7o,.I .4.0/
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-- 3.5.2.5 Quantitative Considerations of the Bearing's Friction Torque

o Orbital Performance

To determine the DMA's temperature variation on the amplitude of the

bearing Coulomb friction, pertinent diurnal orbital temperatures

occurring on 8 September 1975 were selected. These, together with the

calculated friction for both bearings, are shown on Figure 8. The

plots reflect the effects of the normal preload of 64 pounds and the

geometric variations of the bearing suspension components by the

temperature environment. Notice the insignificant torque variation

of about 0.6 inch-oz during one diurnal period.

* Performance as a Function of Stipulated Temperature Gradients

Since the telemetered thermal data for the DMA obviously did not

provide the mechanism explaining the observed anomaly, various

temperature gradients between the pertinent bea'ring suspension com-

ponents were considered and their effect on the bearing friction was

estimated.

(1) Aspect of Lubrication Depletion - It appeared reasonable to

assume that depletion of lubricant in the neighborhood of the

top (90 MM1) bearing will cause an increase of its inner race

temperature. To determine this effect on performance, a 370F

temperature gradient between the shaft and the inside diameter

j of the bearing was stipulated. The latter was based on an order

of magnitude increase of the existing heat flow coefficient of

conduction. The temperature environment of the other DMA elements

was retained at levels shown on Figure 8. The imposed conditions

resulted in a maximum friction torque increase of 1.5 in-oz.

(2) Friction Torque as a Function of Inner Race to Shaft Gradient -
The analysis of the hypothesized temperature gradient of item (1)

was extended to the variations of the friction torque as a function

of the discussed gradient with all other temperatures retained

at levels defined by the thirteenth hour of the diurnal DMA's

temperature profile shown on Figure 8. The results of this work
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(Figure 9 and Table X) indicate that to obtain the anomaly's

Cnominal torque increase of 60 in-oz the temperature gradient

must approach 270*F. Of interest is to note that the necessity

of such a large gradient is caused by a relatively low rate of

change of the load contact in the region of the bearing's zero

diametral clearance. It follows that the sensitivity of the

friction torque to the subject temperature gradient would be much

hfgher should the bearing's preload be reduced.

* fricton Torque as a Functi)n of Preload Mechanism Saturation

The saturation or closure of the preload mechanism wp in part

discussed in paragraph 3.5.2.3. Here the subject is extended to the

quantitative summary of the preload saturation effect on the bearing

friction torque. There are at least three factors that influence

the closure of the preload mechanism:

(a) the radial temperature gradients between the bearing suspension

components

(b) the angular misalignment of the inner race of the 90 MM bearing

(c) Jamming of the clearance between the inner race of the 90 MM

, bearing and the shaft

(1) Temperature Gradients Effect - The axial closure motion is

a function of the bearing's reduction of its diametral

clearance by the thermal gradients and the relative displacement

of the housing with respect to the shrft due to the differetice

between the average temperatures of the housing and the shaft.

This motion is in part mitigated by the elastic displacement

of the bearings produced by the bearing's thrust load. In

terms of analytical parameters, the total axial motion of

the bearing's inner race is a function of the initial contact
angle ao, its changed value (a,) du. to the interference

and the rAduction of the diametral clearance by thermal

environment, the elastic displacement (6AB) produced by the

preload and the net thermal displaceme t (6AT) of the

housing with respect to the shaft. For a qiven initial

clearance (Ci), the C1o~ure of the prelcaL: 4chanism (aC)

is described.
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Ci-A(sina-sina)+(6AB-6aT) = AC EQ 71

where:

A = distance between the curvature centers

Notice that:

(C > 0 clearance exists

when: AC < clearance does not exist

(cosa > 1, sinl = 0

Using the DMA's thermal conditions of Figure 8 and stipulaing

a 370F temperature gradient between the inner race of the

90 MM bearing and the shaft, developed was a closure

situation depicted on Figure 10. Should the temperature

gradient (average temperature of housing less average

temperature of shaft) reach a value of 149*F, the anomaly's

a torque results. Notice that for a nominal temperature

gradient between the inner race and the shaft of the 90 MM

bearing of 3.7°F, the necessary total gradient AT, (average

temperature of housing less shaft), to result in 60 in-oz

bearing friction torque is 216 0F.

Review of Table X indicates that AC is a strong function

of the preload value. The higher the preload value, the

slower is the rate of closure. Of interest, also, is to

note that the decrease in the bearing stiffness as ao,

approaches zero, is approximately 40% of the initial value

of 200,000 lb/in. Hence, it follows that for a given

prelad, relatively large bearing displacements (6AB) will

occur.
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The bearing friction torque values due to the gradient17 (AT) are shown on Figure 11. In order to recognize the

magnitude of the thrust load, associated with the gradient

&T, the relationship of these two quantities is also given

on Figure 11.

(2) Angular Misalingment of Bearing - Geometrically, by virtue

of the pertinent radial and axial clearances (associated

with the top bearing and the preload mechanism respectively),

it is possible to produce an angular misalignment that

saturates the preload mechanism. The maximum angular quan-

tity about an axis perpendicular to the rotational axis of

the DMA associated with the misalignment, approaches

0.0485 degree of arc. This angle produces (refer to

Figure 12) an increase of the bearing-friction by 16 in-oz.

Hence, to achieve the anomaly-associated torque increase in

accordance to Figure 11, the required temperature gradient

-> is 1280F.

(3) Jammed Top Bearing's Inner Race - Hypothesis of the

following conditions:

(a) the radial clearance of the top bearing, between the

inside diameter of its inner race and the outside

diameter of the shaft, is jammed by debris,

(b) the intensity of jamming is sufficient to retain the

nominal (0.003 inch) relative position of the bearing

with respect to the preload mechanism under load,

(c) the axial load is produced by a thermal gradient

which is 'uefined as the difference between the

average housing and shaft temperatures,

produces a thermal gradient (Figure 11) of 169°F necessary

to satisfy the anomaly's observed torque increase of

60 in-oz.
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- Feability of Anomaly DMA Torques as a Function of Thermal

Environment

Reference to Table XI, which summarizes the aspects of the

bearing friction torque, induced completely or partially by

the thermal gradients, indicates that the pertinent temperature

gradients required to produce the steady-state friction charac-

teristics of the DMA's orbital anomaly are inconsistent with

either the orbital or the thermal simulation data.
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TABLE XI
Temperature Required for Anomaly's

A Friction Torque Increase

Hypothesized Conditions Gradient Required to Produce60 in-oz Friction (OF)

e Temperature effects of local lubrication
depletion in the neighborhood of the top
bearing are superimposed over the typ-
ical orbital temperature environment of
the DMA. The gradient between the inner
race and the shaft caused by depletion
is . . . . . ... ...... . ... . . . . 270OF

* Preload mechanism is saturated by a 40'F
gradient between the inner race (top
bearing) and shaft; superimposed over
the DMA's orbital environment a gra-
dient, AT, (average housing less average
shaft temperatures) is . . . . . . 1470F

a Nominal orbit, DMA's temperature con-
ditions, exist. Gradient AT is necessary
to saturate the preload mechanism and
produce anomaly friction is . . . . 216°F

a Nominal orbit, DMA's temperature con-
ditions exist. Top bearing is misa-
ligned; the gradient AT is . . . . . .. 128°F

* Nominal orbit, DMA's temperature con-
ditions exist. Preload mechanism's
axial clearance of 0.003 inch exists.
90 MM bearing race is jammed on the
shaft by debries; the gradient
AT is ...... ........... .. . 1490F

Note: Nominal bearing friction variation for normal orbital operation is
0.4 in-oz. If bearing misalignme'nt is assumed to cause saturation
of the preload mechanism, 17.5 in-oz torque increase would be expected.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION AND SCOPE

The documented worst case analyses envolve a review of dimensional

sufficiency of the subject bearing ball retainers (separators). Con-

sidered were the separators associated with the structural assembly's

bottom bearing (110 MM), the top bearing (90 MM) and the 30 MM slip

ring's assembly bearing. The summary of the analysds is presented in

paragraph 2.0 and the details are given in paragraph 3.0. Of interest

is to note that certain manufacturing control changes are being sug-

gested as a direct consequence of the analyses. These are presented in

paragraph 2.2 with further details given in paragraph 3.5.

2.0 SUMMARY

2.1 Geometric Sufficiency Criterion and Presentation of Results

The separator's geometric sufficiency criterion used in the presented

analyses were the requirements defined as:

a The (e) between a point (P2) at the outboard edge of the

separator's thickness dimension and belonging to the locus of

points defining the outside diameter of the separator, and the

point of tangency (P1), associated with the separator's pocket

and its companion ball, must have a positive value. In other

words, c>O.

e There must exist a clearance (c) between the 90 MM bearing

separator's width dimension and the washer component of the preload

mechanism, for the worst case dimensional considerations.
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The magnitude and the direction of the defined edge distance (€)

is of interest because increases of bearing friction can occur should

(e) become less than zero.

All the computed edge distance values, as shown below, were positive

Bearing Edge Distance (e)

110 MM . . . . . . . 0.026 inch
90MM . . . . . . . 0.017 inch

30 M . . . . . . . 0.011 inch

quantities and appeared to be large enough for satisfactory bearing

performance, provided the edges of the separator have either sharp

corners or their chamfer's dimension is limited to small values, say
0.005 inch. However, since the deburring radius orv.chamfer is not control-

led by the fabrication drawing, possibility exists that "c" can become

less than zero. Examplifying the case by assuming an easily realizable
chamfer of 0.015 inch, the separator's edge distances (c) for the bearings

of interest become:

Bearing Edge Distance ()

110 MM . . . . . . . 0.011 inch

90 MM . . . . . . . 0.002 inch

30 MM . . . . . . . 0.004 inch

Although not within the scope of these analyses, an attempt was made

to estimate the friction increase as a function of the negative edge
distance ". For the retainers' steady-state condition, a coarse

approximation of the increase is the product of the nominal friction

torque and the ratio of the negative edge distance to the bearing ball

radius. The latter indicates that small negative values of "e" insigni-

ficantly affect the bearing performance.

The worst case value estimate of the clearance (c) resulted in a
value of-O.003 inch. The latter is an insufficient dimension, especially

. since there exists no dimensional control of the separator's w, ,n-

bisecting-diameter that also contains the center of the ball pockets.
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Ii
-> The consequence is an occasional contact of the retainer with the preload

washer or the bearing's inner race land or both.

Concluding, it is well to indicate that the existing separators'

and the associated bearing dimension's fabrication tolerances insignifi-

cantly affect the calculated edge distance values.

2.2 Recommendations

The performed analysis indicates that the edge distance (c) is

small enough (for all bearings considered) to cause concern. The latter

is further emphasized by the dimensionally uncontrolled fabrication

deburring process which further reduces the distance (e). Since the

control of the deburring radii or chamfers is reasonably difficult, when

relatively tight tolerances are required, increases of the outer diameter

of the ball retainers are recommended. These are:

Bearing Diametral Increase

110 MM .. . . . 046 inch
' 90 MM . . . . . . . . 0.061 inch

30 MM . . . . . . . . 0.070 inch

The selection of the diametral increases was based on the desire to

geometrically prevent contacts of the separator's outer diameter surfaces

with that of the bearing outer ring land diameter. The suggested a values
are also a function of the thermal deflections, the processing-caused

geometric distortions and a reasonable clearance value.

Suggested is also dimensional control of two fabrication parameters.

These are: (1) the maximum deburring radius or chamfer; and, (2) control

dimension of a center line passing through the center of the ball pocket

holes and referenced to a plane containing the edge diameter of the

separators' width dimension. For further details, refer to paragraph 3.5.

To correct the separator width clearance aspect, reduction of the

1retainer width is being suggested.
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3. ANALYSIS

3.1 Introduction and Scope

The geometry of a given bearing ball and the associated separator

ball pocket is shown on Figure I. Notice that the point of tangency of

,/F.., - , -.

1!/,
_ 42Jc; /

IN /

~I

FIGURE 1. Bearing Ball and the Separator Geometry

the separator and th ball surfaces is denoted by "P," and point P2 is the

outboard limit of the effective eparator thickness dimension.

The magnitude of the line segment PIP 2 is of interest because it is

indicative of the geometric suitability of the separator with the
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dimensional parameters of the bearing balls and races. In particular,

if the magnitude of the line segment PIP 2, defined as

IP 1P21 =e ' = 12-14RI  EQ 1

is smaller than zero, increased motor demand to rotate the bearing may be

expected. A coarse estimate of the bearing torque increase can be

,P T -mor ToRauF.
F PUSH FOIC?

F pMOM&NA e

4777 - 77. 77- 1 A

'FIGURE 2. Separator and Bearing Ball Forces (for <O)

obtained from Figure 2. The shown load model yields the desired estimate

of the motor torque increase as a function of the offset angle y as,

' AT p 3F sinly =
AT2 = tanysecy EQ 2P3cosy)

where:
AT = motor torque increase

T = motor torque necessary to move the separator

Notice that for a 50 percent motor demand increase the angle y

approaches 24.5 degrees. This implies that the separator's outboard

edge is offset to the left from a nominal tangency point P1 (Figure 1)
by approximately 0.10 inches. The latter leads to the apparent conclusion

that small e, where e<0, does not have a significant influence on the

bearing performance.
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Since the subject bearings exhibit a oartial inner race

and the ball riding separator systemjincreases of the bearing friction

torque will occur randomly. To avoid these perturbations, and thus the

spacecraft's pointing angle changes, it is desired to limit c to values

greater than zero with a reasonable margin of safety.

From Figure 1, the critical edge distance e can be expressed as

e x a2-a4R

where the components of the vector 4R are the components of the vector

a4 rotated an angle R. The latter is the angular span contained by the

arc segment CC1 and can be computed by considering the angle between

vectors a3 and a1.

In the analyses that follow, derived are the vector components

(paragraph 3.2 and paragraph 3.3) needed for evaluation of the edge

distance c. In paragraph 3.4 derived is the quantity c; also the worst

case clearance (c) value is computed. The computations include the DMA's

bottom-bearing (110 MM), top bearing (90 MM) and the 30 MM slip ring

assembly bearing. The separator design changes and the manufacturing

control changes are given in paragraph 3.5.

3.2 Component of Vectors a and a4

The components of the vectors a3 and a4 are associated with the

bearing's ball pitch radius (p3 ), the bearing ball radius N), the bear-

ing's total runout error (eB) and the angular orientation (*s) of the ball

center with respect to a fixed coordinate set XR, YR' ZR'

In the bearing body coordinate set XB, YB9 ZB (Figure 3), the vector

a3 is defined by

a 3 P3[iBcosY 3+jBsinY 3J

where:

Y3 2sin [P312P 3]
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FIGURE 3. Bearing Coordinate Set

The radius P3 is the bearing's ball pitch radius -given~ by

-3 1 /2[p 1-Acoso0J xl/2[p1-(f +f0-1)D + C

CD
x /2Epi.(f i+ f0.I) D+i-) EQ 4

where:

Pi ainner radius of inner race

A -(f +f 0'1)D

fi ri/D a inner race curvature ratio

to 0 ro/D a outer race curvature ratio

D a bearing ball diameter

a* free contact angle acos- [l-C)

CD -diametral clearance

The pertinent bearing specifications define the nominal value of P3 but
not its variation. To determine the latter total differential of P3 is co-
sidered in terms of the quantities fi, fo, 0 and CD as shown.

dP 12[lf)df.+(l-f.)dfo]D4l-(fi+fo)d+-,= EQ 5
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Table I lists the differentials and the pertinent quantities leading to

their evaluations.

TABLE I. Variation of Bearing Ball Pitch Radius

Bea rings
Quantities Symbol Units Bearings

110 MM 90 MM 30 MM

Mean outer race curvature ratio f inch 0.52750 0.52750 0.52000

Variation (+) dfo  inch 0.00250 0.00250 0.00500

Mean inner race curvature ratio fi inch 0.51750 0.51750 0.52000

Variation (+) dfi  inch 0.00250 0.00250 0.00500

Mean ball diameter D inch 0.50000 0.468/0 0.31250

Variation (.) dD inch 1 . 10-5 -

Mean diametral clearance CD inch 0.00150 0.00150 0.00235

Variation (4) d,CD  inch 0.00020 0.00020 0.00035

Mean ball. pitch radius P3  inch 2.57000 2.12000 0.83650

Variation (.) dP3  inch 0.00065 0.00061 0.00084

The vector ia" (Figure 3) in the XB, YB, ZB coordinate set is given in

terms of its cumponents by

"'4 = P4[iBcosy 4 +jBsiny4]

where: 2+2 2 1/2
P4 - IP3 PB

Y4 = tan- IPBlIP3]

Both vectors aK are related to the XBO YB' ZB coordinate by
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XB cos* -sinp 0 XB

YB sin* cos j 0 YB EQ 7

ZB 0 0 1 ZB

S I I I

Hence, in the XB YB' ZB the vectors a3 and a4 are given as

a 3 = P3[iBcos(*+y 3)+jB sin( r*y3)]

A A EQ 9

a'4 a P4[tB'cos(*+Y4)+JB sin(*+y4)]

By linear transformation

XR - XB+CBCOSYB

, EQ 10
YR ' YB+cBsinyB

where:

" CB - bearing runout 4 64x10 6 inch (RMS) for all bearings considered

yB a runout phase angle

the vectors "3 and 4 in the reference coordinate set (Figure l and

Figure 3) take on the form

a'3 = i R[P3cos (*Y3)+EBc°SYB]+JR[P3si n(*+y3)+EBsi nyB]

- A EQ 11
a'4 x i RCP4cos(*+y4)+FBCOSYB]+jRCP4sin(*+y4)+cBsinYB

3.3 Components of Vectors aI and "2

In the separator coordinate set Xs, Ys, Zs, the vector 11 (Figure 4)

is described in terms of its components as

= A A

l = P31i scosyl+jssinyl
]

where: EQ 12
YI = 2sin'1[pp/2P3]

Pp= radius of the ball pocket
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FIGURE 4. Separator Ball Pocket

Also, in the Xs, Ys, Zs coordinate set the vector i2 is given as

'j7 2 = P2[iscosy 2+issiny2]  EQ 13

where:

P2 - outside radius of separator

y2 a sin 1lpp/P2

The components of both vectors in the X , Ys, ' coordinate sets

are related by

X cose 0 sine xs

Y, - 1 o Ys EQ 14

z .sio o coso J J
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yielding: b
al a a 31's'C°SYlC°Se+Js'sinyl-ks 'cos'lsine]

. EQ 15

a'2 " a2[tscosy2cose+ls'siny2'ks .cosy2sineJ

Notice that the angle a arises from the specified tolerance of the ball
pockets true position to within ace (refer to BSRC drawing No. 47446).

The value of 9 assumed in this analyst', is

e-a tan'l( - -  )  EQ 16
PsAVS

where:

Ace a 0.005 inch for all bearings considered

i PsAVG a mean radius of separator.

a 2.5400 inch for the 110 MM1 bearing

;I 4  a 2.0900 inch for the 90 *14 bearing

- 0.8117 inch for the 30 IP bearing

In the Xv,, Ys,, Zs. the components of vectors 11 and 2 are obtained by
the coordinate transformation matrix

Xscs -sin# 0 FX~
Ys*J sin# cos# ] Y31 EQ 17

z 0 0 1 X

yielding:

al p 3C1S"(cosy 1coscose-sinylsin)+

AJ51,(cOSy1sincose+sJ cos*)

-k s,,(cosy 1 stne) ]

I ,EQ 18
a2 u p2[is"(csy 2cos*cse-siny2sin,)+

i s ncos9+sin j cos* )+

-ks,,(cosy 2sine)]
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Linear transformation

* XR = S Xs.-sCOSs

Y = Y"II's siny  EQ 19

ZR = Zs

where:

es x amplitude of radial motion of the

separator

Ss - inside diameter of separator -

bearing inner ring radius

Ss P Psi-PLi

Ys associated angle

and assuming 0 to be small, the vectors al and a' in the reference

coordinate set be:ome
A A

* I {iR[P3cos(Iyl)-cscoSYs]+JREP3sin(*+Yl)-ssinys]-kecosy2}
A A A2

4a1 2= {REP2cos(*D+y2)-cscosys)+iRIP2sin(*)+y2)-:ssinys]-kecosy2}

3.4 The Edge Distance

To satisfy the condition of tangency, the vector 73 is rotated an

angle *R' thus causing the terminal point of the vector '4 to be at

point p,. The rotation *R is given by

*R• Cos- 1 3 EQ 21

and neglecting small terms, the value estimate for *R becomes

*R - (Yl-Y 3) EQ 22

Since the vector P3 and 14 terminate on the same body, the vector 4

is modified to
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a4R a iR[P4cos(*ry4 R) eBCOS(YB. R)]+

EQ 23

JR[P4sin(9.y 4*YR)+BSin(Y(B+YR) E

The above yields the desired edge distance

IR([P2cos(Y2) P4c0s(l4+*R)]"[cs c°SYs+Bcs(YB+*R)] +

JR{(P2sin(-2) -P 4stn", 4+R) ]-sSys+Bsn(yB+*R)]1)

- kReCOSy 2

Minimum edge distance is obtained by setting Y2  yB 0 u * 0. The
latter yields

-4

222,2R2,2 2

rMIN "AXRYR+AZR ]

';TMIN " RCP2MINCS(y2)MIN-P4MINCOs(y4+*R)MIN-(s+cB)MAX]+

4A J R1P2MI Ns i n (y2) MlN-P4MAxS in(*y4+*0R)MI N]+

-kReMlNcos(Y2)MIN }

The solution for the edge distance and pertinent quantities leading
to this evaluation are given in Table II.

3.5 Recommended Separator Design Changes

The conducted analysis indicates that the distance (e) is small
enough (for all bearings considered) to cause concern. The latter is
somewhat more emphasized by the dimensionally uncontrolled fabrication
deburring process which furthur reduces the distance e. Since the
control of the deburring radii or chamfers is reasonably difficult, when
relatively small tolerances are required, increase of the outer diameter

of the ball separator is recommended.

The criterion for the recommended increases was the desire to
-I geometrically prevent contacts of the separator's outer diameter surfaces
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TABLE II. EDGE DISTANCE OF THE BEARING RETAINERS

Quantities Formulation or Symbol Units ns -
_uantities Uni__, 110 MM 90 MM 30 MM

Radius of separator pocket inch 0.25700 0.2410 0.1620
Radius of bearing ball INM inch 0.25000 0.22935 0.15625

Inner radius of separator PsiMAX  inch 2.44550 2.00500 0.75300

Outer radius of separator inch 2.63400 2.17450 0.8700

Outer radius of separator P2MAN inch 2.63900 2.1795 0.8730

j Ball pitch radius P3i4AX inch 2.57070 2.12060 0.83730

Radius of inner ring land iLMIN . nj 2.42050 1.98000 0.74400

Auxiliary Radius P4 a +/ inch 2.58283 2.13297 0.85175

' " Bearing runout CB inch -6446 1

Maximum excursion of M aPsiMAX'LMIN inch 0.02500 0.02500 0.00900
separator

angle' Y1 = 21ir( PPMIN) dog 5.738 6.526 10.965

angle Y2 a sinlPPMIN deg 5.599 6.451 10.731P2MIN

angle a 2sinl (Np M deg 5.574 6.199 10.708

angle YR • (YI-Y 3) deg 0.164 0.327 0.257
PBNOM

angle 4 tan deg 5.580 6.099 10.755
Y4 P3MAX

(refer to para 3.3) = .05 rad 0.0020 0.0024 0.006
PsAVG

Edge distance 'MIN inch 0.0265 0.170 0.011
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with that of the bearing outer ring land diameter. These diametral

Increases, together with the parameters yielding to the recommended
diameteral increases, are given in Table III. Notice from Table III

that the a increases considered: (1) the existing minimum diametral

clearance between the separator and the bearing's outer ring land;
(2) the possibility of thermal and separator processing distortions;

and, (3) a reasonable clearance.

TABLE 111. RECOMMENDED OIAMVTRAL INCREASES FOR THE
DA'S BEARING BALL SEPARATOR

Quantity Definition Sym- U . Beariings

bols 110 MM 90 MM 30MM

Bearing outer ring land diameter, OLo inch f5.436 4.51;8 1.856
Mi1nimum

Bearing inner ring land diameter, OLI inch 4.841 3.960 1.488
minimu

Separator outside diameter, maximum Dso inch 5.278 4.359 1.746

Separator inside diameter, maximum Dsi inch 4.883 4.002 1.502

Minimum diamtral clearance between
outer ring land and the outside
diameter of the separator or
present system:

(DLo+Oit MIN"(OosoOsi)MAX " 6MIN inch 0.116 0.117 0.096

#e " Ro ial distortion due to pro- 60  inch 0.015 0.012 0.006
cessing of separator

e Radial clearance between a inch O.,02O 0.016 0.0007
separator and outer ring

MAXIMUM RECOMMENDED DIAM4ETRAL
INCREASE OF SEPARATO0r U DED
DIAMETER

6MiN- 2(00+6c) " 4 inch 0.046 0.061 0.070
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Also recommeded is dimensional control of two fabrication parameters.

These are:

* Maximum deburring radius or chamfer ......... 0.015

* Control of the center line of the ball

pockets with respect to a reference
Dplaneas shown on Figure 5. . . . . . . . . . . .

The minimum clearance dimension (c) (Figure 6) between the retainer's

width surface and the shoulder of the bearing's inner race is given by

MA

CMIN 1 /2(WRMIN-WSMAX)-D{ (Pi/D)MAX"" 5sinao+.5( .1

.5(.7037-.685)-.4687[(.20-.)stnl5.1+.5(A488 0]

u .003 inch

Since no control exists for the dimension Ws/2 (Figure 6), the clearance

(c) is insufficient and contacts between the separator and the preload

mechanism's washer surface (located at the shoulder of the retainer) will

occur. Decrease of the retainer width dimension is being recommended.

Specifically, the maximum width dimension of the go MM bearing retainer

should be 0.671" and its minimum width 0.666".
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82 F37 509

1.0 INTRODUCTION AND SCOPE

This memorandum documents miscellaneous analyses related to the

777 DMA Anomaly. The analyses -ire presented in the form of calcu-

lation notes assembled in Paragr. :!1 3. 0. Paragraph 2. 0 summarizes

the significant results.

Of particular interest is the consideration of the resolver snubber gap

closure aspect for the spin down platform condition. The snubber con-

sists of two components, the spacer and the bracket (refer to Figures

1, 2 and 3). Its function is to protect the resolver components from

damage due to the launch environment. The nominal radial gap at the

snubber is 0. 008", a specified minimum is 0. 002" and the actually

measured gap is 0. 006" minimum.

Other aspects of the analyses are (1) the dimensional considerations

of the bearing fits, (Z) the orbital temperature effects on their values, (3)

the motor shaft/main shaft interface, (4) the DMA's shaft-cross beam

mount interface with the spacecrafts and (5) the bearing misalignment.

The analyses were performed by W. B. Palmer, member of the SVD's

Mechanical Design Department.
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76. 7345-044
Page 2

2.0 SUMMARY OF RESULTS

2. 1 Bearing Fits (refer to calculation notes pp i-5)

Table I, Bearing Fits

Dimensions and Tolerances

Item 11OMMBG , 90 MM BRG

Bearing OD/Housing, 0. 00000 -0. 00080, tight 0. 00000-0. 00080, tight
fit, inch

Bearing ID/Shaft, fit, 0.00005-0. 00060, loose 0.0u045-0. 00010, loose
inch

Roundness of housing, 0.00O
inch

Roundness of shaft, Within the tolerance of OD dimension
inch

Diametral reduction 0. 00644 0. 000558
of outer race due to
press fit, inch

Bearings diamteral 0. 00656 0. 000742
clearance after press
fit, 'inch

Minimum instillation 9.2913 10. 2075
contact angles, de-
gree of arc

Axial shift of bear- 3.18 2.88
ings per radial bear-
ing clearance reduc-
tion, inch/inch
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2.2 Orbital Temperature Effects (refer to calculation notes pp. 6-10)

Table II. Dimensional Reductions Due to
Orbit Thermal Environment

Item Dimensions (Inch)

110 MM brg. diametral clearance reuction, 0.000212
max.

90 MM brg shaft to bearing diametral slip 0.000295
fit reduction, max.

Interference increase between housing and 0.000058
OD of 90 MM brg, mzx.

Bearings center to center change, max 0.000441

2.3 Main Shaft/Motor Shaft Interface Events
(Refer to calculation notes pp. 1 1-12)

* 0. 001 press fit expends the end of the
main shaft at four mount points by 0.0002i inch

* The motor shaft ipcreases in dia. at
a rate of 12 x 100 inch/°F hence
the diametral increase at 1600 is 0.00108 inch

2.4 Main Shaft and Mounting Cross Beam Interface Events
(Refer to calculation notes pp. 13-14)

NOTE: Two 0. 250 inch screws connect shaft to beam
at four (4) places.

* Max load to cause lateral slippage is 1848 lbs
(This twice the value possible)

* At temperature of 59°F cross beam
shrinks more than the shaft by 0. 00679 inch
(Reduction of bearing clearances
resuits)
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2. 5 Resolver Snubber Gap Closure

(Refer to calculation notes pp. 15-19)

Factors Causing Gap Closure Worst Case Reduction

. Motor loads on shaft take up any radial .0016"
clearances between shaft and inner
races of bearings.

0 Spacer grows in diameter due to .0023"
dimensional instability of material,
accelerated by elevated tempera-
ture from motor heating.

0 Bracket grows in diameter due to .0010"
dimensional instability but not as
much as spacer because at lower
temperature. Bracket may go out
of round because of unsymmetrical
grain orientation since it is fabricated
from plate.

- Spacer grows in diameter more than the .0016"
bracket, due to coefficient of thermal
expansion, as motog temperature
rises. (Spacer 178 , brkt. IIto
motor dissipation - 20 watts.)

o The AT across the diameter of the .00023"

motor shaft, due to location of the
windings on one side, causes bending
(for 12.6 watt power dissipation).

* Loss of preload in bearings permits .0019"
radial play. This could occur if the
preload mechanism became jammed
in a retracted position because of
fretting between shaft and inner race
of upper bearing.

RSS 0. 0034
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2.6 Bearing Misalignment (Refer to Calculation notes p. Z0)

* The misalignment of the 90 MM bearings can lock the preload
mechanism.

* Maximum misalignment of the bearing alone due to inner race
slip fit clearance is 0. 099 degree of arc.

* The maximum misalignment possible due to DMA's geometric
constraint is 0. 0485 degree of arc.

JGZ/gw
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OUSJIC?: 777 DMA AnalysisoM R. L. Farrenkopf

O"OG 82 MAIL STA. 2076 uxT.6359'

SUMMARY

An analysis of the preload mechanism of the 777 DMA was conducted to

ascertain the likelihood of relative motion b.tween this mechanism and

the inner bearing race. The following conclusion became evident.

(i) No source of torque amplification was found due to potential "creep"

of the race about the shaft. A wabble gear type operation requires

extremely high radial loading, far in excess of what appears possible

in any DMA meeting its specs.

(ii) An analysis was conducted (see Appendix for details) under the follow-

ing conservative assumptions.

a) 'Elements of the DMA are treated as rigid. Thus there is no

mechanical filtering of motor applied torques. This approach

is conservative unless the motor torques are applied at the

shaft natural frequency, an impossible condition since the

motor bandwidth falls far below this value.

b) The spacecraft rotor is treated as being decoupled from the

motor due to high motor-to-rotor shaft compliance. This is

conservative as finite coupling would only tend to reduce the

preload necessary to "lock" the inner race to the shaft.

(c) The shaft is not in contact with the inner race, and the bearing

loc,.ted near the platform flange experiences no frictional/mechani-

cal hysteresis type losses. These conditions again require the most

of the preload mechanism.

Under these assumptions, the preload mechanisn provides the following

stiction torque, Tw, when there is no relative motion between shaft and

inner race.

B-104
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+ [I + I(Tz 2 b TM + b T
Tw =Il + IZ + '2 b  I' + I " + L ():

where

TM u motor torque

TL a preload bearing friction/mechanical hysteresis torque

I a shaft moment of inertia

1 2 inner race moment of inertia

and IB + m r 2

b  R2 N (4)

where

r a ball bearing radius

N = number of ball bearings

I a ball bearing moment of inertia

R a inner race outside diameter

m a ball mass + (retainer mass)

Using design values, it turns out that

T w a 0. ZI&TM + 0.78 T L  (3)

Considering the motor torque to be too in-oz, the necessary pre-load

stiction to prevent relative motion is

T 23 + 0.77 TL  in - oz (4)

which for reasonable values of TL is far below the limiting value of

400 in-oz that is predicted possible. Even if no regard to numerical

moment of inertia values is made in Equation (), t;.en

Tw Tt +TL=00 + TL (5)

which again lalls well inside the available 400 in-oz unless T L is

unexpectedly large. These results essentially confirm the numerical

predictions of George Zaremba in TRW report 75-7345. 4-039.
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GuOJF.r: 777 Anomaly - Analyses of DMA's Dimensional FROM: J. G. Zaremba
Changes - As a Function of Platform Spin-Up MAIL TA. UT.

82 1367 50993

References: (1) New Departure Analysis of Stress and Deflections,
developed by A. B. Jones

(2) 777 DMA Anomaly - Structural Bearing Assembly
Analysis, IOC 75-7345.4-038

A. INTRODUCTION AND SCOPE

The DMA's flange loads, caused by the platform spun-up condition,

will induce relative dimensional changes between the housing-mounted and

the shaft-mounted elements. The magnitude of the elemental approachment

(closure) as a function of the platform's spun-up state is of particular

interest because it establishes design insufficiency should complete

closure exist. The most critically influenced by the platform spin-up

speeds is the resolver snubber radial gap. Hence, the estimate of its

dimensional closure became the principal objective of this analyses.

Also considered were the motor and the labyrinth seal (neighborhood of

top bearing) gap closures, to afford the evaluation of their geometrical

sufficiency for this and the subsequent DMA designs.

The details of this work are given in Section C. Section B contains

a summary of results and conclusions.

B. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

1. Background. Spin-up of the "777" platform introduces the product

of inertia and the center of mass offsets not present in the despun state.

These, together with the vehicle spin velocity, produce moments and

lateral forces (primarily centrifugal) that act on the DMA's platform

flange. The consequence of the flange loads is the dimensional approachment

(closure) between the housing and the shaft elements of the platform's

B-112
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despun mechanism. The determination of the magnitude of these closures

as a function of the platform's spin speed was the dominant purpose of

an analysis.

The analysis considered two loading conditions; i.e., (1) the

antenna's inboard; and, (2) the antenna's outboard. The "antenna's

outboard" condition was taken to be the nominal state for the standby

mode .:f operation. In this mode, the spun-up forces will cause the

antennas to move outward and away from the mass center of the spacecraft.

The "antenna's outboard" condition nominally exists up to speeds of

20 RPM or when it is established by command. The analysis was constrained

to the following assumptions and omissions:

* Only centrifugal forces were considered

* The resu'ting structural forces were taken to be point loads

* The shaft was considered to have continuous securement along its

interface periphery with the spacecraft. The latter is contrary

to the actual four-point flexible mount situation

e The bottom bearing (110 MM) by itself is not capable of sustaining

any moments applied to the housing

* Line-to-line bottom bearings fit up with shaft, and maximum

clearance (0.001 inch) between the inner race of the top bearing

(90 MM) and the shaft were adopted for the analyses

e It was also assumed that misalignment due to the bearings'

clearance geometry will take place at the application of small

magnitude loads

* The magnetic unbalance forces of the motor were neglected

* Thermal effects were not considered.

B-113
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The total radial approachment between the housing-mounted and the

shaft-mounted elements was modeled by considering three effects (refer

to Figure B-1).

* The bearing looseness (clearance between inside diameter of

bearing (90 MM) and the shaft) causes relative rotation of the

housing with respect to the shaft. The direct consequence is

the misalignment of the bearings' outer race with respect to the

inner races. For the bearing looseness effect, the housing

and the shafts of the structural and the power modules are

considered to be of infinite stiffness (in bending). The housing

rotates with respect to the shaft about an apparent pivot point,

a function of the radial stiffness of the structural module's

housing, shaft, and the bearings

* The second effect is attributed to the radial deflections of

the bearings. This tends to increase the angular rotation of

the housings with respect to the shafts

* 'The third effect considers the pertinent structural deflections.
Notice from Figure 1-B that the slopes of the structural curvatures K
of the structural module's shaft and housing are opposite in

sense and, therefore, tend to mitigate the summed effect of the

first two aspects.

2. Data PrGsentation. The results of this analyses for the two

loading cases; i.e., the antenna's "inboard" and "outboard", are presented

in Table I-B and Figures 2-B and 3-B.

Inspection of the table and the snubber closure plots reveal the

following:

* The reaction forces are larger for the bottom bearing than

for the top bearing in the "antenna's inboard" case and

conversely in the "antenna's outboard" case. The reason for

this phenomena is the polarity reversal of the despun lateral

force acting on the DMA flange.
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e The resolver snubber closure development versus speed does

not appear to be a function of the square of the spin-up velocity.

There are several effects that force this lack of correspondence.

These are:

(1) The geometric looseness of the top bearing causes almost

instantaneous misalignment of the housing with respect

to the shaft, upon application of small radial forces

to the bearings

(2) The bearings' elastic axial deflections, due to preload,

tend to stiffen the bearings with respect to radial forces
until the latter are sufficiently high in magnitude. This
occurs at bearing reactions approaching 250 pounds

(3) The initial geometric looseness noted in item (1) also

influences the bearing's races misalignment angle. Analysis

indicates that the rate of change of the bearings' radial

deflection is lower for relatively high values of mis-

alignment. In general, the DMA's bearing misalignment angle

decreases with the application of radial load.

(4) The bearing's radial deflection effect, excluding items (1),

(2) and (3), is not dominant in establishing the value of

the snubber closure. Analyses indicate that the structural

curvatures of the shaft and the housing (due to external

loads) are opposite in sense. Therefore, the initial value

of closure will tend to decrease with increasing spin-up

speed, hence load. Notice that eventually when the shaft's

curvature slope becomes completely dominant, the value

of the snubber closure will start to increase. The latter

will occur at loads greater than these considered.

(5) Of some interest is the snubber closure characteristic

versus spin-up speed for the "antenna's inboard" case.

Here, at approximately 60 RPM, the value of CR begins to

B-119
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increase, whereas for lower speeds, it was a decreasing

function. The reason for this occurrence is the fast rate

of decrease of the bearings' axial deflection which renders

more compliant bearing to radial load.

(6) Notice from Table 1-B that the bearing radial deflection

effect is more dominant for relatively short distances,

a 's to the elements of interest (refer to Figure 1-B). This

is exemplified by the labyrinth seal closure (CL), in which

case, the closure values appear to very slowly decrease with

with the spin-up speed and thus the bearing loads. The

influence of the structural curvatures are not as significant.

3. Conclusions. The analyses indicate that for both the spun-

down and the spun-up platform conditions, the probability nf closure of

the resolver snubber gap does not exist.

For the spun-up case, the external forces acting on the housing

are fixed to the platform coordinate set. Hence, a relative rotation

of the h'ousing with respect to shaft produces no changes in the relative

positions of the elements of interest, unless the aspect of permanent

deformation on the system's hysteresis effect are introduced. The

latter aspects appear unlikely.

B-120
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C. ANALYSES

1. General Aspects

1.1 Introduction and Scope

Spin-up of the "777" platform introduces product of inertia and the

center of mass offsets not present in the despun state. These, together

with the vehicle spin velocity, produce moments and lateral forces (primarily

centrifugal) that act on the DMA's platform flange. The consequence of

the flange loads is the dimensional approachment (closure) between the

housing and the shaft clements of the platform's despun mechanism. The

magnitude of this approachment,as a function of the platform's spin up

speed,is of particular interest because it establishes the DMA's performance

success or defficiency should partial or complete elemental closure exist,

respectively.

The DMA design geometry structures the resolver snubber radial gap

closure to be most critically influenced by the platform's spun-up state.

Hence, the determination of this particular dimensional change became the

principal objective of the ensuing analyses. The latter also considered the

motor and the labyrinth seal (near the "top", 90 MM bearing) gap closures

to afford the evaluation of their geometric sufficiency for this and the

subsequent DMA designs.

1.2 Solution Approach

The desired dimensional gap changes were established by considring

the pertinent structural and bearing's deflections at two planes,

nominally perpendicular to the DMA's rotational velocity vector. Plane

No. 1 contained the ball centers of the 110 MM bearing, (at times referred

to as the Bottom Bearing (BB)) and plane No. 2 contained the ball centers

of the 90 MM bearing, (also referred to as the Top Bearing,(TB)). Two

kinds of deflections were considered: the rotational and the lateral.

The rotational displacements examined defined the local angular devia-

tions of the housing and the shaft center lines from the nominal DMA velocity

vector. The relative values of housing angular displacements with

respect to the shaft, at the two reference planes, constituted the bearing's

L .. ,% --- - --
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misalignment angle. The latter parameter, together with the elastic-

axial bearing displacements (due to preload), was used to calculate the

bearings' radial deflections c-,ised by external forces applied.

The determined lateral (radial) deflections of the structure and the
bearings at each plane supplemented by the bearings' separation distance

yield a relative (shaft with respect to housing) shaft angle which,

together with the knowledge of the appropriate moment arm geometry,

afforded the desired elemental approachment calculations.

1.3 Assumptions and Flag iotes

1.3.1 Assumptions

0 Structural

(1) All forces were considered to be point loads

-\ (2) The shaft was considered to have continuous securement

along its interface periphery with the spacecraft. The

latter is contrary to the actual four-point flexible

mount situation.

Notice that the first assumption produces a larger gap closure

estimate and the second neglects the flexibilities of the four-

point mount.

a Bearing Sispension

The following were assumed:

(1) The 88 by itself is not capable of sustaining any moments

applied to the housing

(2) Line-to-line BB fit-up with shaft and maximum clearance

(0.001 inch) between the inner race of the TB and the shaft

were adopted for the analyses. Ii was also assumed that

misalignmenzi due to the bearings' clearance geometry will

take place t the application of small magnitude loads.

B-122°Li
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Notice that both assumptions tend to produce conservative

results and that at least 55 Inch-lb moment sustaining
capability of the B8 can be expected for a 64 pound bearing

preload.

1.3.2 Flag Notes

* Coordinate System

The coordinate system used in the analyses is a right hand XYZ

set with the Y axis (positive sense) pointing outboard and along
the DMA's velocity vector. The conversion to the spacecraft

structural coordinates is given by

lv II lv

I I Xs EQ 1

,~~ -jI _1 .Zs i

It L:1
where: subscript "s" denotes association with

the spacecraft structural coordinates

The particular coordinate set was chosen for compatibility with

the various derivations of reference (2).

* Key Usage of Subscripts

Unless obviously not applicable, the last subscript 111" and "2"

appearing with a letter symbol denotes association with the Ibottom and the top bearings, respectively.

B-123
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2. Detail Analyses

2.1 External Loads

The geometric relationship of the load application and the load reaction

a)) elmens o the DMA is shown on Figure 1. The applied moment Ma and the

radial force F are acting on the DMA flange, and their sense is defined by

the right hand coordinate set XR,YR,ZR.

Th -e are two loading cases, namely:

* Case I - Considers the antennas to be inboard (towards the
CG of the spacecraft)

* Case II - Considers the antenna to be outboard.

The magnitude and sense of these loads for the spun-up platform state is

given in Table I.

TABLE I

MAGNITUDE OF EXTERNAL LOADS AS A FUNCTION OF SPUN-UP SPEEDS

Parameter Symbol Antennas Inboard Antennas Outboard

Spin Speed (RPM) W 20 40 60 80 20 40 60 80

Radial Force (lbs) F -4. -16. -34. -64. 5. 18. 42. 74.

Applied Moment(inch-lbs) M 108. 432. 978 1728. 403. 1613. 3630. 6450.

Note: The load profile and the load sense were provided by John Conway
of the SVD Dynamics Department.
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2.2 Structural Reactions and Models.

* Models ,i

-HOUSING

Y1.

K- 110 L51/INCH

BEARINIGS
i Cs

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ -SHAFT

FIGURE 2. STRUCTURAL MODELS

* Reactions

From conditions of static equilibrium moment equations:

EM 0 EQ 2

M, 0 EQ 3
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The reaction forces R and R2 become

R [Ma+F(tli+t2)](1l)'

a 1 2.01inch
R A +

R2 .. (a,2)(1)-R ML i>>I2  EQ 4

for

14 ,.. 47:1

The specific values of the bearing reactions R are given in Table II as
a function of the platfom's spun-up speeds.i i

TABLE II

BEARINGS' LOAD REACTIONS AS FUNCTION OF SPUN-UP SPEED

Spin Speed (RPM)
Parameters

20 40 60 80

Bearing Type 11OMM 90MM 1101*1 90MM 110MM 90MM 11MM I 90MM

Load Condition, I Antennas Inboard

Reaction (lbs), R, 19. 75. 78.1 62. 176. 1140. 311. 242

Load Condition, II Antennas Outboard

Reaction (lbs), Rj 5. 58.212.1230. 477.1 518.1 848....

B-127
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2.3 Structural Deflection (Refer to Figure 2)

2.3.1 Housing

The derivation of the housing displacements is based on the solid-

foundation-simply-supported-beam model, given in paragraph 2.2.
As such, and for the assumption that the external radial load acts directly

on the bottom bearing, the housing deflections are reduced to the angular

displacement associated with Plane(D, This deflection is derived from the

beam's strain energy

Uh 2 EQ 6

0

where:
Exh 2 housing rigidity s 1.77x108 lb-in2

a separation between bearings = 7.0 inch

R2 a bearing reaction (lbs) in planeD

M02 - auxiliary moment parameter in plane®

M02 2 0

The desired angular deflection is obtained from

aU R2 z 2

M 0 Yh2 " EQ 7

2.3.3 Shaft (Refer to Figure 2)

The angular deflections at planes(Dand(Oare derived from the strain

energy equation containing two auxiliary moments MO1 = M02  0. The strain

energy equation takes the form
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U s 2EIslJ 1M01+M02-y2R2)'2dy 2+ fMO+4O2+yl'l-(YI+'l )'2)]2,Yl) EQ 8

00

where:

El~ s shaft rigidity WOl0 lb-in2

it separation between the bearings *7.0 inch

L distance between base of shaft and 8B

-2.0 inch

M0 8 * 0 - auxiliary moments

R u bearing reactions in lbs

The angular deflectibns at the pertinent planes were derived from EQ 8
by Castigliano theorm and are given as:

*Angular Displacement of Shaft in the Neighborhood of the 110 MM

Bearing

Y M~~O 2I tR-t+2tl'A)R2 ], radian EQ 9

*Anoular Displacemient of Siaft in the Neiahborhood of the 90 fIVI
Bearing

52 T.-fX3 R'1+) 2  , radian EQ1

s2 ~ M013110280

The lateral radial displacements associated with the bearing planes 0 andz
were derived directly from the strain energy EQ 8 and are given as

*Radial Displacements of Shaft in the Neighborhood of the 110 MM
Bearing

a us 1 3 3 ?2~i

ASI~ ~ E Lgji 213Rl(213+L t 3)R211 inch Q1
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Radial Displacement of Shaft in the Neighborhood of the 90 MM

Bearing

S2 = 4 T[2(' 1+' 3 )3R2 -L1(213 +3tl)R], inch EQ 12

2.3.4 Summary of the Structural Deflection Parameters

The summary of the deflection parameters is given in Table III.

TABLE III

Quantities 20 SPN sPE RPM)

go "0 I 60M- 90,,M

earing Type 1 110 m 0Ot1 110o MM i 10 MM -1 90I IM

Antenna Inuodrd Case

.. .
1 10 

.
6  8.6 106 .. . 19,l6 .. 3410-6

Yhj- red I. 2..0

r d . 2.4x O6 7 10 "s 104 0 
6  29.10 6 2310.6 6 610 404 0". 6 120410 "6

6 i4ch 12.0'10 1 0 0 167m10"6 i113u10'6 379A10-6 200xlO'6 6 )510'6

a Antenna Outboard Cdserd ... .a1,3-1-7,0
6e . 31110 .9-6. I .1 *10 . . iz o 6. 13.1.

YSj. red .9U1M 
"  ?810" 39 $10o6 1 100 88X1O"  25 0 10" 160w10" 440910

inch 5910 3 Q6 .10"  .228110"I 1203410 "o .514106 2700.10,6 _915.10
"6  

4 820 , 10 
6

Notes: (1) For parameter definition refer to text

(2) For polarity or sense definition refer to referenced coordinate set

U. B-130
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2.4 Bearing Deflections

2.4.1 General Remarks

The radial bearing deflections were derived within the following assump-

tions and constraints:

e The bearing preload of 64 lbs, although present for the entire

radial load range considered, is effective only when the axial

parameter TA exists. The latter is defined as

6A 6A/A

where:

6A  a Elastic axial bearing displacement, inch

A a [f +fo-lJD - length between centers of radii

of curvature

ffj - Pi/D

Pj • Radii of curvatures, inch

0 - Ball diameter, inch

* As a consequence of very low preload spring stiffness (170 lb/in),

the preload force, FA, in presence of radial load, acts as if it

were a horizontal component of an off-Axis force applied to the

bearing (refer to Figure 2).

# Individual bearings are not capable of sustaining moment loads

(refer to paragraph 1.3).

* The outer races of both bearings will incur an initial misalignment angle

upon application of any radial load. This angle is defined as:
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' = C = 143x10 6 radians EQ 13Yohj Il

where

C6 a Maximum clearance between the 90 MM bearing's

inside diameter and the shaft diameter

0.001 inch

il Uistance between bearings
a 7.0 inch

e The total bearing misalignment is defined by the relative

deflections of the housing and the shaft in accordance with

4j a -Ysj-(yhj-yohj) radians (refer to Table III) EQ 14

The misalignment angles as function of the spin speed is given
in Table IV.-

TABLE IV

BEARING MISALIGNMENT ANGLE AS FUNCTION OF SPIN SPEED

N20 0 o Go__ _

N.OTE; (1) In gaiviral. th 1.sd 4I1 l'n: 4n~il %ill jw~edlod 41t
1044 sice, I is foltiv. '4.ntltj 4f the 4njuAar Vsn.
91 .. .. t flh i tn Qs~ ec; to the sntft. and Lm

(2) Notice fo ... -fnem~s otrd cas.' the ,ons-t

(3) Forpliityorsettse oa tltt uttt rater to reference
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2.4.2 Basic Equations and Bearing Parameters

e Basic Equations

The principal constraint in the calculations of the bearing

deflections 6At and 6RJ for given 0, was that the parameters- RJi
6AJ' 6RJ and Oj must simultaneously satisfy the followingI' expressions (reference 1):

Fj cto +Rj caseos oj1/
3 2 CosaL -1 sinajde EQ 15

0

if[~-I oj oe cosc* cosede EQ 16
a 2 I cosai j/

where:

6AJ a Elastic displacement of bearing due to axial load, inch

6Rj - Elastic displacement of bearing due to radial load, inch

j - Misalignment angle, radian

6Aj - /A

6RJ = 6Rj/A

a OJ/A

A = Distance between radii of curvature, inch

FAj = Axial load, lb

FRj = Radial load, lb

B-133
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Z = No. of balls

D j Diameter of balls, inch

b A. 1.172
Ki - Stiffness - L2 - 4.85xlO 6(VL)

in2

M a a Load contact angle
S ina +T A+p i ¢jCosae

a tan "1  cOlaj+ RjCOSO EQ 17
aj Rj

-- Rotational angle about Y axis (rad)

doj a Installation contact angle of bearing (reference 2)

Pij a Outside radius of inner race (reference 2)

e ~ Limit of integration constrained to the following conditions:

. E sina'j + -AJ +j coso]2 + [csa +6RCOSG]2- - 0 A 18

* when, cose <-l

Oj "pijo

a Bearing Parameters Defined

Notice that the numerical values for the defined parameters are

delineated in Table V.
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TABLE V. BEARING PARAMETERS

BEARINGS

PARAMETERS BEAR..GS
110 MM BEARING 90 MM BEARING

D, inch 0.500 0.4687

A, inch 0.200 0.01875

ZD2K, lb 641.2x10 3  514.5x10 3

Pip Inch 2.577 2.127

2.4.3 Method of Derivation of TA and 'R for given 'R

K- e Principal Approach

(a) From EQ 15, a number of curves, FA f g for givenA for 91ven i'

', were developed for both bearings. These are given on
Figure 3 to Figure 12, inclusively.

(b) From EQ16 , a number of curves, FR f{WR[g(T )J. for given
*, were developed for both bearings. These are given on
Figure 12 to Figure 24.

(c) Using plots of item (a) for FA * 64 lbs, the intersecting
values of TA and TR for given 7 were selected. These were

plotted on Figure 25 and Figure 26 for the bottom bearing

and the top bearing, respectively.

(d) Using plots of item (b) for FR a FRK, the intersecting
values of TA and 'R for various values of T were selected

and cross-plotted on Figure 25 and Figure 26. The inter-

section of the curves for given T allowed determination of
a particular 6A' 6R' and T that simultaneously satisfied

EQ 15 and EQ 16. Thus, solution for the desired bearing

deflections was obtained.
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9 Supplementary Equations

Since the granularity of the pots given on Figure 25 and Figure 26
is too coarse, for values of 6R approaching zero, a set of
auxiliary equations based on the data points, obtained via
EQ 15 and EQ 16, was developed for both bearings. The general
expressions for the developed equations are:

- b3 b
FA. . a bl+a2( A) b2()3(dR) +a( b4+a (0bS+asc0b6(T-)a7( EQ 19

FRJ a +a A)b2+a 4 (A)

and the pertinent constants are given in Table VI. These equations

are sufficiently accurate to be used instead of EQ 15 and EQ 16.

TABLE VI

BEARING EQUATIONS CONSTANTS

al 1 j2 b2 3 b3 44 a4 4S b$ aG bM al

F 2 6 506100 2.12 .96 .4 ,. 1.45 8,330 1.36 25,000 .7I 700 .0.003

,r ~ I -. .. .. ... .... ...E~ a 1600 15 265,900 1.10 .78 .0013 2,550 1.16 U.900 1.58 413,000 1.05 1.77 1.12

1 1. 615.100 1.9% 1.97 .274 1 25,600 1.50 17.501 1.60,142.0W. 1.1811 .07

A.L 2. o . 5 212.700 1.28 .94 .122 .6.120 , 1.56,000 1. 740,200 1.17 .5 .

1 B-160
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2.4.4 Bearing Deflection Data

The pertinent bearing deflections are delineated in Table VII as a
function of the spin speed.

TABLE VII
Bearings' Deflections as a Function of Spun-Up Speed

HEARING TYPE -0I 0M 1 M 9 M I1 M 9 M 10M

*ANTENILAS OUTBOARD CASE

TA 27AI08  28.2XI8 3  j8x1j3 3  24d03  0 0 0 0

Inch, 4R 440 (IxIO' 0ax166 i-27440O6  -424*16' +464456 P62OXI06 709406
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2.5 Elemental Approachment Calculations

2.5.1 Derivation of ApproachmentEquation

The dimensional approachment (closure) between the shaft and the elements

of the DMA was derived by first considering the radial displacements of the

bearings and the shaft. Subsequently, the influences of the shaft and the

housing curvatures were superimposed.

Since the bearings and the shaft are in mechanical series, it is apparent

(from Figure 27) that the angular deflection of the housing, (with respect

___________ J H O x /AI4$;v("

I KU

to a reference plane) due to forces Fl and F2 is a function of the stiffness

Kij. For the small angle assumption it can be expressed as

h= [(6RI+ASl)+(6R 2+AS2) -l. 
EQ 21

where, 6ij and akj are the radial displacements of the bearings and the

shaft.
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Similarily, -the angular displacement of the shaft with respect to the

reference plane

# s a sI+s2) EQ 22

Hence, the relative displacement of the housing with respect to the shaft

becomes

Ayh (RI+R2)1.EQ 23

and the housing will rotate about the X axis at a pivot point P0 defired

as

" 6R2+AS2 -1 EQ 24
2 L 1-J2

where:

y horizontal distance of Po from j
the plane of BRG No. 1

Now, let us examine elements mounted to the housing and the shaft (Figure 28).

The ordinate R defining the location of a housing-mounted element can be
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expressed as

R a psin*o  EQ 25

and its variation with respect to 0

dR - pcos 0d+0  EQ 26

can be taken as an estimate of the approachment of the housing mounted to the

shaft-mounted elements. Hence, the approachment (closure of gap "g")

can be given by

1k' a CaY Y)ACa EQ 27Ick-oOS~oh. - -

Introducing EQ 23 and EQ 24 yields

C L . El Rl +4 Sl EQ 28
I R2 S2

Ck must be supplemented by the effects of the top bearing loosness and the

structural bending of the shaft and the housing. The latter is illustrated

on Figure 29. The composite approachment (closure) i'. given by

a a.(l 1R1+AS1 1a
C ' C L + (11 Ea J 1 +6 R)lS2hzt -1) EQ 29

i 1 CB ~ R2' S2

Note: EQ 29 requires the use of obsolute values of the variables.

2.5.2 Data and Conclusions

The closures "Ck" of the elements of interestwere calculated for various
spin-up speeds and are given in Table VIII. Review of the calculated data

indicates the following:
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. The bearing radial deflection effect is more dominant than the
structural bending for relatively short distances ay's to the elements

of interest (refer to Figure 29). This is examplified by the labyrinth

seal closure CL. In which case, the closure values appear to

increase with the spin up speed and thus the bearing loads. The

influence of the structural curvatures are exhibited at higher

speeds.

For larger "ayl values (examplified by the resolver snubber closure),

the effects of the structural curvature slopes appear to dominate

the value of the closure "CR". Notice from Figure 29 that the

shaft structural curvature slope is positive and that of the housing

is negative. When these are superimposed onto the positive angle
La function of both (1) the elastic bearing deflections 6

and, (2) the rotation of housing due to fit up looseness of the

90 MM bearini, the value of the closure CR decreases until the
shaft's curvature slope (ys2) becomes greater than 0. The latter

will occur at loads greater than these considered. Hence, in

general the closure CR will decrease with the increase of the spin

speed. Of some interest is the snubber closure characteristic

versus spin up speed for the "antenna's inboard" case. Here, at

approximately 60 RPM the value of CR begins to increase whereas

for lower speeds it was a decreasing function. The reason for this

occurrance is the fast rate of decrease of the bearing's axial

deflection which renders more compliant bearing to radial load.

From Figure 29 it appears that relative rotation (about the spin axis)

of the housing, with respect to the shaft, will produce no changes in relative

positions of the elements of interest in as much as the external forces are
fixed to the housing. Hence, unless the shaft's structural hysteresis

is assumed, the snubber closure cannot cause any interference when attempt-

ing to spin down the housing with respect to the shaft.
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Angular Velocities of 777 DMA
SUSJ€CTZ Bearing Suspension Elements o J. G. Zaremba
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82 1367 50993

1. PURPOSE

To provide an aid in correlation of the mean square torque noise

versus frequency plots to the particular performance characteristic

of the 777 DMA bearing suspension elements, a tabulation of the rota-
tional velocities and frequencies of the pertinent b ,aring elements
was constructed. The latter is attached and is part of this memorandum.

*J G4' . a re m a'
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TAB LE 1
Angular Velocities and/or Frequencies of Bearing

Elements Along Rotational Axis of the DMA

Bearings
P AR A ME T ER S

110 MM 90 MM

*Inner Races of Shaft
(1) Angular Velocity, rad/sec 2
(2) Frequency (Hz) 1.0

*Ball
(1) Velocity (rad/sec)

W5((cosa+tanosina)y'co3 wB 32.006 28.113

(l+Y'cosci)1+El-r'cosa]"1

where:

OD) (a) contact angle (degree) 12.740 13.330
(b) ball aspect angle (degree)

tan"I sinQ] 14.098 14.965

(c Ball diameter Y1073.1
Pitch diameter

(.2) Frequency (Hz) *f 8  5.0939 4.474 9

(3) Frequency difference (Hz) aAf~ .619

e Retainer
(1) Velocity (rad/sec)t4

Wl-csQW2.843 2.803

(2) Frequency (Hz) f R .4525 .4462
(3) Frequency difference (Hz) O AR .006
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$l'$;'m$ CROUP
75-DSCS-C5-015

INTEROFFICE CORRE8PONOENCE 75-7345.11-009

O. P.C. W4heeler cc, L. C. Anderson OATE: 30 October 1975
J. A. Durschinger
D. E. KendallJ. G. Zaremba

suojgcr. Disassembly and Inspection Procedure 777 PRoM, A. H. Rosenberg
DMA Life Test Unit. 1L MAIL STA. =XT.

. . _. .. .. .B2 1355 51S 6_51

A disassembly and inspection procedure for the 777 DMA life test

unit is attached and includes the major step-by-step operations to

assure proper control. Deviation from this procedure may occur if

unusual observations are made and will be documented.

The documents used for this task are:

1. BBRC P-110,330 - Assembly Procedure for Despin Mechanical Assembly

_- 2. BBRC Drawing 32701 - DMA Assembly

3. TRW DA-032 - Life Test Procedure for 777 DMA

Items I and 3 are attached to this IOC.

AHR:bb
A . Rosenberg -

attachments
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LIFE TcST PROCEDURE FOR

717 DMA

1.0 SCOPE

This procedure establishes the conditions and the minimium test require-
nents for life testing eh fspin Mechanical Assembly (MNA) for the 777
Project.

2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS

9670 TES006-02 Special Life and Survivability Test Plan.

3M1 PERSO 1WEL

(a) Test Operator

(b) Test Engineer (optional)

4.0 PREPARATION
4.1 Utilities. No special utilities i-quired.

4.2 Referqnce Documents. The follo-4ing documents .-ill be useful as
(F~rne77--th pefrac of this test:

TR1W

EQ2-186 Equipment Specificationt for Oes pin Mlechaical
Assembly, !'roJect 777

E112-23 Environmental Specifica~tion for Clectrical and
Mechanical Equipment for Program 777

C310380 Despin Iechariical Assembly

32701 Cespin. Assemri.1ly, -Mechanical

TRIN Sketches

DE-015 DM-A Slip Ring Test S,2t Layoutn
QE03Slip Ring Test Set Schemati

DE-031 Completc 0,'A Test Se& Schematic

.- 01(jo nuatber)DE.A Portable Interfaca Test Set

C-13{
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TRW. Sketches. continued

SK-HD-501 Despin Drive Subassembly - DDS Power Control

SK-1I-502 Drive Subassembly - Power Amp. Bd. Schematic

SK-HD-503 Drive Subassembly Mod/Demod Bd. Schematic

SK-HD-504 Current Limiter Board, Oespin Drive Subassembly

4.3 Test Equipment

4.3.1 Vacuum Pumping Gear. This equipment is used to establish,
maintain, and itior the vacuum which simulates the space
environment. Calibration is not required except by request
of responsible test engineer.

Equl pment Manufacturer

Roughing Sysft,1 Ul tek CFR

Cold Cathode Hughes PG-7E (tube)
Discharge Gauge PGC-301 (control)

Vacuum Pumping System Ultek CN-985
Ion Pump Control Ultek 222-0600

Boostivac Control Ultek 224-0540

4.3.2 Special Test Circuitry. This equipment is special, having
been deelope, as part of the overall test setup. Calibra-
tion is not required and no substitutes are allowed.

a) DMA Life Test Console

b) Temperature Sensor Bridge

c) Slip Ring Switching Pane,

Note: Schematics for all these circuits are given on the
the drawings listed in paragraph 4.2.

4.3.3 Mpasurinq Eluioment. This equipment, or equivalent as
dctarmined by s.'t-enginee-, will be used to measure test
paraeters. All units should carry a current calibration
stickerC

~C%14
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Eujent Manufacturer Model

Digi tal Integrating Ifewlett Packard 2401C
Vol timneter

Digital Voltmeter Hewlett Packard 3440A

Digital Voltwetor DC Hewlett Packard 3,144A
Multifunction Plug-in

Digital Voltweter Ili Gain Hewlett Packard 3443A

Autorange Plug-In

Electronic Couitor Hewlett Packard 5245L

Oscilloscope Tektronix RM 503

Resistance eter Hathaway C68

Current Probe Tektronix P6042

Differential Plug-in Tektronix 2A63

4.3.4 Power Suolies. These supplies, or equivalent as datariinod
By -'i' onsibla test engineer, provide power for the test
circuitry. They are not used for measuring parameters and
calibration is not required.

Eouipment Manufacturer Model

Dual OC Power Supply Hewlett Packard 6255A

OC Power Supply Hewlett Packard 6234A

DC Power Supply Harrison Labs 6271A

OC Power Supply .. Harrison Labs 3103

4.4 Cont!.unications. None required.

4.5 Soecial Hazards.

4.5.1 Glass Vacuum Ci',bors. When evact.ctid, thzse glass ch.'bers
are suajoc. oo, especially if t'ut'y shcUld sustain
aniy sort of impact. The cha,'bers should al,,says bo covered
with a i'netal cage to p.'otect them frori inioacts and to pro-
tect personnel in the area frow flying glass should an
implosion, occur.

C-15
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4.5.2 High Voltae. T'e ion pump control delivers more than

,UA R' UC at one amp to the pump. This cable should
never be handled with the power on and should be routed
through a protected area when In use.

4.6 Test Conditions

4.6.1 Mechanical. The DMIA will be tested a a complete, unmodified
unlt.- -75 only operations performedon the unit for the test
are the attachment of two temperature sensors external to the
case and the removal of some electrical cable clamps to allow
routing of the cables through the heat exchanger.

4.6.2 Electrical. All electrical connections a'e made in special
adta" s a nd separate jumpered connectors. No modi fications

are made to the DOiA wiring itself.

4.6.3 Installation Setup.. The DMA is mounted with its spin axis
WRTE-. The four mounting feet are down and attached to
the heat exchanger.

4.6.4 Environmental. The unit shall be tested in a vacuum chamber
at'1, l o-rrlor lower. The heat exchanger plate shall be
maintained at 50OF during the cold cycle and l10OF during the
hot cycle.

4.7 Data Sheets. Raview section 6.0, pull all data sheets naeding
"repructlon, and print up all extra copies necessary before

starting tests.

5.0 PROCEDURE

5.1 Procedure Performance

6,1.1 Test Sec,uence. The DMA shall he operated continuously for
36 ionths at a speed of P0 :lO rpm,

During the first three months, the heat exchanger plate shall
be maintained at the cold temperature (500 F); then it shall be
raised to the high temperature (1100F) for three months. This
three months cold and three months hot cycle shall continue
throughout the test.

At the end of the first, second, and third year, the power
shall be teuperarily switched Co the seco;dary motor and
resolver to determine if they are still opurati(nal. Record
their voltage and curro nt on the appropriate data sheets with
son:te id nci fying notation.

C. 16
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5.1.2 Test Parameters. The following measurements shall be taken
once a month-for the first year and once every three onths
during the remaining two years.

1) Vacuum Chamnber Pressure

2) Rotational Speed

3) Resolver Voltage

4) Resolver Current

5) Temperatur (5 places)

6) Slip Ring Noise

7) Slip Ring Contact Resistance

8) Motor Voltage

9) Motor Current

10) Motor Torque

11) Magnetic Pick-up Amplitude (6 pick-ups)

12) Magnetic Pick-up Slope (6 pick-ups)

The following tasts, in addition to those listed above, shall

be conducted at the termination of the life cycle test:

a) Functional test

)) Overall visual examination
c) Microscopic and metallographic examination for brush

and slip ring wear. Determine tie individual wear rates
of the rings - metallographic sectioning of the rings.
will be performed at the end of the life test. Brushes
will also be ispected for sianificant -Wear and examined
under magnifications of at least 50 times.

d) Lubricant reservoir weight

e) Analyses of slip ring and bearing wear debris (amount,
type, size, and placement)

f) Oetermine individual wear rates of the rings and brushes.

g) Brush contact pressure.

h) Radiometric analysis of bearing wear debris.

i) Detailed nicroscopic exam:ination of the bcarinq assem-
blies including balls, retainers, and raceways.

j) Profilcmetnr trace of the rings and brushes.

C-17
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k). Rundown time at a minimum frequency of one each data
gathering period.

1) Hardness test of 4 sltp rings.

5.1.3 Data Recordinq. All data shall be recorded in Section 6.
Results o the special tests conducted at the termination
of the life cycle will be covered in the final test report.
No data sheets for these tests are included in this pro-

cedure.

5.2 Special Precaution. Test operators shall be alert to data trends
cating egi aation which could lead to lnnnent failure. In

such cases, the responsible Subproject Manager or Program Office
representative shall be notified and consideration shall b. given
to interrupting the test in order to evaluate this condition.

5,3 Criteria for Failure. Failure is defined as inability of the motor
to drive the O,.A at rated speed with nominal voltage (28 volts DC
on the bus) applied. Other than this, the unit is to be opened
and inspected prior to the end of the specified'life cycle only'

in the event-of some other significant anomoly in this test, or
in the event of need for analysis resulting from failure of a DMAoty-orbi t.

j.4 Test Data Acquisition.

5.4.1 Vacuum Chamber Pressure. The test chamber pressure is
determined by reading the ion pump current at the pump
controller and converting to pressure oy using curves
supplied by the ion pump manufacturers. This pressure
can also be measured directly usihg the cold cathode
discharge gauge.

5.4.2 Rotational Speed. Use any one of the six (6) MPU's. The
,.PU ptjts out one pulse per revolution. Determine the
period per revolution by measuring the time in milliseconds
between successive pulses with an electronic counter.
Calculate the speed in rpm as follows:

60.000
rpm • milliseconds-

5.4.3 Resolver Voltage. Using an oscilloscope with a differential
'ptq , lasur the peak-to-pe.k vol tage across the ter'n1nal
labeled "Resolver Excitation" on the OSA Portable Test Set
Panel. Connect both the hiqih and low test points to an
amplifier input. Do not ground either one.

C.-18
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C) 5.4.4 Resolver Current. Usi ng he o-cilloscoue with the auxiliary
current p'roue, clamp the probe around one of the resolverexcitation wires in the -wire bundle connected from the testkit to the vacuu: cha ;berand 'casure peak-tc-peak ai:iperes.

5.4.5 Tetrature at the DMA Internal Thnrmistors. Using a digitalvoltneter, Ni sur thevoi.tae 'at e--t-s 'points on theML2.A Life Test Pinel:' label'ea "DM.A Tempeorature #1 and ,i2."Convert the voltage to temperature through use of Figure 1.

.fA -rature at External Sensors. Using the DE-014 Test
Se't-and tstI -e accsso i- cmble, neasu-re the bridge outputvoltage. Convert to degrees F. by using Figure 2.

5.4.7 Slit) Rina Ioiso. Using the OE-023 Slip Ring Test Set andan osciTol'scop , measure tile peak-to-peak noise per seriespair of slip rings in uillivolts. Apply 10 millia,:ps tothe signal rings and 2.0 amperes to the pover rings to make
these measurements.

5.4.8 Slip Rimi Contact Resistance. For this test, apply 10 -.a to-the ,"F~Tand .the power rings and use anoscilloscope and the OE-023 test set as it the Noise Test.Before mnaking the ,neasure ,nt, ;round th-c scope input and
zero the trace. Apply the scope to each tio slip ringseries circuit under test and' i,;,asure the voltage fromzero to the center of the noise band. Convert thisvoltage to ohms using the appropriate current as speci-
fled above.

5.4.9 Motor Voltage. Using an oscilloscroe wich a differentialplugin, i lWisure te peak-to-peak vol ,a.i across the teminalslabeled "otor ,A" and "'otor B" on the DEA Portabl. TestSet panel. Connect both the high and low test potits to an
amplifier input. Do not ground either one.

5.4.10 Rot rICurrent. Using the oscilloscope with the iux-Iliarycsl'r -nt "Iroe, clanp the probe around the A Current ProbeLoop on the face of the OD.A Life Test Panel and ,':,asure pad',to-peak amperi-s. Repeat for *8.
5.4.11 flotor Tornue. Motor torque is computed fro,-a iotor current

Vne 'f IoTFwing manner:

Ipk I -

Torque I Ipk x Kt

For both ,,:otor Il and -12,

K 112.6 oz-in/amp
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5.4.12 C~PU JAmoliti"'k. Usinql anl oscilloscope, disPlaY the output
6705Tti' Weic Pickoff Test Points" on the O-MA Life Test
Panel. Measure the amplitude "A" (see Figure 3) in volts
for all six MiPU's.

5.4.13 M,1PUSlope. Using the saile oscillescope display as in 5.4.12,
:asR' the average slope of the t-ace sectinbten+/
and -A/2 (see Figure 3) in volts per millisecond.

Slope A

5.5 Breakdown Procedure. If, for any reason, it is necessary to
inerp hets n bekt~Vacuum, the following procedure

shall be used.

1) Shut off the ion pump and backfill the chamber with dry
nitrogen gas.

2) Keep a positive pressure in the chamber by maintaining a
continuous flow of nitrogen throughout the relaork activity.

3) If the specimen must be removed, it shall be bagqed or
otheraise mintained in an atm~osphere of dry nitrogen gas
until belng re-evacuated.

4) IF the vacuumi system itsclf requirns rew-,ork, it shall be
puaiped, dc'vai and r..-bac~flled with dry Mi to%.gen befor-i

reintalingthespecimen. A positive pressure of dry
gas shall be maintained by continuous flow during re-
insertion of the test module.
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C.~(L9~M~t374-70

A 6-9-70 Para. S.11 (b) (1), (2) S (3) Motor Resolver, ..
Alignment were clarified.

B 7-9-70 All Connector operation"s were modified, and
Production Document P-1I,0348 added to page (2) "
to implement TRI Potting Process.

C 8-20-70 Changed Para. S.12 (a) (b), P ara. 5.13 (h) (k),/ .', 4

and Para. S.18 to reflect Revision ,J of 32701.
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BALL BROTHERS I3ARC C

BOULDER, COLORADO
DOC. NO. Pl1n334

1.0 SCOPE

This procedure defines the sequence of operations and
the methods required for Mechanical Assembly of the
basic TRW Despin Drive Mechanism 32701-1. The sequence
of operations as noted is suggested and may be altered
as conditions dictate. The applicable engineering
drawings take preference in event of conflict.

2.0 'DRAWINGS AND DOCUMENTS

2.1 Applicable Engineering Drawings and Documents

Document Title..

22772 Handling Procedure for Vaf Kote Parts

25030 Shop Standards

32701. Despin Assembly Mechanical

32717 Slip Ring and Tube Assembly

32725 Wiring Diagram

35326 Qual. Test Specification an.d Procedure

36469 Acceptance Test Procedure, Despin
Mechanical Assembly - TRW I

P110348 Wire Preparation and Potting of
Connectors TRW D.A

.2.2 Standard Documents

Document Title

BPS 1.01 Installation Torque for Threaded
.Fasteners

BPS 1.07 Crimping Connector Contacts

BPS 2.31 Shielded Wire Connections, SolderedAssembly of

BPS 2.45 Electrical Connections, Soldered
Assembly of

BPS 4.01 Cable Straps and Cable Clamps,
Installation of

..- " - -C'-25 =..
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2. 2 Cont inued

Document Title

BPS 9.26 Bonding Wire Bundles and Electrical
Components

BPS 9.31 Bonding Procedure - Epoxy Low Thermal
• Expansion

BPS 9.SS Potting Encapsulating, or Sealing
Silicone, Space Grade

BPS 13.12 Lubritation Treatment (Proprietary)

BPS 16.1S Stainless Steel Passivation

BPS 16.32 Primer Zinc-Chromate
BPS 19.01 Packaging and Sealing
BPS 21.00 Cleaning Tools for Use on Clean Parts

3.0 1 1P ai a ean

Alcohol

Xylene

Freon

Pylox Gloves

Assembly (BMS 15.10 Proprietary)

4.0 REUIREMENTS

4.1 CAUTION: Extreme care should be exercised when handling
beryllium shaft and housing. Because o;
brittleness associated with beryllium, sudden
shocks and bumps, as well as dings, nicks, and
scratches, should be avoided. Protective
flange rings called out in proceeding assembly
paragraphs should be used at all tines.

C-26 7.6
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(d) With Bearing 32708-3 in position, reverse Hfousing

32713-1 end and install-Bearing 32708-1 by the samej
procedure, using tool T100547-3C.

CAUTION: Do not gall sides of Housing.

(e) Install Reservoir, Lubricated 33Z81-1 to Housing
32713-1 and secure in place with (8) NAS 13S2C04-LLIO

* screws and NAS 620C4 washers; torque per Note 2.

5.1 Shaft Subassembly

(a) Install protective Flange Ring T100S47-SC to the
base of Shaft 3Z713-1 with 1/4 inch diameter screws

-. . . and bolts,

NOTE* check continuity of each Thermistor Assembly before
and after potting.

(b) Install (2) Thermistors 32Z721-1 in Shaft 327124-1 Der
Section -J-J and N-N per Despin Drive Assembly
32701-1, Sh. #2.

C(1) Prepare surfaces to be bonded per BPI. 9.Z ,
Para. 3.2.1.

(2) Referring .to Figure 3, spread a thin laver
of epoxy BPS 9.26 over inside surface oj? Shaf't
aft end, 4S* radially located per Section *T-J
of 32701-1 Sh. #2.

(3) Carefully position Thermistor 32721-1 on epoxy
area and press into bond.

(A) Encapsulate Thermistor with epoxy resin, using
teflon mold keeping Thermistor and cable approx-
imately parallel to angle of Shaft.

(5) Support 37.0 inch long cable so it will not
dead weight Thermistor in epoxy and route
through Retainer Wire. 33279-1 per Despin Drive
Assembly 32701-1. Cure epoxy overnight.

(6) Referring to Figure 4, spread a layer of
BPS 9.26 epoxy over the forward or bell-shaped

(7) Carefully position Thermistor 32731-1 on epoxy
area and press into bond per I'iquro 4.
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(8) Encapsulate Thermistor with epoxy resin, using
teflon mold and support 37.0 inch long cable
during overnight cure.

(c) Wipe internal surfaces of Shaft 32712-1 with
Solution No. 4 per BPS 13.12. Install Retainer
33279-1 to Shaft 32713-1 and secure in place with
(4) NAS 1081C04D6L screws. Set screws shall be
flush with exterior surface of Shaft; torque per
Note 2. Bond per BPS 9.26.

(d) Install Reservoir, Lubricated 33240-1 to Shaft
32712-1 and secure in place with (8) NAS 1352C04LL6
screws and NAS 620C4 washers; torque per N6te 2.

S( ) Install Reservoir, Lubricated 32707-1 to Shaft
32712-1 and secure in place with (8) SP0060-04-6
screws; torque per 4ote 2.

5.2 Assembly of Shaft 32712-1 and Housing 32713-1

(a) Remove tool T100547-2C, tool T100547-IC, and
position Housing 32713-1 in a vertical position on
tool i'I00.47-0": (large i"wLeL £,Lcig a6).

NOTE: Housing may be heated to 601C + 10' to
facilitate installation.

(b) Carefully position Shaft into Housing and lower
until 4.3301-4.3304 diameter of shaft contacts
surface of Bearings 32708-1 and 32708-3. Align
position of Shaft with Beariags. Place tool
T100547-7C on large diameter of Shaft and with
uniform pressure position Bearings to shoulder
stop.

CAUTION: Do not gall Shaft.

(c) After assembly of Shaft 32712-1 and Housing 32713-1,
re-install T100S47-SC to the base of Shaft 32712-1
with 1/4 inch diameter screws and nuts, and
T100S47-2C to small flange of Housing 32713-1 with
1/8 inch diameter screws and nuts.

C
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5.3 Assembly of Retainer, Assembly Spring 3270S-1 to Shaft
32712-1, Reference Figure 1.

(a) Mask aft flange of 7,.688 inch diameter of Housing
32713-1 with amber teflon tape to prevent marking
surface when installing 1/4 inch diameter bolts.
Bolt Shaft 32712-1 to Base plate of Housing Assembly
D.M.A. Vibration Fixture 33990, using the (S)
1/4-20 by 3/4 inch long bolts and nuts through theA, .2S2-.255 inch diameter holes of Shaft; torque per
Note 2.

(b) Lube threads on Shaft with #23S60 grease prior to

assembly. Assemble .1147 inch thick test washer., T100S83 and Retainer Assembly Spring 3.1705-! dare-
fully to threaded end of Shaft 32712-1 and hand

tighten in place. Torque with spanner wrench tool
T10OS39 to 28-33 ft.-lbs.

(c) Measure gap between test washer T!00583 and Retainer
Assembly Spring 52705-1. Add this amount to.1147
thick test washer and subtract .002S. This is the
dimension that Washer 32711-1 must be finished to,Washer must be ila and parniick wr'ithin .000.,, ana

it is-to be passivated after machining per BPS 16.15.

(d) Remove Retainer Assembly 3270S-1 from Shaft 32712-1,
remove test wanher T100S83, and carefully Slip
machined Washer 32711-1 over threaded Shaft.
Re-install Retainer Assembly 32705-1 and toroue to
28-33 ft.-lbs. with tool T100539. Check gaD ',or
.002-.003 inches loose. Safety Wire per ,.IS 33S40.

(e) Remove unit from base of Housing Assembly D. MI. A.
V ibration Fixture 33990 and remove amber teflon~tape from Flange.

(f) Replace T100S47-SC with 1/4 inch diameter screws
, and nuts, and T100547-2C with 1/3 inch diameter
~screws and nuts to protect Flanges.

S.4 Measure the insulation resistance between the unit
Housing and Shaft at S volts D. C. The resistance ust
be greater than 10K ohmns.

S.S Installation of Actuators 32733-1, Magnetic Pickups
32731-1, and 3S574-l.
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(a) Install (2) Actuator Brackets 32734-1 to flange of
Housing 32713-1 with (2) NAS 1352C04LL4 screws and
AN960C4 washers (2 Places). Hand tighten screws.

(b) Install (2) Actuators 32733-1 to Brackets 32734-1
with (2) NAS 1291C04 nuts, An 960C4 washers, and

NAS 1352C04-6 screws (2 places). Hand tighten only
as Actuators have to be shimmed .004-.006 inches
clearance with 3S927-1 shim at alignment with
Magnetic Pickups.

(c) Lube 32731-1 Magnetic Pickups with #23S60 grease
and install in (4) .402-.404 inch diameter holes
provided in fi.ance of Shaft 32712-1 and install (4)3S668-1 nuts and Ut5712-102-16 washers. Shim asrequired using 36166-1, -3 and -S, to achieve .004-

.006 clearance with actuator. Use assembly aid 3092-
1 to hold the Magnetic Pickups during this operation.
Torque nuts 45-50 in-lbs maximum.

(d) Lube 35574-i Magnetic Pickups with #23560 grease and
install in (2) .S0S-.SlO inch diameter holes nrovided
in flange of Shaft 32712-1 and install (2) 35667-1

nUt nd 3' z 1% 0%~~c Shi f. 01,:- ~z
B3-14, B3-12, and 13-11 shims, to achieve .004-.006
clearance with actuator, Use assembly aid 3092-2
to hold the 1Magnotic Pickups during this operation.
Torque nuts 45-50 in-lbs maximum.

(e) Rotate Shaft 32712-1 360* and adjust Actuators
32733-1 per item (b) above. After final alignrment
per TP-36469, epoxy Actuators to .Actuator Bracket
and Actuator Bracket to (be) Shaft per BPS 9.31.

5.6 . Referring to Despin Assembly Mechanical 32701-1, prepare
Shaft Motor Resolver Assembly

'WARNING: Do not under any circumstances remove .Mntor

from Stator without keeper in place during
assembly.

(a) Prior to installation, 'Motor 32720-1 shall he
cleaned to remove any trace of mold, release agents,finger prints, and other soluable residues with
the followi,.ng solvents in the Collowing order.
Either a rinse as from a pressure can, or a dip
will be satisfactory. If a rinse is used, the
soIvents must run copiously from. the motor to
remove any particulate solids.

(1) Chlorothcne Nu
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(p) Install Retainer, Resolver 32727-1 into slot of
Shaft 32726-1 and "against Key, Resolver 32724-1.

(q) Lube Motor Shaft threads with no. (23560) grease.
Install nut, Resolver 32730-1 to threaded end of
Shaft and hold Retainer 32727-1 in place while
torque is applied to Resolver Nut with 3092-4
assembly aid and torque 18 to 23 ft-lbs, using tool
T100S61. Safety wire nut to Motor Shaft 32726-1
per MS 33540.

CAUTION: Keep Resolver Guard, assembly aid 3092-4,
over Resolvers at all times to protect
Resolver wiring from damage,

(r) Install (Z) SPOOO9-S-4 plus (1) SP0009-5-S clans
with (3) NAS 13S2C04LL4 screws and AN960C4 washers.
Use (1) 1021CC lug under each clamp at horizontal
position and (2) 1021CC lugs under clamp at vertical
position. Gap between motor and screw shall be
.031 min, use washers as required. Ref. view --E of32701-1 Sh. # 1.

(s) Route (2) 20 AWG bundles through oblong window,
cutout ot shaft tnrough S"'09-5-4 clarip ant'it.

. oblong .window. fne group of motor bundles goes in-
side and out the top and the other goes inside the
top and out the bottom. Ref. Section L-L of 32701-1
Sh. # 2.

(t) Route (3) 28 01r, bundles from resolver 32735*-]
through each 3609-Zl1 washer at vertical location

per section L-L of 32701-1 Sh. #.. Flare each cable
shield approxi,ately as shown over washer. Ref.
view H or 32701-1, Sh. #2.

(u) D'oglaze outer surface of 5609-21 washers (2 places)And pot flared cable, and cables per BPS 9.26.
Ref . view Ii of 32701-1 Sh. 1 2.

(v) Ground resolver bundles (6) places betwe-n resolver
and 1021 CC lug, per Section I.-L and view 11 or32701-1 Sh. # 2. Install SPOOS7-14 tubing over

ground and resolver bundles. Lace bundles per
BPS 4.01.

(w) Route bundles through RP0009-S-4 clamn per Section
L-L of 32701-i Sh. # 2.

(x) Ground motor cables (4). plases between motors and
C 1021 CC lugs per Sectioa i.-L and vicw G of 3270!-1

' ' Sh. #2. Install SP0057-8,-14, -20 tubing over
ground and motor cables.
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(y) Lace motor and resolver cables per BPS 4.01 and
install SPOOS7-8 tubing 1.43 inches from 32726-1
shaft. Roef. main view and view P of 32701-1 ,h. # 2
Pay particular attention to dress wires for minimum
height to clear bellows of torque tube.

S.*7 Refer to Dospin Assembly Mechanical 32701-1, Sh. # I

for Assembly of Housing 32728-1. Remove T100547-2C.

(a) Install Reservoir, Lubricated 32716-1 into grooveof Housing 32728-1.

(b) Install (4) Guide Pins T10OS84 into (4) tapped holes
of Housing 32728-1.

NOTE; Housing 32728-1 may be heated to +600C
maximum and Stator cooled to -20 C minimum
to facilitate installation.

(c) Carefully remove (4) outer screws through Stator.Place Stator over already -installed Giuide Pins, and
carefully lower into position.

CAUTION: no not let keeper move from Stator.

(d) Place tool T100547-3C over Stator and Mounting Ring
and slowly press into position with arbor press.

(e) After Stator 32720-1 is seated into position with
S.496S-S.4930 diameter, remove (4) Cuide Pins and
install (4) NAS 1352C04-12 screws and NAS 620C4
washers; torque per Note 2.

5.8 Assembly of Shaft Assembly Section C-C of 32701-1, Sh. #1
to Shaft 32712-1

(a) Route thermistor, resolver, and motor wires along
I.D, of 32712-1 Shaft per main vie., of 32701-1 Sh. :2
Clamp cables from motor 9 2 and resolver # 2 and
cables from motor #1, resolver # I, and thermistor
1 2 with (2) SPOO09-S-S clamps, NAS 1352C04LI, screwi
and AN 960C4 wishers per BPS 4.01. Ref. Section A-A
of 32701-1, Sh. #1 and Sections M-\1 and K-K of 32701-1
Sh. # 2.

(b) Attach Shaft Assembly Section C-C to Shaft 32712-1
using (3) NAS 1352C04-10 screws, NS 620C4 washers,
and NAS 1291C04 nuts. Attach (1) 1021 CC lu
opposite thermistor location as a pround for ther-
mistor. Using (1) NAS I5S2C04,-l0 screw, NAS 1291C04
nut, and NAS 620C4 washer; torque per Note. 2.
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5.9 Assembly of Housing, Motor Resolver 32728-1 to Housing
32713-1

(a) Attach T100817 over windings of 32735-1 resolver
and hold in place with clamp. This will prevent
keeper from touching windings of resolver. Remove
T100817 and hose clamp after keeper has been removed.

.(b) Carefully remove (4) inner screws that hold keeper
mounting ring. Do not touch windings of resolver
during removal of keeper mounting ring.

CAUTION: Keeper must not be removed from Stator, until
Stator is in place. The Resolver Guard 3092-S
should be installed over the resolvers for
protection during assembly.

(c) Gently align Housing, Motor Resolver 32728-1 over
Motor.Rotor 32720-1 and push in place, removing
keeper from field by pushing out as Stator and
Housing, Motor Resolver are installed.

CAUTION: Length of Stator exposed outside of keeper toK/ he .040 mixi,m when inserting P.otor into
Stator. Keeper to be f-lush with face o," !.otor
within .010. Failure to comply will result
in permanent damage to Stator Magnets.

(d) Attach Housing, Motor Resolver 3272801 to iousing
32713-1 with (16) NAS 1352C04-8 screws and NA, 620C4
washers, and NAS 1291C04 nuts; torque per Note 2.

5.10 Assembly of Resolver Stator 32735-1 to Bracket Asscmbly
33277-1.

(a) Attach (2) Resolver Stators to Bracket Assembly
33277-1 using (4) NAS 1352C04-6 screws and NAS 620C4
washers, each plate.

5.11 Attachment of Resolver Stators 32735-1 and Bracket
Assembly 33277-1 to Housing, Motor Resolver, including
Motor Resolver Alignment and D.M.A. Preliminar,! Test

(a) Install Resolver Stators 32735-1 and Bracket Assembly
33277-1 to Housing, Motor Resolver 32728-1 with (2)
NAS 1352C04-8 screws, NAS 620 "A washers, and X\S
1921C04 nuts, 1800 apart. This is a temporary
attachment until Motor Resolver Alignment is complete
After alignment test, install (16) NAS 1352C04-8
screws, NAS 62C4 washers, and NAS 1291C04 nuts;
torque per BPS 1.01.
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(b) Motor Resolver Alignment

(1) Set up the circuit as shown in Figure S.
The D.M.'. shall be mounted on the 33990
base using (4) 1/4 in. bolts, one through
each shaft foot. Attach leads to the
applicable binding post of the D.M.A.
Breakout Box T100607. Refer to Drawing
32725 for proper D.M.A. lead identification.

(2) Position the select switches on the test
console to Motor and Resolver # 1 and turn
the Motor Drive switch to ON. Slowly turn the
speed control C11 and observe the D.M.A. .or
movement. Rotation in the C' direction
(viewed from above) is required. Rotate I
the Stator of Resolver #1 until smooth
operating in a CW direction is obtained.
Observe the D.M.A. motor current and set the
Resolver position for a minimum reading. I
Switch the D.MA. test console to run 'Iotor
and Resolver 4 2 and position the Stator of
th a t Les . e i o b ta l t o i-o Lh C LJ ,, a .- ,., Qt
of the D.M.A. witha minimum motor current.
The position of Resolver # 1 Stator must
not be changed while aligning # 2 so it
may be necessary to work back and forth
between resolvers to achieve alignment of
both.

(3) Set the console to Drive Motor and Resolver
1 1, then attach the dual channel scope

per Figure S. Open the Sin windings of
Motor N 1 by positioning the switch on the
Breakout Box to the open position. Adjust
the motor for approximately 60 r.r.m, using
the speed control and adjust the Rain of that
scope channel to get a Cull sin wave. Check
the signal on the other scope channel as the
D.M.A. is rotating less than 60 rpm. An
aligned condition of the Motor-Resolver is

A, indicated by an in-phase condition of the
signals on both channels. The Resolver
Stator may need to be rotated slightly to
obtain good alignment.
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(4) Set up to drive MTR/RS 12 and repeat the
previous step to align the Resolver to the
Motor. When b~th Resolvers are aligned, mark
the rotational position of the Bracket Assembly
and the Housing using mylar tape over the
edges. Remove the Bracket Assembly and torque
eight (8) NAS 13S2C04LL6 screws per Note 2.
Mark the position of each Resolver Stator with
Warnowink per Note 33 of 32701. Reassemblet the Bracket Assembly in the proper position
using the tape to locate the parts.

(5) Recheck aliinment of both resolver stators
using the Sanborn recorder as in steps 3 and 4
and secure with 2 screws and nuts. Mark the
Bracket Assembly and Housing with Warnowink
per Note 33 of 32701

(c) D.M.A. Preliminary Tests

(1) Motor Checks

# , ~-a Leads must be c-"",-innetet LO tle

Breakout Box per 3272S.

-b Continuity check Motor, Resolver, MPU and

Ther..,istor Circuits using para. 4.2.2.1
of 35326 as a guide.

-c Check Motor-resolver phasing per para.
4.2.2.6 of 35326. Label all leads with
pin numbers after satisfactorily completing
these two checks.

-d Measure the resistance of both windings of

MTR #1 using a bridge.

-e Measure the Vrms outpost of both windings
of MTR 91 while driving the DMA with
MTR/RES #2 at speeds of 60 and 80 rpm.

-f Measure the friction level at 40 and 80 rpm
using para. 4.2.4.2 of 3S326 as a guide.

(2) MPU Checks

-a The D.M.A shall be set up as in Figure S.
Using the D.M.A. tost console or drive
circuit, apply power to either motor to
cause the D.M.A. to rotate at 40 rpn.
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-b Using an oscilloscope, observe the output
of each .4PU and note the P-P amplitude
and slope (V/sec) of the signal through
crossover. Record the indications.

-c Reduce the speed to zero and disconnect
all leads. Submit all data to B4213 M
test engineer for review prior to
continuing build.

S.12 Assemble Slip-Ring and Tuba Connector Subassembly

(a) Place the Slip-Ring. and Tube Assembly in
T100828. Process Jl, J2, and J3 per P110348
Para. 4.2. Wire length will be determined by
routing cables through the hooks provided on the
tool and cutting at the bracket. Lace per BPS
4.01. Slide item 98 over bundles per view G of
32701. Do not shrink at this time. Install pins,
items 93, 94 and 95. Observe note 11 (pull test)
insert pins into their connectors, items S9, 61
and 62. Install protective brackets 3092-7.

(b) Lay out wires for J.1, JS and J6. Lace per BPS
4.01 and P110348 Para. 4.2. Cut wires to length.
Slide item 98 over bundles per view G of 32701.
Do not shrink at this time.

5.13 Assembly of Slip-Ring and Tube Assembly 32717-1 to
Shaft 32712-1 and Drive Assembly Mechanical 32701-1

(a) Install Retainer 3SSS3-1 to Slip-Ring Tube
Assembly 32717-1 using NAS 1291C06 nuts N.S.,
NAS 13S2C06-l0 screws F.S., and AN 960C6 washers
(4'places). Shim as required between Slip-Ring
.Tube Assembly 32717-1 and Retainer 3SSS3-l
using Shims B3-34, B3-32, and B3-31 to maintain
.001-.OOS clearance between Retainer 35SS3-1
and Shaft 32712-1. i I
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(b) Carefully place Slip-Ring Tube Assembly 32717-1
with Retainer 35553-1 through Shaft 32712-1,
Retainer 33279-1, and Shaft, Motor Resolver
32726-1.

NOTE: Be sure thermistor, motor, and resolver
wires are positioned between I.D. of Shaft
32712-1 and O.D. of Slip Ring and Tube>
Assembly 32717-1.-

(c) Attach Slip Ring Tube Assembly 32717-1 and Retainer
35SS3-l to (Be) Shaft 32712-1 with (4) HAS
1352C04LL6 screws and 1%AS 620C4 washers.
Torque per Note 2.

Md Route motor, resolver. and thermistor cables
through slotted cutoui in 32717-1 Slip Ring. Attach
SP0037-8 tubing (2inch long typ.) where cables run
between slipring and retainer.

(1) Tube required for each motor cable 4 places1
(1) Tube rcquired for (2) resolver cables 2

places.
A.(1) Tube required for (2) resolver cables

(Jand (1) thermistor cable. !Zef. left
end view of.32701-l, Sh. #f 2.

(e) Carefully place the D.M.A. in T100828. Process
J41 JS and J6 per P110348 Para. 4.2. Lace nor
BPS 4.01. Install pins, itcms 93, 94 and 95'.
Observe note 11 (pull test). Insert pins in'to
their connectors, iterms S9, 61 and 62. Install
Protective Brackets.

(f) Ground magnetic pickup and thermnistor wires (7 place'
using ST 22623-4 wire and SPOOS7-20 tubing. Tubing
is not to exceed 3.0 inches in length. Lace cables
per BPS 4.01. Ref. left end view of 32701-1,
Sh. I 2. GWound per view "G11 of 32701-1, Sh. *2.

(g) Attach power cable from Slip Ring Tube Assembly
32717-1 to (Be) Shaft 32712-1 with SPOOO-5-7 clanmp, A
NAS l352C04LL4 screw, and AN 960C4 washer (1 place) ; [
torque per Note 2. Ref 32701-1, Sh. #1 and 2
left end view.t
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(h) Attach signal cables from Slip Ring Tube Assembly
32717-1 to (Be) Shaft 32712-1 with SPOO09-5-6 clamp,
NAS 13SZC04LL4 screw, AN 960C4 washer, and 10211 CC
lug under clamp (2 places); torque per Note 2.
Ref. 32701-1, Sh. #1 nd 42 left end view. J3 bundle
must be kept to minimum height. Care must be taken
in wire dress and lacing the bundles to item 97,
retainer. See view G, page Z of 2, 32701.

(j) Attach motor, resolver, and thermistor cables to
k . (Be) Shaft 32712-1 with SPOO09-S-7 clamp, NAS

l3S2CO4LL4 Screw, and AN 960C4 washer (2 places);
torque per BPS 1.01. Ref. 32701-1, Sh. #1 and #2
left end view.

(k) Cut J7 wires to print length. Process per P110348
Para. 4.2. Lace per B PS 4.01. Slip item 98 over
bundles per view G of 32701. Do not shrink at this
time. Pin wires with items 92 and 94 observing note
11 (pull test). Insert pins into item 60. Install
protective bracket 3092-7.

5.14 Attachment of Bell 32719-1 to Housing Motor Resolver
32728-1 and Plate 344S1-1.K (..: (a) Remove (7) i.AS 1291C04 uuLs . , oring ,rotor,

resolver alignment. Keep alignment marks
of 11ousing, Motor Resolver 32728-1 and Resolvcr
Stator Bracket in line.

(b) Pot Resdlver Stator to Resolver Bracket, and
Resolver Bracket to Motor Housing per section. D-D
of print and note 26.

(c) Install items 64, 43, 79 and SO to Bell 32719-1.
Install Bell 32719-1 to Housing, Motor Resolver
32728-1 and Resolver Stator Bracket 33277-i with
(16) NAS 13S;C04-8 screws, NAS 620C4 washers, and
NAS 1291C04 nuts. Torque per Note 2.

(d) Clamp wire bundle with clamp installed in step (c)
with items 43 and 47.

(e) Attach the torque tube to Bell 32719-1 using items
96, 41 and 49 aind assembly aid 3092-6. Attach item
8 with item 40 and 45. Torque per Note 2.

S.15 Conduct insulation resistance and dialectric strength
and continuity test per 36469 test procedure prior to
potting.
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5.16 Connector Potting

Pot Connectors per P110348 Para. 4.3.

S.17 Installation of Mirrors 34453-1 and 35574-1

(a) Attach Mount, Mirror Assembly 344S6-3 to.171-.179
diameter hole and .S50-.560 diamneter spotface of
Shaft 32712-1 with AN 960C8 washer and MS 20364DS32A
nut, using assembly aid 3092-7 and 3092-8. Torque
per note 2. After Alignment per Test Procedure
36469, epoxy Mount, Mirror Assembly 34456-3 to
Shaft 32712-1 per BPS 9.31.

(b) Attach Bracket 34453-I to Housing 32713-1 with (2)
NAS 1352C04LL4 screws and AN 960C4 washers; torque
per Note 2. Attach Mount, Mirror Assembly 34456-1
to Bracket 34453-1 with AN 960C8 washer and
MS 20364D832A nut. Torque per Note 2. Afer Align-
ment per Test Procedure 36469, epoxy Mfount, Mirror
Assembly to Bracket 34453-1 and Bracket 34453-1 to
Housing 32713-1 per BPS 9.31.

k~o. .18 Using Dospin Assembly Mechanical 31-701-1 as a Ru'euvence,Locate and Affix Identificarion Plate, item 91 per

Noted Dimensions. Mark connectors per note 43 of 32701.

S.19 Test per 35326 or 36469 as applicable.

5.20 Package Unit for Shipment

(a) Cap connectors for protection using Cannon P/N
DC-59-20, DC-60-20, DD-59-20, DD-60-ZO. Double-
bag a.ad seal in a polyethylene bag per BPS 19.01.
Bags shall be at least .003 inches thick. Place
*an ABC 826004 indicator between inner and outer
bag. Draw 30 gallon steel drum from Project
Store 30. -Remove polystyrene insert from drum and
carefully place DMA between both halves, tape insert
all the way around and lower into drum. Lock wire,
f'ock ring in place. 4
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APPENDIX D

DMA HISTORICAL DISCREPANCY DATA

Included in this appendix are tables of unit discrepancies that

occurred during assembly and acceptance tests along with copies of the

NMR's.
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NONCONFORMIN3 MATERIALS REPORT

-I- CONTINUATION SHEET Page 2 of

PART:NuaMER1~ PNA~Y lL4IJL? NVAR - C10
SWAL&OTN0. /O _ .2 ( Lr 2

RtSPOSITION #1 COITINUED:
,aD,.Disassemble the bearings (P/N. 32708-1 and -3) using appropriate

'fixtures by cooling inner race to -100 + 100F while heating the

':"outer race to +250 -+ 10F. Q.A. Monitor required.

3..'Itnspect bearing raceways with lOX magnification and use stylus-

feel method for surface finish measurement. Record surface

finish and any defects found. Report results to MRB for further
.disposition. (MRB to adjust BBRC readings to correlate with

,:-,surface finish measurements made by SUNDSTRAND CORP. using a

,Bendix Profilometer.)

4..,;Inspect each bearing retainer per Quality Assurance Directive
S !,(QAD) #57A. Report results to MRB for further disposition.

:NSPC7-,OA RESL-LZ per DISP _.t

SV1CtAi t, , .-C -LL- I

P/t,, oa1,'o,, 0 -~ca 6o, D-7 "-i"': cl evA I .$S R Cop. as-,j Pa04/0,r
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40-OTHER
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REWORK TREATMENT

TRW BEARINGS P/N 32708-1 & -3

inse all bearing component3 by agitating in a solution

onsisting of. 1% of solution 1, BPS 14.01 and 99% Freon (PCA)

or 10-15 seconds.

2. A ssemble each bearing per 35323 Para. 3.11.3, steps 2 thru 4.

3.. immerse bearing assembly in solution 1 of BPS 14.01 for

12 hours minimum at 50 ± 10 degrees C.

*,4,:, Proceed 'w i th Paragraphs 5.9 and 5.10 of BPS 14.01.
0 P

' Final lubrication and test shall be done per 34083, Para. 3.11.
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THERMISTOR CONNECTION REWOPK PROCEDURES FOR DMA's t ' ,

( Procedur 'I (Preferred)

1.,., n conductor wires.
2.1 ,Twist conductor wires together a minimum of three wraps.
A..Solder and inspect the twisted wire.
4,4.Sleeve each soldered wire td overl&p the primary insulation

Itt least 1/8 inch, each side.
S. i$qlder the shielded ends to prevent loose ends from'

'0iercing the insulation.
6'.1S leeve the entire area to cover the original sleevings

Ind the exposed shields to overlap the cable jacket.

Prociedura 2 (To be used in lieu of procedure #1 when length
"' of thermistor leads is too short to make a

t ' .reliable connection)

1. Use TRW furnished plts and sockets P/N PT2-95-3 and
:PI PT2-9S.4. Use SPOO57 heat shrinkable tubing
,(pplicable size and amount).

2. -Terminate the thermistor leads using the method shown in
TI. Document EQ3-235, Figure 4,-page 1-26.

3. !.the shielding of Thermistor #2 shall be turned back over
,the outer insulation approximately 1/8" and'soldered
bround shielding to capture loose strands,

.' Te' entire termination shall be enclosed in SPOOS7.
1%_

Notel Aoolfcable to Both Procedures;.

1. Heat shrink tubing to be applied per TRW's SRP7..

2. Care to be taken not to reflow solder when sh-inking
the tubing.

3. Above rework to be inspected by OCAS and TRW's QA
Representative.

H. E, Christensen

QA Enbineer
12/10/70
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.. 15U 'M~ *460NU0SUPPLIER INFORMAT ION RSOUEST (SIR.)

INSTRUCTIONS TO SUPPLIER: -'Usei thtis form to request prellminery evoluation only of defective material.
contact Buyer, prior to initiating this request, for his direction.

VPtocossing of this SIR and resultant comments by TRW SYSTEMS GROUP should not be regarded as reliieving the Supplier in any way of his
-entractual Oebligations, 5ut cis only a prelisminary recommendation.

mistm~inq"Itn of SIR's on the same lot of parts, or Italent defects not detectable at the time of preliminary evaluation, may show the stems to
unitsbeptabl e.

S. U9 not shsiO material. or submit to TRW SYSTEMS GROUP Source Inspection, until this form has been processed by TRW SYSTEMS GROUP
end'returned to you.

S. Include *e alt shipments of finished ports: (1) original SIR, (2) Certificate of Conformance referencing SIR serial number, (3) Shipper (tif r-
encing'AIR -setrial number.

tiPP.IjosSA~me AttO AOORIESS MIITATED ev .. TITL.E P44~ IS ATE INITIATED

,all Brothers Research Corp. .E. Christensen QA Engineer 5300 5/21/70
!ouldet',.Colorado 80302Cr s

So-CJ. R. Cross

Any NUmeUSIl REV. IPART NAM/OUSCAIPTION IQUANTITY AFFECTED SERIAL NUM69M()

12685 E li Ring (DMA Fit # 2) 1
o sisription of asefest en rblltcue(showing zone locatian of drawing). Provide sketch, as required, in sufficient detoil and clarity f or full
ftdeIsteedli !* dfeet Od Proposed Corrective actiens

2he rotor. leads in this assembly have the following defects (reference BBRC
trawinq 32.725): .-

Leads 1from rings 4, 42, 64, 68, 83 and 85 have slight nicks in teflon
insulation, but no conductor or shield damage.-

.. Leadfrom ring 45 has damaged insulation and shield.

'ROPOSE6' DISPOSITION: 7,

-0 Apply short pieces of heat shrinkable tubing to cover damagad in."sulation.
(iAll.Pj.aCes except lead to ringr 4 will be inside the 01DL torq~ue tuze.

L -a d I I az lc d -n - c I x-p cd a t c.- d Cf -6ttubo.

:. Cut off ring and brushblock leads to ring 45 and use leads from spare
ring 57. -. :.................-

)escriptiow of; Sypplier's proposed carrective action: s l I' rvosysbite gis hspr ubrInclude off~ititty point by: Serial numbers, lot, datei, etc.) Ls l I' rv~s umte gis hspr ubr

3BRC technical personnel are continuing their SIR SERIAL NUMBERS I OAT 9 71U! =0

iffort to help Electro-Tec improve the 11827 3/23/70
ianufacturn processes 11828 j3/25/70

- 11088 I5/21/70
Al~rOMMINDATO PP14-11 aTRW SYSTEMtS GflOUP QUALI TY ASSUAANC C.JNCUA5 IN THE qECOftiAt.,N

7.P~ TIOt4S TO THE SUPPLIER, AS APPLICA.3Lh. Tt4I5 IS ',C -0 C-JE ~S
/.5~44/O~I~;'~/)% S TRW SYSTEMS GROUP 'QA %Q2P A.CZF MA T EFI 4L

A_ C(ONCURF12m AF)A . :

0a . Tt jk. r . 1^ 4 AT IL'. i



W1 :.NAI -4.4 CA 0H'1*

SUPPLIER INFORMAAIoN REQUEST (SIR)1

Aft J~r this form to request prtlmffinary evaluation only of deffetive matei.1
4C '390t Buyer, prior to initiating thi request, for his direction.I

().~r: ressing,of this SIR and resultant comments by TRWN SYSTCMS GROUP should not .v regarded as relieving the Supplier i~a any way his
I to bl igot ions, but as only a preliminary recommendation.

4. amoalionof SIR's on the *am*e lot of parts, or latent defects not detectable at tht timeatf preliminary evaluation, maly snow flie I-ones to
be unacceptable. o o SSES Suc ni mpoes

5. c net'.ship materiel, orsbmit toTRW S$E GROUP SoreInspection, utlthis for has been poesd byTRW SYSTEMS GRCU?
end retyreed to you.

6. Include in all shiemtents of finished parts: (1) original SIR, (2) Cart. icate of Conformance, referencing SIR serial number, (3) Shopear refer- j
enfcing SIR serial nutmber.

JP1111.14LI114%~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ NA6AOA0CSIIIAE yTTE O
~al Bl~thrs.E. Christensen QA Engr. 444-5 30 25 August 197 'tllBthers Research Corp. P~H~QO~t~O ~~.N. j

ioleli'Ci orado 80302 .7 I..t-
:4Ry NiUMBeam fRC. P.ART AMS/01SCRIPTON 0JQUANTITY APPECTKtJ SIERIAL. 'NjMjjAIS

J 7Ol-l I Mechanical- ssy. 13-9- -

esciflotlein f defect end probl#4ul cause (showing &on* loaotion of drawing). Provide srketch, as required, in sufficient dilt-il and clarity for Ltli
A devstendlril of defect and proposed cerrectivii action,:

)ISCREPANCY: TS 36469 "All, para. 4.4.2 requires that the motor voltage and
current be monitored during random vibration. During the

.. vibration run of the Y-axis, the test operator failed to place
* -a test consale switch in the correct position. Result was that

the voltage and current on motor #1 ilas not recorded4 on a strip
. chart (monitored).

P NOTE: Voltage and current prior to and after vibration run
of Y-axis was checked and found to be acceptabl e. Also,
voltage and current aas monitored during 'vibration o4F
X and Z axes and was acceptable. This discrepancy is

(not considered to be a failure and no failure repart
1.4 11 INA 4c Cle

IECOMMENDED DISPOSITION: Use as is . Z-3 ~ ~ "

.4etiption dfisuppits proposed correctivet action: 1< (

Include efetvtypitIyt Serial numbers, lot, date, etc.) Ust all SIR'. previeuily 3Sbrmiitt^4 :lgon..t ti jar? i n'arr.

1 perator and QA inspector have been instructed -. RSAA.N%[in-~
to double check test set-up prior to start of 111833 t1087 14/27 5,08
actual vibration run P >'_IZ1 QA 118 34 1l724 14/30 7/2 7

1es0.a.6_il50/6015J03
-ItLL YOUR $CfiCOUL! oc Alric-rzov~ Yes IFES, IN WHAT WAY' 'Delayed i f d i s po sI ticn is7 -u 11a cCCQ.0tb -a
iIECOMMENCA IONS TO SUPPI_ Zt A.7'.~ UALIT" - - -~. -

'~'~I 7t rA44~ /~/'t / ~TAiONS 0TO SUPPL Sr,, T1,t:.
AS TR% SYST F .'S GI'C'P P.~ ..

C ~r~tW SYSTEMS G..040 .1

ZOt4CuRtt'. A ' ~ , - i
4IW IG$0OTUEOATE 'IAl' R 7I.If 7,.EVE BY_ _ __JR A E-r l , .. t'.

S, *., ~~~D-2 1 ___ _____
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APPENDIX E SYSTEM SIMULATION

The simulation used to study the 777 anomalies is the digital

simulation SIM777 which is documented in References 2 and 3.

-Uescription of the system will not be repeated in this appendix, but the

simulation block diagram is shown in Figure E:-1 for easy reference.

For this study, two modeling changes were made -- in the motor and in

the rate mode integrator.

E' Motor Model

A block diagram of the motor is shown in Figure.E-2.* The input

voltage to the motor is the signal voltage from the control system, em.

In the model, em is limited (eVL). combined with the back emf (eemf ) and

then multiplied by the motor torque constant, Km * KI/R to yield the
L Ascnb enfo h iga' L

motor control torque, Tm . As can be seen from the diagram, Tm is indirectly

a function of the relative spin speed nl because the back emf varies as

eemf a KV ( where K. is the motor speed constant. Tablei-e-l lists the nominal

parameter values for this motor model.

In the original simulation, the relative spin speedQ was nearly

constant because only small platform rate variations were considered. Thus

the back emf was modeled as a constant. However, in this study could

no longer be considered a constant.

The motor as it appears in the simulation program is shown in
Figure-"E-3. Note that the first voltage l imiter is.neglecited on the assumotion tchat--

the current limit takes effect before the voltage limit is reached. With this

assumption, the two ,rotor models in Figures E-2 and E-3 are equivalent. In

FigursE'63 the current limit is represented by an effective torque limit an,-.,

the back emf is expressed as equivalent torque.

• This model was incorporated into the simulation prior to development of 
the

motor model of Appendix F and the motor tests repeated there. A new simu-

lation model reflecting these later analyses and test results is under

development.
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TABLE rT-. MOTOR MODEL PARAMETERS

VARIABLE VALUE DESCRIPTION

Km  0.0516 ft-lb/volt Motor Torque Constant

Kv  0.81 volts/rad/sec Motor Speed Constant

rad/sec Relative Spin Speed

K .542 ft!:Ib/vglt., Motor Torque Constant

R 10.5 ohms Motor Winding Resistance
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One other change to the motor model was in the torque limits of the motor,

TCL. In the past, values of TCL ranging from 140 in-oz to 200 in-oz were used.

However, on further investigation, it was discovered that the maximum output of

the motor (assuming square wave current waveforms) is in the form of a fully

rectified sine wave, which varies between 140 in-oz and 200 in-oz as shown in

Figure E-4.

Motor Torque
(in. oz.)

200-"

140

100

T/2 T

Figure E-4 Motor Torque output

The average value of this waveform is 178 in-oz. This is an extreme upper

bound, assuming a nominal value for the motor torque constant. For this study,

a value of 170 in-oz was used for simulation.
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.2:___ Integrator and Amolifier Saturation Models

The electronics of the 777 spacecraft uses operational amplifiers

in the realization of some of the filters. Because of the required range

of operation, some of these amplifiers are driven into saturation. If an

amplifier becomes saturated it will not respond to changes in the input

signal until the signal has changed by such an amount so as to allow the

amplifier to operate in the linear region again. In the original 777

Fimulation (Reference 3) one of these saturation effects was not properly

modeled.

More specifically, his modeling deficiency affects the operation

of the integrator circuit in the rate mode since this amplifier is the one

most likely to go into saturation. In addition, the previous simulation

limits on the voltage output of this integrator have not taken into

account a Zener diode which makes the limits unsymmetric. This section

present a model for the integrator in the rate mode, taking into account

the effects of saturation and the unsymmetric limits.

A simplified diagram of the integrator circuit is shown in

Figure E . If the amplifier is in the linear range, the equivalent circuit

is Figure T-- and the transfer function is:

V out =Z "(S) = -1

V- R-sin
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<----- Z2 --.

2 R a 12.7 Meg

C a 9 Uf

V Ii -14 <Vn <14 v
'in - in -14

R A>- :.Yout,

5 V Zener diode

ideal diode

Figure f3:j Simplified Integrator Circuit

R C

V (I2 * i* fV dt
Vin 2out out " RC in

11 2

Figure . Equivalent Circuit in Linear Region

R 
-.j"I v0 ~ o

in Vout +14vI T
V ' Vc 3 Vin "Vout + (Vc initial " V Vout) et/RC

Figure E-7 Equivalent Circuit in Saturated Region
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or

a ~-J V1  dt

The saturation limits for Vout are

V+sat * 14 volts

V-sat * -5 volts (limited by Zener diode)

(The limits on Vin are + 14 v)

Figure E is a correct model for the amplifier as long as the voltage VA

at the summing junction is A 0 volts.

Onze in saturation, however, the voltage at the summing junction is
no longer zero. The equivalent circuit becomes that of Figure 2-7, which

shows that the capacitor can charge up to Vin -Vout* If Vin is at its

maximuii, level this means that the capacitor can charge up to -28 volts
(Vin -14, Vout 2 +14) or +19 volts (Vin 14, Vou t = -5) with a time

constant of RC - 114 sec. Once the input voltage starts to change, the

capacitor will start to discharge with the same time constant, until the
voltage at the summing junction, VA is 0 volts. During this time, the

output voltage remains in saturation. The equivalent circuit for both charging

and discharging of the capacitor in the non-linear region of the amplifier

is shown in Figure -
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Since the differential equation for the voltage Vc across the capacitor

in this region is

V in + [Vout (sat)] + RC dVc + Vc - 0

then V - Vin - Vout(sat) + [Vcinitial-V in + Voutle t/RC

The transfer function is

Vc -__ __ _ __ _ 1
Vn + LVout(sat)] RC s + l.

The above eauations are valid until Vc has discharged to -V sat' at which

time V, u 0 (the voltage at the summing Junction) and the amplifier is in

the lin{ar region again.

The block diagram of the system is shown in Figurei___" As long

as the amplifier is in the linear range of operation, the output Vou t

(or E3) is the same as the capacitor voltage Vc (or X3). Once the amplifier

saturates the output E3 is the saturation voltage, and remains there until

the input voltage Vin (or E4) switches direction sufficiently allowing the

capacitor voltage X3 to discharge. When X3 has discharged to the point

where E4 + E3=O, the circuit is again in the linear mode of operation, and

E3 comes out of saturation.

E- 9
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TABLE E-2 VALUES FOR FIGURE E-7

Symbol Value Description

B3  0;0667 sec- l  Integrator gain (rate/search mode)

K3  0.131 Integrator Gain

K9  183.9 Integrator Input Path Gain

L 14 volts Saturation level
/

L2  14 volts Saturation level

L5 5 volts Saturation level

1.6 -14 volts Saturation level
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APPENDIX F. MOTOR ANALYSES

1. Motor Model with Saturation

For analytical purposes, the motor and its drive circuitry (including

the DEA current limit) have been modelled as shown in Figure F-l. _Key_

parameters are Im (current limit level) and Ic (commanded current level)

where

K vV c-KB VB-KBW
ic R or Ic = -r-- (1)

whichever is less, where: Vc is the compensated error signal; Kv is the
voltage gain (7.85 volts/volt); w is the rotor-platform relative rate; KB

is the back-emf constant (0.765 volts per rad/sec); R is the effective motor

resistance (including DEA effects); and, VB is the effective bus voltage

(with fixed DEA voltage drops considered). Note that two types of satura-

tion can occur:

(i) limiting due to Ic exceeding Im

(ii) limiting due to KvVc exceeding VB

This analysis formulates torque, power, and total current as a function of
k - Im/Ic.

With the assumption of no phase shift between the magnetic field and

the drive waveforms:

* Torque: Tm - Km(flsin8o+f2cos8e)

* Power: P = R(f2+f2) (2)

9 Current: III = if l+If 2I

where the drive current waveforms are given by:

f = sat{I csin8o} f2 = sat{I ccos8e} (3)
1m  m
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For rotational convenience, define , = 8e.

In the unsaturated case (Ic  Im), the average torque, power, and

current are given by:

TmAV 2 Ic

PAV ' RI2  (4)

4

The expressions for average torque, power, and current are considerably

more complex with Ic>Im . In this case, fl and f become clipped sinusoids,

approaching quadrature square waves in the limit. Employing the fundamental

equations above:

PAV - 1m  si; k-kl-k2)+-si& kJ (5)

'AV ~ m it .(- T)4 skJ

where k Im/Ic is less than or equal to unity.

Figure F-2 shows the preceding results graphically, in normalized form.

Note that Ic depends upon resistance (hence, winding temperature), spin

rate, compensated error signal, and bus voltage, as in equation ().

2. Effect of DEA Phase Shift

Motor-DEA tests have shown an effective phase shift between the motor

excitation and the resolver signals, resulting in a decrease in torque.

This torque decrease is a function of I (or V ) and spin rate.
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U 1.5

FIGURE F-2. MOTOR TORQUE, POWER, AND CURRENT
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! - The torque equation of (2) can be modified to include an electrical

phase shift *:

!T m  mf si n( +O)+f cos ( +O)] (6)
Tm 'mf (6

The expression for average torque in the saturated regime becomes:

TmAV = Kmlm (sinlk+k-) (cos) (7)

where the effect of phase shift is a torque attenuation, as seen in the

last term.

The phase shift, *, can be modelled as arising from a time delay, T,

in the electronics. For a spin rate w:

A = WT (8)

It has been theorized that the effective increase in phase lagwith

increased saturation (higher I c) is due to the decrease in the effective
gain of the servo loop around the switching regulator - which causes a

reduction in the bandwidth of this loop and, therefore, an increase in

its time constant. Using a simple first-order model

C CIc (9)

m

showing an increase in T in proportion to the increase in Ic, with C a

proportionality constant which must be analytically or empirically

derived.*

Combining (7), (8), and (9):

TmAV m KmIm (0

Until confirmed by analysis or correlation with test data, the phase

shift term should be regarded as speculative.

* This model for T is the simplest available. Detailed analysis of the

DEA would yield one more complex and realistic.
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3. Interpretation of Torque Voltage Telemetry

The torque voltage telemetry readings are, during normal operation,

the only measure of running friction available. With Vc denoting the
"torque voltage" (compensated error signal):

N a 108 I in-oz

I a V/Ramps

V - 7.85 Vc - 0.765w volts

yields the nominal torque, N, in inch-ounces (where = is the platfarm-rotor

relative rate in rad/sec). Note, however, that R (the motor resistance)

depends upon the winding temperature5 T:

R - Ro[l+m(T-77)]

with T in OF, = • 0.00237, and Ro a 10.5n. Note that the effective DEA

resistance is neglected in this analysis. In addition, the motor power

consumption is given by: P - V2/R.

During the anomaly investigations, winding temperature has been derived

as a function of motor power, under steady-state conditions, by thermal

simulation of the DMA.* Using this data and the above equations, plots of

torque versus torque-voltage can be derived which apply to steady-state

operation (see Figure F-3). These results yield somewhat lower levels of

running friction than have been estimated earlier without considering motor

winding temperature variations.

It should be noted that the equations presented above and used in this

analysis are based on unsaturated operation of the drive electronics

(current below 1.4 amps).- - -.. . ..... ... .

* Motor winding temperature is influenced primarily by motor power
dissipation, and can be considered to be independent of diurnal and
yearly variations in ambient spacecraft temperatures.
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APPENDIX G

CONSULTANT EVALUATION REPORTS

Presented in this appendix are the evaluation reports received from

consultants engaged during the 9433 anomily investigation.
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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER -4

CLEVELAND. OHIO 44135

REPLY TO
ATN OF: 2615 November 14, 1975

Dr. Philip C. Wheeler
TRW, Inc.
Electromechanical Equipment Dept.
One Space Park
Redondo Beach, CA 90278

Dear PhIl:

Enclosed herewith are my proposals to your questions

relative to DSCS-lI.

Sincerely,

Donald H. Buckley
Head, Lubrication Fundamentals Se tion

Enclosure
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I: PROPOSALS

1. Assessment of Current StatusI ; From an examination of the data presented, it would appear that failure
4 was a result of inadequate bearing lubrication (lubricant starvation).

2. Hypothetical Scenario

The data presented are typical of those indicating lubricant starvation.
This starts with either insufficient initial lubricant supply or loss
of lubricant due to evaporation or polymerization. The latter appears
to be the case in the present situation. As long as a continuous
lubricant film can be maintained in the bearing contact zone and the
lubricant does not "dewet" the surface, the bearing torque will remain
low and relatively constant (first part of the operational life of
these bearings).

With continued operation, if the continuous lubricant film is not
maintained, metal-to-metal contact will occur. This will give rise

, to random spikes in the bearing torque. It can even result in a
1 periodic sustained high bearing torque followed by a sharp decrease

when random-chance pickup of some lubricant occurs. These random
excursions in bearing torque can continue for some time until sufficient
continuous metal-to-metal contact occurs and residual surface oxides
are oenetrated. At this point in time, the bearing torque will remain
high until failure of the bearing ultimately occurs.

3. Related Experience

See NASA TN D-2908, July 1965, by Nemeth and Anderson on the effects
of lubricant starvation.

In the various components of Sphynx, QCSEE, Apollo, MJS-77 and Viking,
solid film lubricants were used because of the difficulties presented
by lubrication with liquids.

4. Recommended Design Improvements

Short-term "fixes" could include means for retaining more liquid
lubricant in the bearing and substitution of the lubricant with a
liquid that has lower volatility and less tendency to dewet in
vacuums. These are means for prolonging life and providing more
effective lubrication.

Long-term improvements should include the use of solid film lubricants
in place of the liquids. Use of solids eliminates the need for
concern over volatility, tendency to polymerize and the dewetting

ke. problem. There is already considerable history in the use of these
materials in Sphynx, QCSEE, Apollo,_MJS-77 and Viking systems.
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5. Recommended Process Improvements

Close control of bearing quality and checking very carefully the

condition of the lubricant just prior to use and after storage. Changes

In liquid lubricant viscosity should be checked just prior 
to use and

IR examinations done.
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Delco Eloctionlcs General Motors Corporation
Santa Barbara Operations
6767 Hollister Avenue
Goleta, California 93017

(805) 968-1011

November 24, 1975

Dr. P. C. Wheeler
Manager, Electro-Mechanical Dept.
TRW Systems Group
One Space Park
Redondo Beach, Ca. 90278

Subject: DSCS II Anomaly Diagnosis

Dear Dr. Wheeler:

The orbital data presented in our series of meetings suggests a bearing
"failure" has occurred in the flight system.

The time-wise generally increasing nature of the following symptoms
suggests this failure mode:

1. Increasing average DMA drive torque demand

2. Increasing pointing error excursions. The random
nature of these "short term" (.5 -- 5 minute)
demand torque "impulses" is typical of performance
perturbations observed in smaller high performance
bearing assemblies.

The "hang-up" and successful breakaway from the locked condition suggests
a dry bearing with a locked retainer during the hang-up interval. The bearing
tailure is most likely the result of inadequate lubrication for the specific
bearing in the flight system.

Factors whicn probably led to the resultant failure are:

1. Inadequate oil supply in the critical raceway and retainer
areas with respect to the demand of the bearing. A hydro-
dynamic oil filra is required to minimize the wear and
resulting breakdown of the bearing surface. The bearing
raceway and ball surface characteristics greatly influence the
oil supply demand for hydrodynamic film lubrication.
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Dr. P. C. Wheeler

Page two

2. The oil supply in the raceway and useable retainer areas
is marginal at best in the basic design and production process
employed for the flight system. This oil supply is being
depleted "naturally" during use due to the vapor pressure
replenishment demand. The fact that the "bearing-retainer"
are operating at an elevated temperature with respect to the
"reservoir" provides confidence that the absolute rate of oil
loss from the retainer-bearing combination is faster than
that of the reservoir per unit surface area. If the temperature
were the same, the rate of oil loss from the bearing and the
reservoir would be comparable per unit area. The fact that
the bearing oil film is thin, and the exposed total bearing retainer
surface area large and warmer leads one to question the actual
value of the "reservoir" in preventing the bearing oil from depleting
its supply while the reservoir is still full. Clearly, better
approaches are available in any new design.

3. The bearing surface imperfections must be less than the hydro-
dynamic film developed due to parts geometry, speeds, loads,
and oil supply. The bearing surface finish problems encountered
in the build of the flight assemblies suggests this may be a factor.

4. Contamination introduced during the build test-storage cycle
may also have affected the life expectancy of the unit by
either creating unwettable surface areas or debris, both of which
would cause premature wear. A possible source of debris is
wear particles from a rotating unlocked inner race rubbing on
its adjacent surfaces.

Delco Electronics has been building ball bearing gyros and inertial platform
assemblies for more than twenty years. Many forms of premature failure
have been observed by the Delco DSCS II anomaly team members during
this period of time. Perhaps more directly related to this "failure" are the
mutual observations which we made from observing some of your bearing
assemblies that were in various TRW DSCS II life test programs. The DMA
bearings displayed prominent race and ball wear signs in addition to dark
deposits of lube and wear debris on the races and in the retainer ball pockets.
Although these bearing assemblies were not judged failures during your tests,
they displayed all the visual symptoms of bearings that are in the process of
failing. A critical assessment of these bearings clearly supports the position
that the observed bearing condition would not have been tolerated on an
assembly to be flown.
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Dr. P. .C. Wheeler
j -Page Three

' The aforementioned failure mode possibilities suggest the following design
improvements:

1. More lubricant is reeded. Many possibilities exist in this
area, some of which are (a) increase the amount of lubricant
initially introduced in the assembly on all cavity surfaces,
(b) increase and elevate the temperature of the reservoirs
specifically installed to provide vapor pressure, (c) increase
retainer oil capacity, (d) consider periodic automated "oiling"
approaches, (e) design a "real reservoir" for the bearings.

2. Reduce bearing oil film demand for long life by (a) reducing
the bearing race and ball finish and geometry imperfections
allowed, (b) introduce 100%0 bearing low speed and highU] speed qualification tests and related pre-post visual inspections
to insure no indications of growing torque disturbances, wear
and/or wear products are cetected during this "burn-in cycle".

3. Review cleaning and DMA processing to insure that all practical
steps have been taken to reduce the potential for contamination.
Special checks should be made to provide this assurance, both
from a surface contamination and debris point of view. Non-
rotatable inner races would reduce the possibility of self-generated
debris.

These comments reflect the Delco team members general recommendations.

We offer our services in the review of the specific approaches and documented
procedures you select to solve this problem. It has been our pleasure to
support you in the evaluation of this anomaly. Please feel free to call upon
us again.

Sincerely,

Robert Breneman

George Campbell

Ed Loper

Cc: D. Kendall
G-9



(.i Attachment to G.2: Gyro Bearings Life Test Data

The data which follows are the results of gyro bearing tests conducted

by Delco Electronics. The main parameters for these milliwattmeter-Dynamometer

tests are summarized below. This data is representative of the build-up of

torque transients in a bearing with progressive deterioration due to inadequate

lubrication. Note that even after the onset of large torque transients

(data of 3/11/71), periods of relatively low torque occurred (data of 3/25/71),

Wattmeter Test Parameters

* Lubricant : V-78 with TCP

* Speed : 24,000 rpm

* Bearing Size : R-4

This method of testing is described in "Gyro Ball Bearings - Technology
Today," by A.P. Freeman, February 1968 (presented at the Sixth AGARD Guidance
and Control Meeting); see G.3.
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BEARING LIFE DATA
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BEARIXNG LIFE DATA
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BEARING LIFE DATA
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B&ARING LIFE DATA~
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BEARING LIFE DATA
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BEARI14G LIFE DATA
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BEARING LIFE DATA
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BEARING LIFE DATA

(t~~~ Brg. Upper____
MW #______ Unit # /8B rg. Lower____
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Les

L' The Charles Stark Draper Laboratory,Inc.
68 Albany Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139 Telephone (617) 258-3429

November 17, 1975

TRW, Inc.
1 Space Park
Redondo Beach, California 90278

Attn: Dr. P.C. Wheeler, Manager
Electromechanical Equipment Department

Dear Phil:

As per your letter of November 4, 1975 to R.J. Schiesser,

enclosed please find CSDL's DMA anomaly investigation report.

If there are any questions please let me know.

Sincerely yours,

Herer . gSaFnge
Section Chief, CSDL Bearing Center Section

HBS/ppc
Enclosure

cc: E. Kingsbury
R. Schiesser

d
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W The Charles Stark Draper Laboratory,Inc.
68 Albany Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139 Telephone (617) 258-

November 17, 1975

TRW DMA ANOMALY

The numbered sections correspond to the items called out

in a letter from P. Wheeler, TRW to R.J. Schiesser, CSDL.

1. The perturbations observed in the DMA driving torque demand

appear to be of two kinds.: a) sporadic short-duration

steps probably associated with retainer instability and

in themselves not terribly distructive of either bearings

or performance, b) a gradual irregular increase in torque

demand starting a few months ago, now approaching the limit

of the motor system and causing large pointing errors. The
second type is believed to be due to lubricant breakdown within

at least one of the bearings In the assembly and will probably

get worse with further running. The slip-ring bearings are pro-

bably operating acceptably since there is no signal problem, and

these bearings absorb less power.

The exact processes which lead to lubricant breakdown are unknown,

but result in a progressive thickening of the oil followed by de-

position of solid degradation products in the pressure zones. As

the fluid lubricant is used up, EHD operation becomes impossible,

leading to wear and adhesive metal damage. The degradation products

also roughen the wear track and build up in the ball pockets, causing

an increase and large variability in the driving torque.

Several factors leading to lubricant breakdown are known: a) insuffi-

cient lubricant, b) abrasives embedded in the wear track as a result

of finishing operations in bearing manufacture, c) certain physical-

chemical surface conditions (as yet undefined) inimical to the lubri-

cant, d) contamination, e) improper preloading.
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H
2. A senario resulting in the observed failure would be 1) thinning

of the EHO film in the rolling contacts due to inadequate lubri-

cant supply, (we believe that the lubricant supply syrtem is the

weakest link in the DMA design), 2) relatively rapid degradation

of the fluid oil when a critical film thickness is reached, 3)

build up of solid degradation products in the ball pocket clearances

and also solidly attached to the rolling surfaces, 4) increased

and irregular torque demand as the balls roll over this detritus.

CSDL has seen many instances of lubricant breakdown. We are pre-

sently engaged in a joint program with NRL to characterize those

surface conditions which promote this failure. Reference (1)

summarizes NRL's initial work, reference (2) gives some examples

of lubricant breakdown caused by insufficient lubricant.

3. Design changes are recommended as follows:

1. Remove dams to provide a "fall apart" assembly configuration.

This will prevent metal damage during assembly, but will entail
fixturing for DMA assembly.

2. Increase conformity on inner race to promote EHD film formation.

3. Design a positive lubricant supply system.

4. Use a full ball compliment to eliminate retainer instability

problems.

4. Process changes are recommended as follows:

1. Require all metal parts to be handled only with assembly fix-

tures--no finger contact, no finger cots, no gloves.

2. Require that no detergent be used during race manufacture

3. Require that only reagent grade benign solvents be used during

cleaning of the races and bells.

4. Soak all 440C metal parts (after solvent cleaning) in a mixture

of 25 ml chromic acid (Chromerge®@) in 91b concentrated H2S04, at

room temperature for 5 minutes with agitation. Follow by a

thorough rinsing incopious hot distilled H20. Vacuum off H20 and QV'y

with methanol. This treatment (called acid cleaning) will result

in dry metal surfaces free from most organic contaminants. Commence

the lubrication process immediately after the acid clean.



-3-

4. Inspect the metal surfaces for birefringent embedded

abrasive particles using polarized light.

5. Inspect the bearing assemblies for contamination and metal

damage using Low Speed Dynamometer (Ref. 3), both as Indivi-

dual bearings and preloaded assemblies.
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Attachment to G.3: "Lubricant Breakdown in Ball Bearings,"
by E.P. Kingsbury, October 1975.
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< / •Edward P. Kingsbury
October 1975

LUBRICANT BREAKDOWN IN BALL BEARINGS

INTRODUCTION

Large mechanical and thermal stresses in an EHD con-

tact may result in oxidation or polymerization of the lubri-

cant (1, 2). If the contact is also starved, as in a slip

ring assembly or an instrument ball bearing, failure quickly

follows, either because of loss of fluid lubricant or by

mechanical effects of the degradation product. The chemical-

physical state on the rolling surface strongly influences

the onset and rate of degradation (3), but no clear picture

of this effect is available.

A joint program at NRL ahd CSDL is underway to define

those measurable surface conditions which discourage lubricant

breakdown in ball bearings. NRL has been studying, by means

of Auger spectroscopy, those elements (and to some extent

their chemical state) which are found on steel bearing

surfaces as a result of manufacture and processing. A des-

cription of technique and some initial results are given in

(4). CSDL's effort is to determine which surface conditions

43
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give premature lubricant breakdown, and which give satisfac-

tory operation in a typical instrument ball bearing.

Techniqu3s and initial results are given in the present

paper.

BASIC SPEED RATIO

Measurement of Basic Speed Ratio p allows a quick

reproducible evaluation of lubricant performance in a starved

EHD contact. Rho (p) is given by

To - Ti

where 6 is ball spin rate, and y o(i) is outer (inner) race

rotation rate. Rho (p) is defined for all possible modes of
bearing operation except solid body rotation (yo = Yi)  n

particular for counter rotation when the ball group orbit

rate is zero.

Rho (p) can be accurately measured by counter rotating

the races so that the ball group remains stationary. Delta dot

(6) is obtained with a stroboscope. A small hole bored

through the test ball establishes a preferred spin axis

(6, 7) and facilitates stroboscopic isolation of its rotation.

The Basic Speed Ratio has been measured with this techique

to an uncertainty of one or two parts in10 in small instru-

ment bearings.
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It is shown in (1 that p depends only on the geometry

of the bearing and on the slips induced at the ball race

contacts. In the present experiments geometry is fixed by

keeping the total speed S = 7°  7 (see ,kinematic

equivalence) and the load constant. Thus, measured changes

in p during a test are caused by changes in ball-race slip.

Since the bearing is starved, any change in amount of oil

available to the EHD contacts will produce a change in film

thickness (8), hence shear and slip; alteraatively, at

constant thickness, any change in lubricant viscosity caused

by degradation will alter the ball-race slip. Test conditions

have been selected such that the oil available to the contacts

remains nearly constant unless degradation occurs. This is*

done by running the bearing without a ball retainer in the

full compliment configuration. A controlled amount of oil is

applied to the balls before assembly, and serves as the only

lubricant in the test.

Both oil diminution and degradation thickening produce

a decrease in ball-race slip which increases the ball spin rate.

Hence failure is signalled by an increasel in p.

TEST CONDITIONS

The bearing used in the present tests is a 2171 size

52100 instrument type.
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The value of p calculated from its nominal geometry

(zero Slip) (r) is.

E2-d2 cos 2B =
= 2Ed = 1.75 (2)

E = pitch diameter = 8.89 mm (0.35 inch)

d = ball diameter = 2.38 mm (3/32 inch)

B - contact angle = 200

The test bearing has 11 balls, is loaded to 3.18 Kg

(7.01 lbf) by a weight, and is counter rotated at S = 215 Hz

(12,900 r/min). Lubricant for all tests is KG80 mineral oil,

applied only to the balls by evaporation from dilute solution

in Freon, either one part in 500 or one in 1000 by volume.

This results in a total oil supply of about 100 x 10- 6 gm

(2 x 10- 7 lbm) as established by weighing, when the 500/1

solution is used. All tests are at room temperature in air.

RESULTS

Typical BSR data shown in Fig. 1 were taken on a new

2171 bearing whose as-received balls and races were ultra-

sonically cleaned in pure Freon. For test 1 the balls were

dried from a 500/1 Freon KG-80 solution. The essentially

constant value for p indicates normal running over the 30

minutes of the %.est. Subsequently the disassembled bearing

was cleaned in Freon, and the balls dried from a 1000/1 oil
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solution for test 2. A higher level for p was found, with a

sharp break after 15 running minutes. The higher initial

level results from starvation: less available oil (1000/1)

gives less slip, a larger ball spin rate and a larger

measured p. The sharp break indicates lubricant degradation

with loss of fluidity and consequent larger ball spin rates.

After run 2 solid lubricant breakdown products were

removed from the bearing elements using a soft back lap and

a slurry of 3 micron Al 0 in medicinal mineral oil. It is
2 2

possible to do this if the lubricant failure is not allowed

to progress to the point where metal damage occurs.

The clean dry races were then again assembled with

balls dried from a 1000/1 oil solution and run 3 obtained.

Agreement in general features between runs 2 and 3 shows the

reproducibility of the technique. The initial level of p

gives a check on the amount of oil stored on the balls.

EVALUATION

These conclusions are supported by microscopic examina-

tion of the bearing elements as shown in Fig. 2. These are -

photos at about 25X of the bored test ball which is resting

at the bottom of a hole in a translucent slug, illuminated

from below (Fig. 2C). The black spot in-the center of the

ball is the image of the top of the hole. This setup allows
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photos of details on the highly reflective ball surface which

are otherwise very difficult to see.

Figure 2A shows the ball after oil deposition from the

500/1 solution of run 1. The oil is not uniformly distributed,

but fringe systems can be seen, showing the ball to be wet-

table. Figure 2B shows the ball after run 1 followed by a

Freon wash to remove fluid oil. Recalling that the hole in

the ball establishes its spin axis, so that the wear track is

located on the corresponding equator, a faint darkening can

be seen. This is evidently normal, being present after all

non-failed tests.

y Figure 3A shows a portion of the groove in the outer

race after run 1. Oil originally on the balls has been trans-

ferred to the track which is wettable. The two spots are the

footprints of adjacent balls when they came to rest. Figure

3B shows the same track after a Freon wash to remove fluid

oil and confirms the absence of metal damage in the wear track.

Figure 4A shows the washed ball after run 2. There

are short sections of Fteon-insoluble degraded oil attached

to its surface, but no metal damage. Figure 4B shows the

washed outer race after run 2. There is extensive Freon-

insoluble degradation product located symmetrically on either

side of the pressure zone. Figure 4C shows the outer race after

the soft back lap. The comets were produced by the lap but

are usually not in the wear track and have had no measurable

influence on lubricant breakdown. Run 3 was made on the track
shown in Fig. 4C.
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DISCUSSION

The failures experienced in runs 2 and 3 were caused

by insufficient lubricant. The full complement test bearing

has no lubricant reservoir and running evidently uses up the

oil at a definite rate, causing its starved EHD films to

thin. When they are thin enough, lubricant breakdown

accelerates to failure. The experimental techniques outlined -

in this paper give a convenient way of following the process,

which is rep Nucible with time. Tis data establisha the

normal behavior of the bearing, since the rolling surfaces

are in a production condition. Special surface treatments

have produced both longer and shorter f'e ure times in the

BSR test. These include silicone, detergent and embedded

abrasive exposure; detailed results will be given in future

reports. It is hoped that a correlation between these data

and specific surface characterization obtained at NRL from

Auger analysis of the test bearing parts will be possible.
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Attachment to G.3: CSDL's Review of BBRC Lubrication Analysis (presented
in Phase H DMA PDR Data Package)
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CSDL'S REVIEW OF BBRC " BEARING LUBRICATION

AND LIFE ANALYSIS DSCS II PHASE II DMA"

December 11, 1975

I. LUBRICANT LOSS CALCULATION

Figure 2 of the BBRC report is a plot of the flow

rate per unit area (G, units of gm/cm 2/year) vs temperature

for the VacKote of interest, to be expected through a circu-

lar orifice which separates a region at pressure p from space.

It is not completely clear if this is meant to be a theoreti-

cal curve or of it shows experimental data, but the inference

drawn by CSDL is that it is a theoretical result. If so, its

basis is not specified. The equation which represents this curve

is: G 4.80 x 1011 e 9 146  (1)

where Tk is absolute temperature, OK.

Other investigators (1,2) and in fact BBRC themselves

in a different report (3) have consistantly used a form of

the Knudsen Equation (4) based on kinetic theory of gases to

predict vacuum flow rates. Using the Salmon and Apt form

for comparison, we get

G2  1.84 x 100 p(M/Tk) (2)

where p is the vapor pressure in mm Hg and M the molecular

weight in gm/mole of the VacKote in question. Taking a wild

stab at these numbers, we could have for example p=1O 9 mm Hg

and M=300 gm/mole.
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Then (2) becomes

G3 184 x 10 "3 3 00 (3)
2  Tk

Table I shows the differences between G1 and G2 calculated

at various temperatures

BBRC Salmon & Apt

Tf°F G, gm/cm 2/yr G2 gm/cm 2/yr

0 .000134 .00199

50 .00450 .00189

70 .0152 .00186

100 .0806 .00181

140 .573 .00175

150 .900 .00173

TABLE I

The two equations are evidently quite different in

their predictions. The basis for Figure 2, and the BBRC

conclusion that 25% (due to the difference in geometry

between a circular orifice and the DMA loss aperture) of

1 gin will be lost per year thus seems open to question.
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Also, the conclusion that a decrease in temperature

from 150 to 1OOF will result in a decrease in oil losses

by a factor of 10 is not supported if calculations are

based on the Knudsen equation rather than on Figure 2.

Gardos (1) has discussed some of the reasons for large

discrepancies that have been observed between calculations

based on the Knudsen equation and laboratory measurements.

He finds, among other things, that a complex lubricant can

not be represented by a single vapor pressure, and that

frothing of the lubricant when first exposed to vacuum (out-

gassing) can saturate leak gaps with bulk fluid.

It does not appear that the problem of oil frothing

-' in the DMA cavity due to outgassing on exposure to vacuum

has been considered in the BBRC lubrication system.

BBRC has addressed the fractionation problem with a

calculation technique discussed in (3). It provides a perio-

dic upgrading of the constants in the Knudsen equation based

on special experimental measurements. BBRC claims agreement

between predictions and this calculation within 10%. CSDL

was unable to use this calculation to check the DMA application

in the absence of the specialized experimental data charac-

terizing VacKote. In any case, Figure 2 does not seem to be

based on this type of calculation.
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CSDL is of the opinion that, irrespective 'of the results

of specific calculations, and their underlying uncertainties,

the 33 gms of lubricant originally supplied to the DMA is

plenty for a seven year mission if it is guaranteed of delivery

to the rolling contacts.
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II LUBRICANT DISPOSITION WITHIN THE DRIVE

BBRC claims that a lubricant film 500A thick or

thicker behaves the same with regard to evaporation

rates as does a pool of oil, and that the rates are given

by Figure 2. It is not clear what the connection between

flow through a circular orifice (Fig. 2) and evaporation

from a pool of oil is.

CSDL agrees that evaporation and condensation result

in net oil migration to the cooler parts of the assembly.

However, any analogy with heat transfer (depending on the

4th power of the temperature difference) is not clear.

2 Flux to a surface depends on vapor pressure, from the

surface on the average residence time of a lubricant molecule,

which is an exponenti-al function of temperature (5).

Since the bearings are the hottest part of the DMA, CSDL

believes that they will loose lubricant to their cooler surround-

ings if evaporation-condensation is the only supply mechanism

at work.
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I III BEARING LIFE
The life analysis in the BBRC report is based on the

AFBMA specific dynamic capacity concept,which assumes failure

will be caused by metal fatigue. At the stress levels seen

by the DMA bearings fatigue life is infinite, hence the AFBMA

calculations do not apply.

Reference 6 presents a "detailed analysis of lubrication

performance in despin mechanical assemblies". Its authors

have identified 12 failure modes which have been experienced

in ground tests or space, shown in Table IV from their report.

CSDL believes, in agreement with these authors, that the present

state of the art does not allow life calculations. However,

a better understanding of lubricant breakdown is hopefully not

far off, and the problems of lubricant dewetting, compatibility,

transfer, volatility, creep and film thickness can be addressed

through the rational design of a positive lubrication system.

Torque variation, cage wear and instability can be attacked

through the use of retainerless bearings which take advantage

of sucn a positive supply system. It appears its benefits

would far outweigh any added mechanical complication.
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TABLE IV (From Reference 6)

FAILURE MODES IDENTIFIED

Lubricant Degradation

Lubricant Dewetting

Slip Ring and Brush Wear

Improper Lubricant Transfer

Inadequate Lubricant Quantity

Lubricant Volatility Effects

Lubricant Incompatibility

Torque Variations

Cage and Bearing Instability

Cage Wear

Lubricant Creep

Film Thickness

Miscellaneous Extraneous Effects
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GYRO BALL BEARINGS - TECHNOLOGY TODAY

Albert P. Freeman

SUMMARY

The spin-axis bearing package is a major determinant of gyro reliability

and performance. Fractional microinch position stability over extended time
periods, reliably achieved for tens of thousands of running hours, is required.
Whether the ball bearing thus used runs successfully on an elastohydrodynamic
fluid film or succumbs to early failure may be determined by whether or not

today's bearing technology is applied. This specialized technology, applicable
in many aspects to other bearings, has been developed over the past twenty years

and continues to advance.

Achievement of current state-of-the-art is the result of parallel development
of the bearing parameters and of the means for their evaluation. Bearing metal-
lurgy, geometry, groove-surface topography and chemistry, lubrication, ball-
retainer, contamination control, dynamic behavior, testing, and processing vari-
ables have all been improved. Particularly significant have been the efforts in
surface-film-piercing asperity reduction, surface-chemistry improvement, and
lubrication-mechanism advancement. Also of major importance has been develop-
ment or adaptation of measuring devices to join with functional tests in evaluation
of bearing characteristics and of potential life and performance at various process-
ing stages.

Continued current effort in the areas of the lubrication mechanism, bearing
dynamics, and groove surface promise further gains in consistency of achieve-
ment of life and performance goals. Application of today's technology can in
most cases, however, yield the required thousands of hours of reliable operation.
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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION

The gyro spin-axis ball bearing is unique. At the heart of the inertial guid-

ance system, it is a major determinant of performance and reliability. Today's
bearing technology is the product of more than twenty years of development,
though current practice is in many cases frozen at a point dating back many years.

Use of the knowledge available now can improve bearing yield, performance, life,

and reliability.

1.1 Requirements

The principal requirement of the inertial gyro spin-axis ball bearing can
be stated very simply: long life at the required performance level. We can di-

vide this requirement into two broad subcategories: freedom from physical or

chemical degradation of all elements of the bearing package and maintenance of
dimensional stability of the gyroscopic element. Depending upon the application,

failure criteria can range from slight deterioration of gyro performance to in-

ability of the wheel to turn because of bearing seizure.

This paper is concerned with bearing performance in precision floated iner-
tial gyros of the type shown in Fig. 1, and with those factors that influence sta-

bility of the gyro wheel package. As indicated by Fig. 2, average wheel location

must be stable to a fraction of a microinch, and mass stability of other float ele-

ments must be similarly very closely maintained.

In order to satisfy the stability requirements, the bearings must be supported
on a full, stable elastohydrodynamic (ehd) lubricant film. Piercing of this film

during running causes chemical and physical degradation in the lubricant and of

the metal surface, which in turn influences the location of the gyro wheel. This

sort of deterioration is progressive, as the debris formed by the high-speed

metallic contact leads to further piercing of the film. The lubricant sludge then

collects beside the pressure zones and, like a sponge, withdraws the oil from
the region in which it is needed to maintain the film. As this mode of failure

progresses, bearing torque becomes erratic, the lubricant varnishes, the metal
wears, and ultimately the torque increases to the point at which the wheel will
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Fig. 1. Single-degr.e-of-frdom floated gyro.

no longer run at operating speed. The bearing running time between the onset
of performance degradation and wheel failure can be several thousand hours. It

is interesting to note that metal fatigue, one of the classic modes of bearing fail-

ure, plays essentially no part in gyro bearing failure.

Generation and maintenance of the ehd film demands the continued existence

of many conditions. In operation, the metal components (races and balls) must

have a geometric form that generates the required ehd film with acceptable stress

levels over the entire pressure zone. The metal must sustain the load essential-

ly without plastic flow or surface damage. The surfaces must be free of film-

piercing asperities and must chemically support a boundary lubricating film at

low speed and an elastohydrodynamic film at operating speed. The lubricant
must demonstrate the chemical and physical properties needed to achieve these

films with acceptable torque levels, along with chemical and thermal stability.
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DISPLACEMENT

Fig. 2. Navigational accuracy vs. stability requirements at one g.

The ball retainer must maintain a controlled lubricant reservoir and circulate

this lubricant as needed for a full ehd film, and run with required stability at

acceptable torque levels. The environment must be chemically, physically, and

thermally compatible with the bearing package. Finally, and of extreme impor-
tance, the bearing package must be free of contamination that can cause bearing

degradation due to piercing of the film.

In addition to the demands just noted, which are associated primarily with
retention of the lubricant film, the bearing package must also demonstrate other
properties needed for mass stability. The combination of geometry, lubrication,
and operating parameters mus. assure such factors as:

a. relative insensitivity of wheel location to acceleration field

variation

b. film uniformity and stability of the bulk lubricant

c. stability of ball group and ietainers

d. constancy of bearing torque

Inadequacies in the first group of parameters discussed, which are associ-

ated with rupture of the ehd film, result in bearing deterioration and gyro per-

formance degradation. The second group, associated with mass instability, gen-

erally influence instrument quality without necessarily reducing bearing life at the

degraded performance level.
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Of utmost importance in any discussion of bearing requirements is processing,

or handling. Achievement of the basic bearing properties is vitally dependent

upon quality control during manufacture, which can be accomplished with proper

engineering supervision. Retention of these properties is then a major battle.

The bearing is a precise device and must be treated as such. During processing

from package to completed instrument, its integrity can be compromised by par-

ticulate contamination, chemical contamination, overheating, mounting distortion,

overstressing, scratching, denting, shock, overlubrication, underlubrication,

exposure to corrosive environments, etc., etc. Thus, the processing variables

are extremely important in both initial achievement of required bearing param-

eters and in their retention during instrument fabrication.

1. 2 Status

The requirements noted in Section 1. 1 have been achieved. They can be

achieved consistently. Gyro performance of the highest quality has been demon-

strated in instruments that have accumulated about 30, 000 wheel running hours.

However, as will be noted in subsequent sections, further advances can still be

made in some areas of bearing surface, lubrication, and dynamics.

Achievement of today's status results from more than twenty years of de-

velopment work, some phases of which are still in progress. Figure 3 illustrates

this wo, One of the first major development efforts, initiated in the late 1940's,

led to improved preloading techniques. Subsequent efforts in the bearing package

have encompassed metallurgy, geometry, lubrication, retainers, surface finish,

surface chemistry, dynamics, contamination, manufacturing techniques, and

processing variables.

Progress in the field of bearing evaluation has been following a parallel path

of equal importance. For example, the early preloading improvement noted

above was accompanied by development of an axial yield gauge. Other develop-

ments include improved geometric measurement devices, optical measurement

techniques, the low-speed dynamometer, the milliwattmeter, the lubricant-film

electrical-resistance gauge, taper sectioning, stroboscopic observation, race

counter-rotation devices, high-speed torque testers, and many others.
The gyro itself is one of the most useful bearing diagnostic devices. It alone

is capable of determining bearing position stability to the required performance

levels. It also provides a convenient means for the application of known inputs

to the bearing package, along with precise readouts of the accompanying bearing
behavior.

Bearing package evaluation in early gyro construction and test stages is ex-

tremely important. The ball bearing is unfortunately quite forgiving on a
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Fig. 3. Major areas of bearing progress.

short-term basis, and early degradation symptoms are frequently ignored. Pro-

gressive deterioration can lead to later severe performance degradation, perhaps

when the gyro is the heart of a complex, critical, operating navigation system.

The following sections of this paper will discuss the current status of gyro

ball-bearing technology, with particular emphasis on areas known to be critical.

No attempt will be made to cover the history of the developments that have led to

today's status, except where required for perspective. Due to the complexity of

the subject, the treatment will be limited in this paper and discussion of each

subject will be relatively brief. References providing further details are in-

cluded in the bibliography.
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SECTION 2

CONFIGURATION

Gyro bearing design must consider not only the normally accepted criteria

but also those peculiar to the precision gyro, such as microstability, isoelasticity,

lubrication limitations, bearing dynamics, and long-term physical and chemical
stability. These factors coupled with specific instrument requirements and con-

figurations yield the basic bearing design. Among the design features are basic

size and configuration, materials, mounting method, preload, speed, lubrication,

contact angle, race-groove curvature (groove-to-ball conformity), inner or

outer-land relief, retainer configuration, and many others. (The bearing nomen-

clature used here is defined in the Appendix. ) Tolerances must also be assigned

to most of these parameters.

Metal and geometry are discussed in this section, with particular emphasis

on -,dherence to nominal values, or tolerance control. Design criteria leading

to the specific configuration are not discussed because of their complexity and
del.indence upon the details of the requirements of the gyro in question. For

example, depending upon the acceleration environment to which the gyro will be

exposed and the performance demanded during acceleration (vibration or steady-

state), critical bearing parameters may be contact angle, number of balls, race-

groove curvature, and preload. On the other hand, torque limitations may em-

phasize basic size, speed, preload, race-groove curvature, atmosphere, lubri-

cation, and retainer. As these brief examples point out, bearing design is critical,

but it is too complex a subject for coverage here. The influence of specific geo-

metric variables on lubrication and on bearing dynamics will be discussed in

later sections.

2. 1 Metal

The demands made upon the steel of the gyro ball bearing differ somewhat

from those made on other more heavily loaded bearings and are in some respects

more severe. The gyro bearing typically is lightly loaded, with the maximum

Hertz stress generally in the vicinity of 200, 000 lb/in, or less. It operates in a

moderate ambient temperature, circa 150'F in an inert atmosphere, generally
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helium, after having been very carefully processed from production through ap-

plication. Why, then, are we concerned with the properties of the steel from

which the bearing is made?

The steel must satisfy two major requirements. First, the level of gyro

performance as discussed in Section 1. 1 demands the ultimate in microdimension-

al stability both under stress and unloaded as well as over a wide temperature

range, such as a -85°F to +225"F range of in-process thermal cycling and stor-

age. Second, the microstructure must be such as to permit the ready generation

and maintenance of race-groove and ball surfaces physically and chemically cap-
able of both boundary and elastohydrodynamic (ehd) lubrication under the unique
running conditions of the gyro bearing. In this regard, freedom from ehd-film-

piercing asperities is extremely important.

Both 52100 and 440C, the most commonly used gyro bearing steels, have
demonstrated the ability to meet these requirements. Other steels have also

been used successfully in gyro bearings, such as M-2, M-50, and WB-49. The
steel most commonly used in gyro bearings through the years has been, by far,

52100. It has been quite satisfactory, but recurring unpredictable instances of

corrosion have presented a problem. In the past several years, 440C has been
attaining greater popularity for its resistance to corrosion and because of suc-

cessful application. Both steels are readily fabricated to the required geometry
and surface finish, in spite of the difference in microstructure primarily caused
by the relatively large carbides in 440C, as seen in Fig. 4. In controlling the
steel, factors of concern include chemical composition; microstructure; carbide

type, size, and distribution; and response to heat treatment. The last, in turn,
encompasses microstructure, strength, hardness, retained austenite, corrosion

resistance, and stability.

Specific precautions are still warranted in the selection and application of

both 52100 and 440C, in spite of the demonstrated ability of both of these steels
to yield successful gyro bearings. These precautions include the assurance of
freedom of the steel from nonmetallic inclusion and control of processing vari-

ables concerned with heat-treatment and metal-removal operations in the hard-

ened state.

The presence of inclusions in other types of bearings which are highly stressed
is detrimental because inclusions provide initiation points for fatigue failure. In

gyro bearings, inclusions are also a serious problem, but for a different reason:

they limit the surface achievable for the generation of a full hydrodynamic film,

are associated with film-piercing asperities, and can cause chemical and par-
ticulate contamination problems. These effects will be covered more fully in Sec-
tion 3; this section is more concerned with recognition of the problem in the steel.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of microstructure of 440C vs. 52100 steel.

Bearings with poor surfaces and low manufacturing yield, both attributable
to inclusions in the steel, occur in spite of inspection of the steel for cleanliness

by accepted rating methods, e. g., the JK (Jernkontoret) method. Stringers in
the steel are particularly difficult to detect by conventional means. One approach
to an improved steel-rating method is to examine steel surfaces in regions of the

bar more representative of the bearing than the small flat sections normally ex-

amined. This is done by machining sample bars with steps at successively

smaller diameters, representing diameters of the race-groove functional sur-
faces. These steps are then honed and examined microscopically for inclusions,

as seen in Fig. 5. Steel lots evaluated by both this technique and the conventional
approach have shown the honed step-down bar evaluation to correlate far better
with race-groove surface topography and manufacturing yield.

Heat treatment of the bearing parts plays a major role in establishment of
the previously noted properties of the finished bearing. It is important not only
to determine optimum heat-treatment parameters but also to assure rigid adher-

ence to the values selected. For this, the testing of sample pieces is needed.
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Fig. 5. Inspection of metal for inclusions.

During austenitization, critical contrzl often is required of the atmosphere

and of the temperature level and timing cycle. Important to quenching are tem-

perature, timing, oil-bath cleanliness, and agitation. Subcooling and tempering

demand control of timing, temperature, and in some cases medium. Tests con-

ducted to assure quality may include, as required, hardness, metallographic

examination for surface modification and microstructure as shown in Fig. 6,

retained austenite, and dimensional stability.

Properly selected, tested, and processed, today's steels are capable of the

most rigid performance requirements demanded of current gyros.

2. 2 Geometry

Nominal bearing geometry and variations therefrom play a major role in

establishing gyro life and performance. With regard to life, geonsetry influences

stress levels, thickness of the ehd film separating balls from races, and lubri-

cant control. With respect to gyro performance, geometry influences bearing

dynamics, lubrication stability, and response of the gyro to acceleration fields.

In addition to the foregoing, geometric tolerance levels influence gyro produci-

bility.
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Fig. 6. Heat.treatment surface modification.

One of .he early major efforts leading to present gyro bearing technology

was the drveloprnent of measurement tools ai d techniques and then fabrication

method,, tu achieve an order-of-magnitude improvarnent in geometric tolerances,

.rom typical 0. 0002-inch values to levels of 20 microinches. Gyro producibility

irmediately benefited by this improvement, as bearing-to-wheel and bearing-to-

shaft fits became achievable on a tolerance rather than a selection basis. In ad-

dition, preloading certainty improved as did bearing dynamic behavior. Bearing

life itself, however, wae not significantly affected until race -groove geometry

was arther improved along with advances in groove surface chara,teristics, as

is noted in Section 3.

It is quite apparent that the ehd film thickness is influenced by local stre.,s

levels, which in turn are affected by race-groove runout and cross curvature.

Groove runout itself is the product of various geometric parameters, including

roundn'.ss, lobing, groove-to-face and face-to-face parallelism, coacentricities,

face-to-bore and face-to-OD (outside diameter) squareness, and mounting distor-

tions. Bearing manufacturing technology has advanced to the point that runo,' q

can be held to the five- tc fifLy-microinch region. Mounting dimensions and forces

must be c-,refully controlled, however, to prevent significantly greater runout

due to distortion.
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Race-groove cross curvature must also be closely controlled. Thickness of

the ehd film in the pressure zone is a function of the local cross curvature. It

is important to guard against excessive breaking of the corner at the conjunction

of the groove and land. The resultant rounding or chamfer encroaches on the

pressure zone and affects the local curvature, in some cases nonuniformly around

the race. Figure 7 illustrates the results of this edge rounding.

Development of the Talyrond and a number of other roundness-measuring

machines has made reliable measurement of race-groove runout and cross curva-

ture possible, Thus, the generation and measurement of geometry to levels re-

quired today is within the capability of current bearing technology.
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SECTION 3

SURFACE

Generation and maintenance of the needed ehd film is a function of race-

groove surface topography and chemistry. The surface must be free of film-
piercing asperities and must chemically support a lubricating film. Low-speed
boundary lubrication similarly depends upon these factors.

3. 1 Topography

Shiny or dull, smooth or grooved? This question concerning optimum race-
groove surface topography has been one of the most frequently debated for years.

The smooth-surface camp wants to maintain the maximum possible ehd-film

spacing between opposing surface peaks, by reducing hill-to-valley height, while
the striated-surface devotees reason that the valleys between the heights provide
a lubricant reservoir. Each group cites convincing data as the basis of its own
cause and offers various additional reasons for the superiority of one type of

finish to the other.

Actually, both types of surface have operated successfully for many thousands
of hours under the most rigorous gyro-bearing running conditions. On the one
side have been mirror-like race grooves generated by first running the bearings
heavily loaded and submerged in ethylene glycol; surface-finish readings of these

bearings were less than 0. 3 microinch. Coarse-finish lapped bearings with 3-
microinch surface-finish readings have also run very successfully. Smooth sur-
faces generated by ball lapping and by honing have also fared well. Examples of

these finishes are seen in Fig. 8.

( Within reason, average surface finish does not appear particularly significant.

Individual asperities that project above the average surface can, however, pierce
the ehd film and bring about failure. Returning to the need for a coarse finish to

4 maintain a lubricant reservoir, any surface that will wet properly with the oil
will hold a sufficient thickness of lubricant to permit generation of the required

five- to fifteen-microinch ehd film.
Let us examine, then, the factors that should influence the selection of the

race-groove finish. Achievement of the required geometry, circumferentially
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Fig 8 Acceptable race-groove surface finishes obtained by various techniques
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and across the race groove, as well as generation of surfaces that are free of

asperities are the two major factors. But we must also be concerned with particu-

late and chemical contamination, surface integrity (including freedom from "smear"),

the "lay" of the finishing marks, ease of inspection and economics. Some bearing

race-groove finishing techniques are illustrated in Fig. 9.

Perhaps the most commonly used finishing technique is lapping with an abras-

ive on a string, tape, paper, replica, or other backing. This approach generally

improves as-ground roundness, but tends to degrade the cross-groove geometry.

It typically produces a striated surface and reacts quite sensitively to irregulari-

ties in the metal or particulate contaminants by forming comets, as seen in Fig.

10, The grooved surface texture camouflages raised comets and other peripheral

asperities, thus making inspection for these features more difficult and expensive.

The striated finish, if accompanied by good geometry and freedom from asperities,

contamination, and other deleterious factors, has been shown to yield very long

successful life. An example is seen in Fig. 11.

Honing the groove with a reciprocating, shaped abrasive stone is another

common finishing method. If the process parameters are properly controlled,

honing yields excellent geometry. Finish depends upon the cycle, choice of

abrasive materials, and noning fluid. This process can also generate raised

asperities, and the surface finish can range from striated to nearly bland. Figure

12 shows successive improvements in finish accompanying development of im-

proved honing techniques. This process can also yield excellent bearings.

Ball lapping is a newer process that involves lapping the race-groove by an

abrasive slurry and groove-conforming balls driven by a rotating cone. This

procedure does not improve on the initial race-groove roundness, but it yields

excellent cross curvature characterized in some cases by an omega (W) shape

whose central rise is controlled to keep it out of the pressure zone. Ball lapping

yields a uniform matte finish, as seen in Fig. 13, and does not genel ate raised

asperities. This natural freedom from certain asperities significantly eases

inspection problems. Bearings finished by this technique have demonstrated

excellent yield and life.

Other finishing and run-in techniques have been used with varying degrees

of success. One experimental approach, prerunning with special fluids, -s worth

noting for its demonstration of the ability of a bearing wita mirror-like race-

groove surfaces to run successfully. Running heavily ioaded bearings at rela-

tively low speed while submerged in recirculating filtered ethylene glycol will

generate very highly polished race-groove surfaces. Such bearings, subsequently

tested unoer gyro operating conditions, have demonstrated long successful life.
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NORMAL MICROSCOPIC APPEARANCE INTERFERENCE FRINGE PATTERN OF SAME
FIELD SHOWING COMET IS RAISED. FRINGE

SPACING IS 10.6 MICROINCHES (0. 274.

Fig. 10. Comet on bearing inner race-roove surface.
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Fig. 11. R4 bearing outer- race groove after 10,000 hours
of successful operation at 24,000 rpm
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Fig. 13 Typical ball-lopped finish, R4 440C inner-race groove
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Another interesting prerunning technique is that performed in hot TCP (tri-

cresyl phosphate). The resultant surface appearance is only slightly changed,

but the bearings demonstrate.the beneficial effects of TCP coating discussed

under Chemistry in Section 3. 2. In addition, bearing yield and life can, under

certain conditions, be dramatically improved by this method. A group of bear-

ings made from metal with a high inclusion content and conventionally lapped

showed a high incidence of comets. This group also demonstrated low yield and

short life. Several pair of these bearings were TCP prerun, and their yield and

life were very dramatically improved. Reduction in the frequency and severity

of raised asperities is believed to be the principal reason for this remarkable

improvement.

The importance of surface topography, which motivated the work on improved

finishing methods, has also led to significant developments in the area of surface

finish evaluation. Electromechanical surface-finish measuring devices have been

improved, as have the techniques for application of light and electron microscopy.

The simple interference microscope has been particularly useful, as is seen in

Figs. 10, 13, 25 and 26.

One interesting technique for surface topography evaluation is the lubricant-

film electrical-resistance gauge shown in Fig. 14. This device provides for

loading a lubricated ball against a rotating race groove that drives the ball. A

ball-to-race electrical circuit provides a measure of asperity contact or con-

junction by counting the number of occurrences per revolution of drops in the

electrical resistance below a pre-set level. Specific surface features can also

be evaluated on a cathode-ray tube. Load, speed, and lubricant are varied.

This device is limited by the electrical conductivity of the surfaces and asperities,

and chemical coatings on the surfaces. Its use is generating further insight into

race-groove surface topography.

Another technique useful in surface and immediate subsurface evaluation is

taper sectioning of races, illustrated in Fig. 15. A race groove is electroplated

for edge preservation, and a chordal sector ground off at a shallow angle. The

resultant section is polished and etched to provide a mechanically magnified (by

virtue of the taper) race-groove surface contour. The metal microstructure

close to the surface can also be evaluated by this technique, and microhardness

readings can be taken. Such readings typical. shoxv that the metal close to the

surface is slightly harder than the bulk of the race.

Because of te correlation between bearing life ar d surface topography,

this factor has been improved in many aspects. Today's bearing technology does

not have to be limited by surface-topography inadequacy.
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Fig. 14. Lubricant.film electrical.resi stance gouge.

3. 2 Chemistry

Bearing metal surface chemistry has for many years been cited as a possibly

significant determinant of bearing performance. For several years, surface

chemistry has been deliberately modified to improve the boundary lubrication

capability of the bearing. It has been only recently determined, however, that

inadvertently applied chemical surface modifications can adversely affect bear-

ing life under both boundary and ehd conditions.

It has been shown that a lubricated untreated 52100 or 440C bearing will suf-

fer lubricant degradation and surface distress in a running period of less than

one hour to several hours at one rpm under normal load conditions. Another in-

teresting phenomenon associated with the boundary lubrication condition experi-4enced at very low speed is the large difference in bearing torque among apparentl 'N
identical bearing batches received at various times. Bearing torque at one rpm

may vary by a factor of three from batch to batch.
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Both of these conditions can be corrected by a very simple expedient: pro-

longed hot soaking of the metal components of the bearing in TCP; the effects of

this can be seen in Table 1. Life at one rpm then increases from one or a few

hours to several hundred or thousand hours. One-rpm friction torque of various

batches of bearings then group close together at the low level. It is thought that

beneficial effects result from chemical reaction of the acid phosphates present
as impurities in TCP with the steel surface. Nitric-acid passivation of 440C

steel surfaces has also yielded low-speed life longer than that achieved with un-
treated surfaces. Prerunning of bearings in TCP, as described in Section 3. 1,

also produces the beneficial effects described above.

lable 1. Effects of TCP coating on low-speed endurance and torque.

R4 BEARING, I RPM
10 POUND AXIAL LOAD AS FINISHED TCP COATED

(4.5 KG)

Torque (gm-cm) 2 to 6 2 to 3

Time to failure (hours) I to 5 200 to 1000+

Evidence of detrimental surface chemical modification, or contamination or
"poisoning", is more recent and of potentially very great significance. The

problem was first recognized when two groups of bearings, which by all conven-
tional evaluation techniques were considered excellent, demonstrated early

atypical failure under both boundary and ehd running conditions. These bearings
also showed strangely modified surfaces when prerun immersed in TCP, as

discussed in Section 3. 1. Figures 16, 17, 18 and 19 illustrate these phenomena.

The most effective means for recognition of this contamination was found to
be the rate of oil-drop spreading on the race-groove surface; contaminated bear-

ings showed poor oil wettability. A spreading test and typical results are shown
in Fig. 20. Investigation led to discovery of the probable cause of the poisoning,

and its correction led to the delivery of the remaining bearings from one of the
two groups in an uncontaminated condition. These "clean" bearings have been

used very successfully in a gyro build program, thus further supporting the thesis.

It is important to note that poor wetting of the surface is a symptom pointing
to the presence of this contamination, not necessarily an explanation of why early
failure occurs. For example, the bearing surfaces can be made to wet with the

oil by any of a few techniques, such as immersion in oil or deposition from a

solvent solution, and once wet the oil does not spontaneously retract from the
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Fig. 18. Surface chemistry effect on low-speed endurance (1.rpm continuous)
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R4 BEARING PRERUNt4ING CONDITIONS IN FILTERED RECIRCU I ATING TCP
PRELOAD: 14 LBS (6 4 KG) SPEED. 30 RPM TEMP 130°F (U°C) TIME OF RUN: 100 HRS

Fig. 19. Surface changes, inner-race grooves, tricresyl phosphate (TCP) prerunning.

surface. An oil drop then applied to a wet surface wil spread quite rapidly.

Most bearings are used in this prewetted condition. The explanation for failure

may lie in the difference in the lubricant properties in the high-pressure zone,

particularly the behavior of the molecules next to the surface.

By special solvent-cleaning techniques, a number of the poisoned bearings

were rendered "wettable". These bearings are demonstrating greatly improved

life under both boundary and hydrodynamic running conditions. An interesting

facet of this investigation is the apparent validation of an occasionally reported

beneficial effect derived from aging of bearings stored in oil, and an association

of this effect with surface chemistry. Briefly. some of the poisoned bearings

have been made wettable by artificial aging (elevated-temperature soaking) in oil,

as shown in Fig. 21.

It is interesting to speculate on the possible significance of surface chemistry

in the age-old problem of unpredictability of bearing-batch behavior: early fail-

ure and low yield versus long successful life from batch to batch, with no known

difference in the bearing or its application. Current efforts in this investigation
are aimed at establishing the fundamentals concerned with the effects noted, im-

proved recognition, prevention, rehabilitation, and means for specifying required

surface chemistry. Rudimentary recognition techniques are known today, and

means for corrective or preventive action are at hand.
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SECTION 4

LUBRICATION

The importance of geometry and surface to the generation and maintenance

of a stable ehd film has been discussed in the preceding sections. Lubrication

is the other significant factor. Maintenance of the film demands that the ball

retainer deliver to the balls in a stable manner the required amount of a lubricant

with the needed properties. Stability of the film requires that the circulation of

the lubricant be controlled to prevent excessive local oil buildup that can period-

ically cause film-thickness changes, as discussed in Section 6. 1.

The demand for stability limits the total quantity of oil that can be carried

in the lubrication system, but suf.icient oil must be available for long life and

maintenance of a low-friction coupling between the balls and retainer. There-

fore, control is needed of lubricant function, quantity, and disposition. Severe

demands are thus made on both the lubricant and the retainer.

4. 1 Lubricant

Most precision ball-bearing gyros use oil rather than grease as the bearing

lubricant. The lubricant quantity and distribution needed to assure long life is

more stable in the form of oil impregnated in a porous-plastic ball retainer than

grease packed around the balls.

The oil used in most gyros for more than twenty years has been Humble's

Teresso V-78, a paraffinic mineral oil formulated with an anti-oxidant, an anti-

foam agent, and a lubricity additive. Its nominal viscosity is 78 SSU at 2i0°F,

or about 15 cs at 210"F. This lubricant, formulated originally as a steam-turbine

oil, has performed very well in the gyro application. At various times through

the years, comparative testing has been performed in attempts to find improved

oil but with no marked success.

Teresso V-78 is no longer being manufactured and a replacement must soon

be specified. A program to formulate and test this replacement is currently

underway. The successful candidate will be one of a family of lubricants of

varying viscosities for use under different operating conditions. The first ap-

proach is to match V-78 in major properties and sensitivities, thus making the
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substitute useful in the wide range of applications now seen by V-78. The current

principal candidate, KG-80 (Kendall Refining Co.), is also a paraffinic mineral

oil of approximately the same viscosity as V-78. It is commercially superrefined

and incorporates an anti-oxidant (Ethyl AO 702) and a boundary additive (TCP).

Preliminary tests are encouraging but not yet conclusive.

There is some question as to the specific lubrication mechanism that main-

tains the ehd separation of the balls and races. One school presents a mechani-

cal concept of lubrication, relating the configuration of the ehd film to bearing

and environmental factors such as geometry, speed, temperature, elastic modu-

lus, and load, and to lubricant physical properties such as viscosity and viscosity-

temperature and viscosity-pressure relationships. To this concept, another

school adds more chemical concerns such as composition of the lubricant, polar-

component properties, surface chemical interactions, and effect of molecules

adsorbed to surfaces on pressure-zone viscosity. The significance of the chemi-

cal interface of the lubricant to the metal is emphasized by the current work in

the area of surface chemistry noted in Section 3. 2.

Additional significant lubricant properties include thermal, oxidative, chemi-

cal and hydrolytic stability, volatility, chemical compatibility with bearing ma-

terials, and surface tension. The lubricant must, of course, be able to with-
P stand fine filtration without detriment. It must also provide boundary lubrication

under low-speed conditions. Teresso V-78 provides the properties for long suc-

cessful operation; its potential replacement family hopefully will perform as well

or better.

4.2 Retainer

Gyro performance, life, and torque requirements demand the use of an oil-
impregnated porous-plastic ball retainer, or separator, to perform the dual
functions of ball separation and provision of a lubricant reservoir and control
mechanism. As demands for performance, life, wheel speed, and preload be--

come more severe, the demands on the retainer also grow.

The most commonly used retainer material in the gyro bearing has tradi-
tionally been a paper or cloth phenolic laminate. It has had some measure of
success under certain operating conditions, but has proven inadequate for the
more difficult jobs. A major problem with the tubes or rods from which phenolic
separators are manufactured has been lack of repeatability of physical and chem-

ical properties from piece to piece and even along the length of a single rod. Be-
cause of the structure of the material, the retainer holds most of its lubricant on
and close to the surface. Oil retention in normal phenolic-laminate retainers is
only one to five percent by weight. Oil-feed characteristics are poor, and it is
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difficult to adjust the lubricant quantity to the narrow range between insufficient

lubricant to maintain an ehd film and excess lubricant resulting in poor instru-

ment performance.

Porous sintered nylon (Nylasint) has provided solutions to many of the prob-.

lems inherent in the use of phenolic laminates. Nylasint is a through-porous

material with more than twenty-five percent total porosity. Figure 22 compares

laminated phenolic and Nylasint porosity characteristics. In use, the oil con-

tent Is held to a value closer to fifteen percent in order to avoid the oil jag

(Section 6. 1) and migration problems associated with excess lubricant. The

pore structure of Nylasint is bimodal, with the larger pores generally around

3. 5 microns and the smaller ones around r,. 6. Total porosity, pore-size dis-

tribution, sling-out characteristics, and strength are adjustable within fairly

broad limits.

As a retainer material, Nylasint is not without problems. It is more diffi-

cult to machine and deburr than laminated phenolic. Its properties are better

controlled than those of the phenolic, but not as well as desired, and it is weaker

and softer than phenolic. It is more subject to whirl or squeal under the more

rigorous operating conditions of performance, load, and speed to which it is sub-
jected (as discussed in Section 6), though treatment of ball-pocket surfaces &d

well as other remedies alleviate this.

Bearing life tests and gyro performance attest to the marked superiority of

Nylasint over laminated phenolic. Operating Nylasint-bearing gyros approach-

ing 30, 000 running hours are still showing excellent performance with no sign

of degradation.

4030

o INTEGRATED POROSITY DISTRIBUTIONS,
DETERMINED BY MERCURY INTRUSION

W
1%) POROSIMETER.
0

I'-

LAMINATED PHENOLIC

100 10 1 0.1

PORE DIAMETER (microns)

Fig. 22. Pore size distribution for porous nylon and laminated phenolic retainer materials.
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Both the increased oil quantity and the through-porosity of the material con-

tribute to its success. A series of tests was conducted to establish the validity

of the theory that complete circulation of the bearing lubricant occurs with use
of through-porous retainers. Retainers were cut approximately in half and re-
cemented with impermeable walls separating the two halves, as shown in Fig. 23.
Before rejoining, one half was impregnated with clear lubricant and the other with

blue-dyed oil. Studies were made of the rate and mode of oil circulation as a
function of running hours for a range of geometry, speed, lubricant, surface

LUE AREA LUE AREA

EPOXY SARRIERS AREAS OF BLUE OIL PENETRATION

(a) Impregnated retainer prior to running (b) After 96 hours of running

ORIGINAL BLUE AREA ORIGINAL BLUE AREA

.3V.

NOTE: LEFT-HAND RETAINER HAS A LARGER AREA ORIGINALLY

IMPREGNATED WITH SLUE OIL, WHICH ACCOUNTS FOR THE
DARKER RIGHT-HAND SIDE OF THAT RETAINER

(c) After 1786 hours of running

Fig. 23. Oil circulation, Nylosint retainer.
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treatment, retainer permeability, preload, and ambient pressure. It was estab-

4. lished that complete circulation of the lubricant does occur and that lubricant

transfer takes place at the bal1-to-groove and bali-to-retainer interfaces.

Dramatic evidence of the need for a through-porous retainer at higher speeds
is seen in Fig. 24. Typically. for a specific set of running conditions for R4 bear-

ings, 12, 000-rpm life with Nylasint retainers exceeds 20, 000 hours. With lami-

nated phenolic, it ranges from 5, 000 to 15, 000 hours; and with solid nonporous

nylon with oil retention nearly equal to that of the phenolic, it approximates

2, 000 hours. Doubling the speed to 24, 000 rpm leaves Nylasint life essentially

unchanged, reduces phenolic lfe to about 500 to 2, 000 hours, and drastically

cuts life of solid nylon to less than 24 hours.

20,000--
24,000 RPM

18,000- 0 12,000 RPM

16,000-

1,0RUNNING CONDITIONS:14,000-
R4 BEARINGS
PRELOAD 10 LB (4,5 KG)

BEARING 12.000- TEMPERATURE 150"F (66-C)

LIFE
(hours)

10,000-

6,000 H
4,000-2,000- .*24HR

2,000-

X. ~24 HR

NYLASINT LAMINATED SOLID NYLON
(oil retention " 5Mg) PHENOLIC (oil retention 2mg)

(oil retention - 2 .Smg)

Fig. 24. Expected bearing life vs. speed for three retainer materials.
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It is interesting to speculate on the possible role of a through-porous sepa-

rator as an oil filter, since complete circulation of the oil occurs. Is particulate

matter, initially in the bearing or generated on occasions of momentary asperity

contact or lubricant degradation products, strained from the lubricant by the

Nylasint? Dar! deposits are frequently seen in the ball pockets after bearing

operation.

Nylasint ball retainers perform well, but additional work is needed. In-
provement in some properties as well as in quality control is desirable.

i
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SECTION 5

PROCESSING

Bearing processing, from completion of manufacture through gyro construc-

tion, must preserve or improve upon bearing built-in quality. In addition, this

quality as well as various performance parameters must be monitored at critical

construction stages. Development of processing techniques and evaluation means

has played a major role in the evolution of gyro bearing technology.

5. 1 Quality Retention

Contamination control is a critical factor in bearings that must maintain a

fractional microinch ehd film stability and that do not have a frequent fresh sup-

ply of lubricant to flush out debris. Chemical, particulate, and even atmosphere

contamination must be avoided.

Chemical contamination of the metal surfaces, as discussed in Section 3. 2,
impedes the maintenance of either boundary or ehd lubrication. Its prevention

is important particularly in final bearing manufacturing and early instrument-

processing stages. Exposure to various cleaning agents and processing and

storage fluids must be evaluated for potential deposition of unwanted films or

detrimental surface chemical reactions. Housekeeping practices must be well

controlled to prevent contaminated fluids, dirty glassware, improper processing,

or human contamination from affecting the metal surfa'-s. At the moment, the

only reasonably economical nondestructive test for monitoring a subtle form of

chemical contamination is the spreading rate of oil on the surface.

Particulate contamination is a more commonly recognized problem, and at

one point abrasive contamination during lapping was the cause for many early

bearing failures. Recogniton of this problem by microscopic inspection with

polarized light led to improved cleaning techniques, and this issue has been

largely resolved.

There are many potential sources of particulate contamination, as in bearing

manufacture, packaging, instrument construction, in the solvents or the lubrcant,

and from the ball retainer. Soft as well as hard particles can be detrimental

under the high pressures of the films between the balls and races. Ball-retainer
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deburring and cleaning are particularly significant in the prevention of particulate

contamination, especially since the retainer remains a possible source of con-

tamination throughout the running life of the bearing. Figures 25 and 26 are ex-

amples ot brinelling by soft and hard particles.

Atmosphere contamination refers to the condition of the ambient atmosphere

in which the bearings are run, both in test chambers and in the final-sealed gyro

float. One concern is control of the atmosphere to prevent detrimental chemical

changes in the lubricant or on the metal surface. The other is retention of the

physical properties needed for acceptable windage torque, heat transfer, and

float leak detection.

Another area of concern in bearing processing is retent'.on of bearing geome-

try. Factors associated with bearing geometry, potentially affected by variations

due to processing, include basic instrument design sensitivities as well as bear-

ing dynamics and ehd film generation and maintenance. Of obvious concern are

the changes in race-groove roundness that occur with interference fitting of out-

of-round shafts or wheels to round bearing bores and OD's;. a representative ex-

ample is shown in Fig. 27. Less obvious, but equally signif'cant, are out-of-

square and out-of-parallel clamping distortions.

A gross geometric change within the race grc.,. es, attributable to processing,

is brineling due to overloading, as shown in Fig. 28. This can occur during

faulty preload application, inadvertent overload due to fixturing or assembly

problems, or just poor handling. It presents a serious problem, and its detec-

tion is very important to prevent further processing of bearings that will fail

later due to this damage.

5. 2 In- Process Testing

The extreme importance and inaccessibility of the bearing package in the

gyro make it mandatory that in-process quality-assurance tests be conducted.

These tests must detect conditions that might lead to early bearing failure or

poor instrument performance. Various test methods and devices have been

developed for this in-process evaluation.

When the bearing is accessible in the unassembled condiL.on, as in early

processing stages or in diagnostic testing following problem detection, a wide

range of test methods is available. These include microscopic inspection with

normal or polarized light and with the interference microscope, which is par-

ticularly useful for recognizing and characterizing topographic aberrations.

Also available are various means for measuring and tracing geometry and sur-

face finish. In addition, a wide range of destructive tests can be performed for

diagnosis or quality control.
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NORMAL MICROSCOPIC APPEARANCE INTERFERENCE FRINGE PATTERN OF SAME
FIELD FRINGE SPACING IS 10.6 MICROINCHES (0 27u)

NOTE SHALLOW SIDES OF INDENTATIONS.

Fig. 25. Brinells on inner race-groove surface caused by soft particles.
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NORMAL MICROSCOPIC APPEARANCE INTERFERENCE FRINGE PATTERN OF SAME
FIELD FRINGE SPACING IS 10 6 MICROINCHES (0 27")

NOTE STEEP SIDES OF INDENTATION

Fig. 26. Brinell on inner race-groove surface caused by hard pirticle.
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Fig. 28. Detection of metal damage during bearing processing.
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One of the most useful test devices for assembled bearing surface and lubri-

cant characterization is the low-speed dynamometer (LSD), illustrated along with

representative traces in Fig. 29. It consists of a spindle on which is mounted the

bearing outer race (or races in the case of a preloaded bearing pair), a dead-

weight axial-loading system for a single test bearing, a means for rotating the

spindle slowly (generally at 1 rpm), a beam on which a strain gauge is mounted

to restrain the inner race or races from rotation, and a means for recording the

strain-gauge output. Provision is also made for reversal of direction of rotation,

load and speed variation, zero setting, and calibration. The resultant torque

trace tells a great deal about the torque level, metal surfaces, lubricant condition,

contamination, and geometry. For example, a high hash level generally charac-

terizes a poor surface finish, contamination, or lubricant or metal degradation,

the specifics of which are readily determinable by other means. Individual trace

features show metal damage or dirt; the former is characterized by an initial

sharp torque drop followed by a rise, whereas the dirt shows an initial increase.

Spacing of torque disturbances pinpoints discontinuity location as being inner race,

outer race, or ball.

The LSD can be used following various critical processing stages of the indi -

vidual bearing or preloaded pair until the wheel package is sealed into the float.

a" Changes in trace character rather than absolute levels are monitored as bearing

degradation symptoms. One of the most valuable functions of the LSD is early

detection of lubricant degradation. It frequently provides the first test to disclose

bearing deterioration problems and is therefore very importar,,.. Perhaps just as

important is the user's willingness to conduct the test and act upon the evidence.

The other of the two most important diagnostic tools is the recording milli-
wattmeter-dynamometer, generally called the wattmeter or milliwattmeter. The

milliwatmeter is used at bearing operating speed and simply provides a sensitive

(zero-suppressed) trace of motor-power input. Assuming a stable power supply,

variations in the power trace reflect variations in the bearing torque demand,

which in turn generally correlate with variations in factors influencing gyro wheel

axial position. Thus the wattmeter provides a measure of potential gyro perform-

ance. Figure 30 shows milliwattmeter traces representing various classes of

gyro performance.

A darticularly valuable aspect o the wattmeter is its usefulness in a wide

range of test configurations, including bearings assembled in a test fixture, final

wheel and bearing assembly, sealed 1loat, and the completed gyro. Thus it is a

useful diagnostic and research tool as well as a valued in-process tester. Some

of the specific behavior patterns monitored by the wattmeter are discussed in

Section 6.
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Other test devices fulfill some of the same functions as the milliwattmeter.

One is a high-speed dynamometer which has a torque readout, and therefore does

not depend upon power-supply stability. Its usefulness extends to the float as-

sembly stage. Various other high-speed torque testers are in use both as re-

search and production tools.

Another useful series of in-process tests is a group using wheel runup and

rundown for bearing and motor torque evaluation. Deceleration at high speed

yields bearing friction and windage torque data, while the low-speed end is es-

sentially not influenced by windage torque. Total rundown time provides a rough

monitor of stability of running conditions. These tests are useful over a wide

range of gyro construction steps and are particularly useful in gyros subjected

to prolonged or repeated testing. Bearing degradation can be detected by this

test as well as by milliwattmeter evaluation, but generally not until hundreds of

running hours after the inception of failure.

Various other test methods are useful either as in-process steps or as spe-

cial diagnostic tests, depending upon the requirements of the particular program.

One of these is the mounting of a wheel package or float on a cradle with vibration

pickups and monitoring the bearing dynamics at the retainer and ball-group fre-

quency. Some bearing configurations demonstrate performance particularly cor-

relatable with ball-group frequency.

Another useful test device is the inner-package evaluator. This is a tempera-

ture--controlled hydrostatic -gas-bearing- supported horizontal element restrained

by a torque feedback loop on which a bearing package or float can be mounted and

the wheel run. Recordings are taken of torque to balance, ball-group-frequency

vibration amplitude about the output axis, and motor-power input. Though this

device is far less sensitive and less versatile in discerning disturbing inputs than

a completed gyro, it is very useful.

Many in-process test methods are available for bearing package evaluation,

as shown in Fig. 31. Their usefulness is a function of the specific instrument

requirements and problems. The two most useful functional test devices through

the years, though, have been the low-speed dynamometer and the recording milli-

wattmeter-dynamometer.
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Fig. 31. Bearing evaluation at successive processing stages.
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SECTION 6

PERFORMANCE

Gyro performance reflects, among other factors, spin-axis bearing package

performance. Some aspects of bearing dynamic behavior affect instrument pre-

cision without influencing bearing life, but bearing degradation almost always

causes gyro performance degradation.

6. 1 Bearing Dynamics

Though many aspects of bearing dynamic behavior are now understood, there

are still gaps in the understanding of the fundamentals. The old theories, based

on a model with metallic contact between race and ball, do not adequately account

for viscous effects or for ball-retainer coupling. Work is currently underway to

close these gaps.

One of the earliest of the bearing dynamics phenomena to be explained was

the "classical jag", or "oil jag". The jag was first seen in gyro performance as

an abrupt change in float balance along the spin axis, followed by an exponential

decay. Later development of the milliwattmeter disclosed the existence cf a

simultaneous sharp increase in motor power, also followed by an exponential re-

turn. Microscope observation of stroboscopically illuminated bearings showed

the power increase to be accompanied by the centrifugal release of an oil droplet

from the ball retainer OD to the outer-race groove. This is a brief version of an

investigation that spanned several years in various places by various people. It

is now apparent that oil is deposited by the balls in the retainer ball pockets and

that it runs out and tends to collect on the retainer OD. When the centrifugal

force on the oil drop exceeds that of the surface tension, the drop is thrown to

the outer race. If it lands in the race groove, it presents the balls with a sharp

increase in film thickness. This film thickening in one bearing increases axial

load on both bearings and moves the wheel center of gravity, thus changing the

gyro float balance. Bearing torque and therefore motor power also increases due

to added viscous drag and increased load. Equilibrium conditions return exponen-

tially.
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As expected, improved control of lubricant quantity reduced the severity of

the problem. Bearing design also influences jigging incidence and severity. For

example, the problem becomes more acute with a full outer race than with one

with a land ground off, and is alleviated by a more open groove-to-ball conformity.

Another aspect of bearing dynamics that has yielded to investigation is the

interaction of the ball groups in a preloaded beAring pair at their beat frequency.

A characteristic sinusoidal milliwattmeter trace reflects the varying bearing

torque as the two misaligned ball groups beat with respect to each other, and the

effective preload is increased and decreased by Cie varying phase relationships

of the larger balls in the two ball groups. In ad54ilon, each ball varies its speed

and moves across its ball pocket (at the beat frequency), and the ball retainer

center of gravity is driven in a circular path around the bearing axis (also at the

beat frequency) with respect to the ball group. Modification of this dy'amic be-

havior can be achieved by varying the size match of the balls and their relative

position in each bearing, and by varying basic ball-group size of one bearing with

respect to the other, thus changing the contact-angle match and therefore the

beat frequency.

Variation of the beat frequency occurs as the direction of an acceleration

(e. g. gravity), is changed with respect to the spin axis. The wheel mass acted

upon by the changing acceleration direction alters the effective load on the two

bearings differentially, and therefore affects their contact angles and beat frequency.

High-speed ball-retainer whirl (eccentric motion of the retainer center of

gravity around the bearing axis) and in a limiting case squeal, are serious bear-

ing dynamics problems. Synchronous whirl, or translation of the retainer center

of gravity around the bearing axis at the wheei frequency, is not generally a prob-

lem. Its severity is a function of wheel unbalance and bearing preload, generally

occurring orly in lightly loaded bearings. More serious is high-frequency whirl

caused by ball-to-retainer frictional coupling, which, in generaticn mechanism,

is similar to journal-bearing dry-friction whirl. Severe cases of this whirl are

accompanied by very high erratic torque and in many cases by audible squealing

or chirping. This iondition appears on the milliwattmeter as a power disturbance

with a high-erratic, hashy trace. It may be momentary or intermittent, appear-

ing as a sharp short power spike, undetectable by other means. The squeal con-

dition is intolerable and, depending upon its severity, it is accompanied by poor

gyro .erformance, excessive torque, and early bearing failure.

The best method of correction is reduction of the frictional coupling of the

ball to retainer, generally by improved lubrication. In the case of the Nylasint

retainer, this can be accomplished by salt-blasting the ball pockets, which
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compact-, the surfaces and provides better lubrication, Other means for compact-
ing the ball-pocket surfaces are also effective.

Another approach is to randomize the driving mechanism of retainer
squeal. This can be done by deliberately mismatching ball sizes within the bear-
ing or by spacing the ball pockets nonuniformly in the retainer. Though effective,

these methods exact a penalty in higher bearing torque.

Additional iavestigations into the fundamentals of bearing dynamics are in
progress. One test device rotates the inner and outer races of an axially loaded

bearing in opposite directions, as seen in Fig. 32, maintaining the ball group and
retainer (when one is used) fixed in space. This permits microscope observa-
tion of ball motions and use of instrumentation to measure retainer forces. Some

tests are conducted with balls with small diametral through-holes, providing a

preferred ball-rotation axis and an observation and analysis tool for ball-motion
study. Another device permits outer-race rotation of a preloaded bearing pair,
with independent torque measurements of the two bearings. It is also instru-

mented for axial and radial retainer-motion monitoring.

Studies conducted with these test devices will disclose fundamental bearing

knowledge. Factors being studied include ball precession, ball slip as shown in

Fig. 33, retainer forces, ball-group speed ratio, retainer dynamics, and bearing

0 5

0.4

i. 0.3

-J INNER RACE
> 0.2
CL~-

0.1

OUTER RACE

TOFORCE GAUGE EASURING I  
0 1 1

RESTRAINING MOMENT 2 5 10 15
APPLiED TO RETAINER

AXIAL LOAD (pounds)
R4 BEARING, RACES COUNTER- ROTATING, BALL

- - GROUP STATIONARYjFig 32 Slip of boll to race groove, with fixed retainer moment.
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Fig. 33. Slip of ball to inner race vs. axial load for different inner race curvatures.

torque versus variables of speed, lubricant type and quantity, geometry, load,

retainer configuration, metal surface characteristics, and others. These studivs

will lead to continued improvement in gyro life and performance.

6. 2 Gyro Performance

The gyro itself is the only device sensitive enough to tell whether or not

bearing performance goals are achieved. In addition, it is a very useful diag-

nostic tool for bearing parameter evaluation and improvement. Finally, it can

be easily monitored to disclose the health of the bearing package at any time

during the life of the gyro.

Gyro stability, determined by a variety of tests in both fixed and varying

acceleration fields, combines factors associated with and independent of the
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bearing package. Various means are used to separate bearing performance from

other factors. One common test, for example, uses the gyro to stabilize a servo-

controlled turntable in inertial space, thus causing the gyro to tumble in the

earth's gravity field. Repeatability of gyro unbalance from revolution to revolu-

tion provides a record of balance stability. Comparison of this stability for

gravity positions ir. which random motion along the spin axis will show as torque

uncertainties, with positions not affected by spin-axis instability, provides an

indication of bearing performance. Coupling of this information with simultane-

ous recordings of motor input power and signal-generator output at the ball-

group frequency provides a more complete picture, as shown in Fig. 34.

Various other tests of float balance with the gyro tumbling and in various fixed-

gravity orientations and subjected to higher vibratory and steady-state accelera-

tion levels reveal bearing package data. In each case, the power and output fre-

quency analyses are necessary correlative tools. In fact, these tests combined

with specific bearing parameter or running condition variables provide useful

design information.

No ball-bearing gyro should experience severe bearing failure without warn-

ing. As bearings degrade, they show very distinctive symptoms, Perhaps the

first sign of impending bearing failure is evidenced by gradually degraded per-

formance, particularly with regard to spin-axis stability. The milliwattmeter

trace develops erratic periods as degradation progresses, with both degree of

power variation and ratio of rough-to-smooth trace becoming greater. Changes

AMPLITUDE OF
FLOAT OSCILLATION

AT RET41NER
ROTATION FREQUENCY

WHEEL POWER , .

GYRO FLOAT UNBALANCE P *-P- " •, "

Fig 34 Correlation of gyro unbalance with wheel power and
with retainer and ball group motion
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may also occur in the signal at the ball-group frequency. With continuing degra-

dation, wheel deceleration tests show changes in both character and total rundown

time. The time from the first detectable failure symptoms until appreciably

higher power demand occurs can amount to several hundred or thousands of run-

ning hours.

Use of current ball bearing technology has permitted the construction of gyros

demonstrating performance levels unexcelled by any other spin-axis suspension.

Long life has also characterized these instruments, both in terms of wheel running

hours and shelf life, examples of which are cited in Table 2. Successful bearing
use does demand, however, rigorous adherence to the highest quality control

standards in both manufacture and processing. Some of these standards have been

discussed in this paper.

It is expected that future efforts in ball-bearing technology will yield further

advances in both understanding of fundamentals and derelopment of improvements.

Work is being performed, for example, in the fields of bearing dynamics, the

lubrication mechanism, and the race-groove and ball surfaces. These efforts

should result in more consistent achievement at lower cost of currently demon-
strated excellent performance and long reliable life. They should also provide

the basis for meeting even more rigid requirements in the future.

Table 2. Gyro bearing running time

TOTAL RUNNING TIME GYRO AGE AT MOST RECENT

SYSTEM GYRO HOURS YEARS BEARING OPERATION (years)

6-1 28,700 3.3 5.7
A 6-2 28,300 3.3 5.7

6-3 26,500 3.0 5.4

6.4 26,500 3.0 4.0
6-5 25,200 2,8 3.4
6-6 25,600 2.9 3.7
6-7 22,500 2.6 3.9

9-1 13,900 1.6 2.9
C 9-2 8,900 1.0 2.6

9-3 6,400 0.8 1.4

2.2 5,300 0.6 7.7
D 2-3 8,500 1.0 7.4

2-4 6,700 0.8 7.3

Gyro
Life 11 31,600" 3.6 6.0

Tests 2-1 48.300... 5.5 8.5

'Data as of 1 January 1968
-Performance failure at - 5000 hours(0.6 yeQrs)

""Still running
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APPENDIX

BEARING NOMENCLA~TURE
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THOMAS BARISH
CONSULTING ENGINEER

3407 PUENTE STREET
FULLERTON, CALIF. 92635

T.R.V1. Systems Group December 13, 1975
One Space Park
Redondo S:achp Calif ornia 90278 ~ iae ~(14 7170

Att: M. AH. oseburo Sbprjec blnagr 16uSIlControls

T.RW.Systems ru

COMBAT

Despin Ball Bearings Malfunction

Subject: C.C.C. y(345: Job # 2513-2S: P.O. Ct3677 C.A..S.K.

CoAnferne a hsofiewihAH Rosenbur, Gore:Zaremba, and

(a) "BallJ Aearins Troubles", "Product En,,.noe ring", March 1S139
by T.B. I(o) SkUFPub2icationt "Barn failures and Their Cau3es

(c) "Ball Speed Variation in Ball Bearings and It's Effect on
Cage Desiene" ASLE Preprint bo..Av~ 6C-2 by T.B.

2. Pnlm The cespin asseMbly, (drawing on paeo 2) after 20 months
satisfactory operation showed:

(a) A sudden jump of about 50O% in friction.i
(b) After 1-.2 days further operation the friction jumped to 1OO;

excass and locked Up the unit.
'c) Artur vi~orouv rtitni.* (an much as. could uc app.lied)# thei

unit re-started witn, the friction atain 0O)4 over norwal.
And the last Information was tnat It wan still operatin- at
this point,

3Tne Prcar in arrivinr at a simple solution Is dictated by
the fact that we nave very little direct information, and weC cannot observe the bearincs:

(a) CareruJ. tabulation of' everythinC, we 1l1QoI tndicat~n3 t,-ec pattern

(If lu. ra.G- 109
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(o) A thorough analysis or all the details of the bearings
specification and other bearings in stocx.

-c) A complete examination of the teat bearings which operated
for over two years on earth with no Indication of failure.

td) Consider all the possible modes of failure to see which of
them fit the pattern indicated above.

(e) For each possiole candidate mode-oc-faliure, we must
to0 r.-nroduoe the qynintom;.

To avoid the 2-year lead time, we must introduce what each mode of
failure would do to the bearing in the first two years. For example,
the lack of lubrication requires that we put in the bearing where
we have taken out all of the oil before we attempt to produce thesymaptOnso Likewise for possible cage-breaki we need to break a cage
the way it would normally fall ani put it in the boaring to obtain

symptoms.

4 6. LInd t F! uo
a Loss of Lubricant;
b Cage Failure due to BSV (Ball Speed Variation)

Less Likely Causes%
(a) Broken parts momentarily lodged in the bearing: Particularly

one of the oil reservoirs and the critical space being on
the outaide of each boarinS where there is very little debris

(sPace.
(d) Failure in the l3iipring Annombly.

5. E611 1mr PIatern L SkM3 os:
(a) Over two years operation without failure in testing machine.

NUto thiu did not Includo the radla.1 lol gmnoratd by tho
half motor, and possible momentary larder loads due to Syro-
M00plo a rttior ini onat

(b P1 monthu oporation wlih no indication of Ulrt.1culty in orbit.
r Nu'tdon Inoroanno of frictlon by 501.

Uud.ton Jump to moru thiu doublo and lockLn up.
o Shokinr, of the unit permitted it to re-start operation with

1.5 norimal frIction.

6. DeajgM.Anal ,'Indicatus thatte(calculation, on the next pao)

.'J - .- - ", * ,

(aI Th-)l, 1 WVJ't O , '.L,'t, t.(U L1(o'| 0-11 W , W VX0(l]A,;Ut.

NThe initial contict angle ( allowing for press fits) will be:

Bottom Bearinr, Top Bearinj

32709-1 :3P7 0 9- 3
M.uxT At;ltu l,..,'N I'(.,. "'

?41 ti Anl,. I(-1 .."), 1o.eV1
Avur aw t , G-111
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6. The Brinellin Caoacities are not high enough for the loads
given in the specificationo.

TABLE 2

Brinelling Capacity

Specs 38,000 lb Radial 59,000 lb thrust

Bearins-1 (bottom) Bearins-3 (top)

Load/Ball
at 38,000 Radial 7,220 lb 7,925 lb

Hertz Stress 791,000 PSI 854,000 PSI

Ma Brinelling
Capacity (at 690,000
PSI) 25,000 lb Radial 20,000 lb Radial

k The Brinelline Stres3es for the thrust load specification are
slightly lower than the above. However, these loads are not
expected to occur in a normal launch. In fact, the launch of
this particular comsat gave less than usual.

7. The calculated fAtIgue Life Is so large as to be meaningless&.
Over 1,000 years B-10 life. (10% failure point).

8. The eaected friction for these two bearings with a 64 lb thrust
load (with the angle indicated) would be 24 in.oz. Hence,
specifications are in order and should be obtainable, even with-
out a complete EHD (Elasto-lydro-dynamic) film.

9. In the "ex$ emely ligl" series of ball bearings, the races are
very thin. In the top bearing, the outer ring is only .105"
thick. This introduces two problems: first, the races will
distort more under the load. However, the load is quite small.
The maximum hoop yeild is

Outer rinr of the bottom bearing, 119N".
Inner tn of thu, top boarinc-, 73'".

("M" = minch = .000 00 ")

The second problem: the3e races are kept round primarily by
the housinG and shaft. Also, they are ver-y difficult to
manufacture because of the chucking problem. One tent bearinr
:i1iw, , "'" " luu;'th of' contLi:I that w.'-,In. r'rowzr th:n tis ,,-
walii-',r. A m tnoziottr J nl evttod thin 0to lit .00t), thii lnii
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These extremely light series have large variations in control
of race thickness amoung the manufacturer. Recommendation: These
test beearin6s and some from stock be measured for race thickness
variation and roundness.

10..The &9st lo&Q did not include two effects which occur in orbit:
first, a radial load from the half motor. Rough estimate in-
dicates 15 lbs maximu= at the bearing. Second: a possible radial
load from a gyroscopic action.
Using the prescribed maximum rate chance showed about 4 lbs/bearlng.Also, thiz load existo for a very short time.

The continuous load from the half motor would not produce ap-
preciable BSV (ball speed variation), until the radial load
approached the thrust load. This may have accounted for the
original increase in pre-load from 20 to 64 lbs. Did the or-
ILinal development include frictional effects requiring much
biGher pre-load?

A calculation of the shaft deflection (rasaliGnment) under the
radial loads yives loss than .000 0014":" completely negli!ble.

Another possibility: that the tilt excursions of the comsat
occur.-ed at much greater rate than that used for correction.
This would have to be at least 5 times to produce any appreciable
BSV, but if did occur, cage failure would be rapid.

11. The most common cause of BSV is misalignnment. (See fiurffrom
reference 3)

\,* ,. .. .,, "

1 j-
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The balls riding higher on the inner race travel faster. Hence,the binding In figure 10.

A similar effect occurs with radial load about the same size
as thrust load. With larger radial loads, the top balls are
unloaded and free. Hence, no binding.

A very loosocago will periit higher BSV without ca:.e bind:
loonones at the cage-raca or the bali pockets or both. The
currunt Vr"5 Incoijoratod this feature amply.

12. The probable thermal differentials seem harmless. At the tcp
bearing it would take 250 T, from the inner ring to the shaft
to absorb the minimum looseness which would prevent slidine, this
Is very unlikely. A thermal change at the other bearing fits
exceed 20, and that would produce only .0005" change in fit
and a sm=all change In bearing contact angle.

There might be larger differences in axial length between
housing and shaft because of localized heat, also bcaruse
the resistance to Uxt transfer in stainless steel is about 3
tizes that of Burillium. About 250 T would produce and axial
motion, of .001", at the inner race of the top bearing. There
were indications of stickine or tilt at this location in one of
the test bearins.

Examination of Teat Iearings:

13. The IoD bearS9 32709-3 o.ree contact area was well
aligned, .065 wide. (calculations Page U) The contact area
was a smooth gray color, with appreciable coininc of the fine
asperities and the probable removal of all lubricant in this area.

The outer race did have one arc of about 200 dhere the contact
area was appreciablly narrower, only .04. This could happen
if the outer race were distorted by the housInC or if the
bearing race itself had a "pocket". There was no sign of
difficulty on the O.D.: so this must have been an error in race
thicknunm. There wco othor ,.maller "pockuta". Recoumendation:
roundet check, on this race and perhaps sample new bearings.
The O.D. of the bearing did show a narrow worked or scraped
band about ', . the width nearer to the shallow ohoulder. This
indinatod soma tapor distortion or a poor houniln, bore sinco
contact occurred.

The Inn, r jrZ had a wildr contact (expnctoa) but It tuemed
fuzzier. Most of It displayed uniformly d,ltrihute,l vary
fint. pitc, which r howcd up only with ma.:jNCjlfcatlou. Thu p1ts
were about .OCvl in size, These did not resemble a rusty
or lubricant deter;oration condition (see fi-ure). Pa.ge 9.
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Such pits have strea s in them, more color end are iot so uniformo
The condition on this race resembles what is called "frostod." and
happens when a race has a thin layer (less than #001") of residual
tensile on the surface* Usually caled by improper coolant in
the grinding.

t ,The contact angle does not vary appreciably around the circle*
However, it did seem to have two separate bands (or even three)
not in the same place and overlapped. This would Indicate a
change contact angle due to expansions or sticking of the inner
race when it was supposed to slide.

14* The boX2 of thimbaZ was quite unusual:
It had a thin coatingo a dull blue gray color which peeled
off when scraped. Places had come off in operation for about
half of the width unevenly and on the side away from the thrust.
Where the coating had come off, the bore showed initial grind
with no apparent contact. This was not lubricant coating, it
was much thicker. It appeared more like an epoxy aometimes
used as a patch for excessive looseness.

15. Ma SM showed no deterioration: no signs of rubbing on the
races or on the ball pockets. There was ample clearance on
the inner race about .015' per side.

The inner raoe did show a rub at the cage contact.

16. The Balls showed no problem. They were all equal and not
worn and showed the initial polish. They should have shown
bands If the preload had existed at all. tines, but there were
no or at 3ea.t oxtrcmcly frit onen, and dinti.butAd. The
implication is that there were tiles when th( i-e-load was
not fully on or wai chnnvod: ,tnl that thon,, v.. , rop:tod1 oi'ton,,
enough so that the rings weru small and d13tri-w. ed.
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i 17. Th lower bearing, # 32709-1 o_ showed (an erratic)

contact path, of varying width, with fuzzy edges. There
A- were no fine pits, (as in the other bearing), Just a few

scattered pits. The contact was in good condition and showing
only the same dull Sray color. The width change indicated
race "pockets".

The O.D. had the same localized scrubbin7 on the shallow
shoulder and showing an uneven support or a tapered housing.

13. The nner rIng contact was too wide, of varying width, with
fuzzy edges. The same light gray color with burmishine showing
up under the Blass, and a few scattered pits.

There was a slight cage rub on the shoulder. The bore again
showed uneven contact on the shaft, with none on the thrust

19. The cage again appeared untouched, like new. Again the balls
were polished, and no apparent wear and round, without bands
to within .0001".

Evaluation of &ailure Modes

20. Th r would hardly give sudden jumps in friction: qither
up or down. Even if it deteriorated into clumps (unlikely, be-
cause the:sis so littl@), the jump would not be sudden, unless
the clumps were hard. It could have caused a cage failure
because of uneven drag or scrapinS.

In any case, a test should be run with a bone dry bearing (or
a heavy reasidue if any were found in test bearings

21. 1h2 t iu points to some real positive scrapin( f~I~m some
foreign body or piece. A fatigue failure in the races is very
remote. Also, therewould be fairly slow increase in friction
some time before failure.

A caze failure foom BSV would leave segments (see figure).
The laminated cage is particulary susceptible to such failures,
esrpecially in thin section bearings. On the outside of the
bearine, the segment could lodge a, ainst tho adjacent parts.
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22. A similar effect would result ii the oil reservoirs on the
outside of the bearings had pieoes break off.V
Sugestion: Examine these parts on the test outfit.

23. 3ther posible sources of rubbirn:

(athe slipring assembly
b the ha1 f n'otor

24. The ball bearitgs all showed .wide ball paths. Loads calculated
from these were 3x,to 8x too large.

This means the path varied; especially on the slidinS inner (top
bearinS). This inner rinM is so narrow and flexible that it
will surely stia!:laid tilt. This certainly happened on the
test bearing.

A similar application shown in the technical literature usf;d
ann elaborate .lexure mounting to avoid this problem.

"" ' l

Thomas Barish

G11i
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A COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE CORPORAT;ON

Jan. 14, 1976

' 
B. Hendrickson
Aerospace Corporation
P.O. Box 92957
LOs Angeles, Calif. 90009

Dear Bill:

I am sorry to be tardy in offering my written views on
the DCSC-II anomaly, but I was involved in the INTELSAT V proposal
evaluation for an extended period. Perhaps it is just as well as
we have the benefit of the early December observation that the
drive's high torque dropped to normal between telemetry frames, etc.

fi So far, I prefer the "bearing failure" theory. It best

fits the experience as I understand it. The thinking goes as
follows:

We know that the DMA bearings are "lightly" lubricated to
keep torque modest. We also are told that retainer instability has
been observed on the 9433 spacecraft and other 777s. I believe this
instability to be principally symptomatic of marginal lubrication
for this retainer/bearing system and only secondarily related to
the particulars of the retainer design. That is, with enough
lubricant the retainer can be stable, but with less than that
necessary quanity, the instability is certain. This situation,
I believe led to increased retainer wear and attendant debris pro-
duction. The increasing frequency of torque transients in May and
June of 1975 were indicative of a degrading lubricant state as the
wear debris "absorbed" lubricant and retainer instability become
more pronounced due to higher friction forces between the metal
parts and the retainer. Bearing temperatures rose and retainer
debris deposited on the balls and raceways and caused the rapidly
increasing torque observed in the 7/11/75 to 9/12 period.

The high DC runninq torque is from the debris coating on
the balls. The debris causes some balls to lag and to be forcefully
driven by the cage. These resultant forces on the cage inhibit the
cage instability by reducing its effective clearance. The sudden
torque drop is explained by a cage driven ball(s) which is tumbling
suddenly beginning to roll normally, perhaps because of the 4nfusion
of lubricant due to high retainer temperatures and/or the purge of
debris.

COMSAT LABORATORIES 0 CLARKSRURG. MO. 20734 0 TELEP64ONE 301-428.400 O TELEA 0966
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This immediately free's the cage and torque is reduced to
more normal levels. The step change to a higher, but intermediate,
torque after three hours of normal torque is witness to a return of
continuous retainer instability. The lubricant state continues to
degrade# torque increases and once again some balls begin tumbling
and a high steady state torque results. This model of the trouble
can be made more credible if we add the contention that the pre-
load is or was higher than the nominal levels. It is particularly
attractive to assume that the pre-load mechanism is sticking or
stuck leading to higher axial loads which encourages the adhesion
of debris by high local temperatures as well as causing greater
debris production. Maybe, it explains differences between units.

To see whether a failed bearing of this'size could produce
torque levels of the right order, I ran one that was failed in one
of our previous test programs. The failure mode was adhesion of
retainer debris to ballo and races with ball tumbling reported.

The strip chart (A) is enclosed. It shows operating
torque values above 8 in-lbs. -lith a 90 lb. pre-load. Starting
torque exceeded 10 in-lbs. at ;ome angular positions of the bear-
ing. This bearing was essentially dry. Note that bearing per-
formance with a 60 lb. load was markedly better than it was with
90 lbs. The test bearing parameters were:

Bore : 90 mm + 0 -0.00025o.D. 1 140 mm + 0 0 .0004
Ball Number : 21
Ball Diameter : 0.5625
Contact Angle : 15* nominal, 13.4* - 18.40
Lubricant : Vac Kote impregnated phenolic retainers
Material : 52100
Curvature : 0.5850 h 0.001
Tolerance : ABEC 7
Retainer : Inner race guided; diametral clearance .0220
Ball Pocket
Clearance : 0.015" diametral

The test program that produced this bearing included air
and vacuum tests of Vac Kote'd bearings. Temperatures, speeds and
axial loads were manipulated to seek failure modes. The tests in
air with high axial loads as the acceleration factor showed retainer
wear and adhesion of the debris accompanied by lubricant depletion,
as a dominant failure mode. So much so that in one case, the
bearing endplay grew as much as .003" and torque reached as high as
44 in-lbs. in another case. On bearings with lower axial loads
this retainer debris was less pronounced. A vacuum test with a
different bearing showed at normal speed and load, a similar condition
described as a black tar like adherent. With this test the operating
temperature was 904C. Failure occurred after 70 days of operation
of which only about 30 days were at 90C. The test was stopped
when the torques exceeded 2.4 in-lbs. because the bearings wore
considered to have failed.
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Strip chart (B) is for a different bearing of the same size
C and failure mode as chart A. It also had debris on the balls and

races, but never showed the high torques of the first bearing. The
bearing when quite dry showed high torque noise,-but when oil was
added it became markedly smoother. Note that the torque scale is
different than on chart A - anything over 24 in-oz. exceeds scale.
The chart shows the torque history with increasing lubricant quanity.
The 0.2 cc additions etc. refer to a 100:1 mix of Freon-Apiezon C
applied to a single ball at each lube addition event with the bearing
stopped.

As an aside, I have included a graph of a dry lubricated
bearing pair tested in 1969. Notice the marked torque drop and
recovery in the region of 440 hrs. into the test. At that time,
I attributed it to debris purging and accumulation. The time
scale is more extended than is your experience, but the marked
torque/temperature change has an interesting similarity. There
were several more of these cycles before I gave up on the bearing.
Retainer wear was the source of the debris, some of which adhered
to the balls, while some was discharged. It was about a 4" Kaydon
bearing with a 10 lb. pre-load.

I would be happier with the DMA's design if it had more
i generous lubrication and a pre-load that could not hang up.

I hope you find these thoughts useful. I would be happy to
Ct discuss them with you or Art.

C. J. Pentlicki, Asst. Manager
Structural/Mech. Design Dept.

CJP:md
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APPENDIX H

NON-lilA INTERFERENCE MECHANISMS



TRW

INTEaMIOPICE CORNMrP ONOeDC 8521.0.76-001

ro, Distribution CC: OAT.C 15 January 1976

GUeuc.I Spacecraft #3 Anomaly ,,oN: W.B.3.Shakespeare
1114.06. MAIL STA. I?.

M3 2264 53587

During the investigation of the "Spin Up" anomaly potential structural
areas of interference were identified and analyzed.

This was accomplished by physically examining the existent qual space-
craft with a small team comprising of representatives from Integration
and Test, Thermal and Mechanical/Thermal Design.

Specifically identified and analyzed were the attached "Conditions".

W. B. J.5kespeare

WBJS:dg

Attachment

Distribution

J. Durschinger
J. Gliksman
A. Parker
G. Perry
W. Wannlund
P. Wheeler
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CONDITION i
• -.o . V . ." ' . .

KAPTON TAPE
TRANSFER TAPE- INSULATIoI

L""Li /Fwr CLOSURE AL INSULATION

AL TAPE

II

TRANSFER TRANSFER TAPE

- INSULATION'

TRANSFER.TAPE
DIAGONAL TUBE (8 PLACES) DESPUN PLATFORM,SPUN SECTION

.43,
/ 'MYLAR TAPE

PIN PULLER -- APPROX 1.75"
PROPULSION LINE

-7

TO LOSE A, SECTION OF THE: CONICAL INSULATION - OR ANY OTHER BLANKET-WOULD REQUIRE THE FAILURE OF A LARGE QUANTITY OF TAPE. THERE. IS NOPAST HISTORY TO SUPPORT THIS POSSIBILITY.
IF THIS FAILURE MODE OCCURRED' IT WOULD BE NOTICED BY A TEMPERATUREREDUCTION OR INCREASE IN THE DESPUN AND SPUN COMPARTMENTS RESPEC-TIVELY ALONG WITH A MORESENSITIVE CHANGE OF DESPUN TEMPERATUREDURING ECLIPSE. THIS PHENOMENON HAS NOT BEEN OBSERVED.

IF hYPOTHESIS IS MADE THAT RESISTENCE IS CAUSED BY IMPACT FROM A SECTIONOF TAPE OR INS BLANKET BETWEEN THE SPUN AND DESPUN SECTIONS, THEN THEMAGNITUDE OF THE FORCE WOULD BE DEPENDENT ON THE RELATIVE SPIN RATE OFTHE TWO ASSEMBLIES. FLIGHT DATA INDICATES THAT THE RESISTIVE FORCE IS'CONSTANT FOR ALL RELATIVE SPEEDS BETWEEN 0 AND 60 RPM. THEREFORE', POTEN-
TIAL OF THIS CAUSING THE PROBLEM IS NEGLIGIBLE.
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CONDITION 2

<a: AN AN:ER'::1 IR ALIGNMENT MIRRORS

ir NINTERFERENCE OCCURED BETWEEN PIPPER SECTIONS IT WOULD SEEM THAT
THE RPM READOUT WOULD BE CONTINUALLY FALSE OR NON-EXISTENT. THE
MIRRORS HAVE ADEQUATE CLEARANCEAND IN ORDER TO HAVE ANY INTERFER-
ENCE WOULD REQUIRE THE FAILURE OIF MECHANICAL FASTENERS.

( CONDITIOIN 3

APPROX 1.5
PROPULSION LINE

CABLE, CLAMP-

TO HAVE AN INTERFERENCE BETWEEK HLI9NT FIN HEATER ELECTRIC LINES AND
SPUN SECTION WOULD REQUIRE THE FAILURE OF SOLDER JOINTS AT HEATER AND

K..FAILURE OIF SPOT BONDS (WIRE TO STRUCTURE) AND/O)R LOSS, CF- CABLE CLAMPS.
FAILURE OIF- SPOT BONDS ONLY, WOULD Nor ALLOW WIRES TO SAG THE REQUIRED
DISTANCE TO INTERFERE WITH- THE SPUN STRUCTURE. FAILURE CF SOLDER JOINTS
AT HEATER WOULD,;jE INDICATED BY THE LOSS OF HEATER USAGE AND THIS HAS NOT
HiAPPENED# -

H-



CONDITION
TRANSFER TAPE

I REAR INSULATION BLANKET

MYLAR TAPE

COVER

DESPUN SECTI ON.

FOR N/C COVER TO COME LOOSE AND CAUSE AN INTERFERENCE WOULD REQUIRE
THE SIMULTANEOUS FAILURE OF 3 OR 4 TAB TAPE SECTIONS AND SOME FORCE TO
FREE THEM FROM UNDER THE BACK-UP RING AND REAR INS BLANKETS. SEE
HYPOTHESIS IN FIRST CONDITION.

CONDITION 5 DESPUN PLATFORM

THEPFiN-PiktLER-HAS A REUABILJTY OF .999 FOR PROPER OPERATION. FOR THE PIN
TO DIFT ORl THERiAIAL CYCLE BACK IT WOULD HAVE TO OVERCOME INTERNAL GAS
FRESS(.1E CF THE CH ARGE AND THE INHERENT FRICTION OF UNIT-O' RING AND
C 0A R3ON BUILD-UP FROM THE EXPLOSIVE CHARGE OR CHARGES. ALSO, THERE IS
A CENTRIFUGAL FORCE ACTING ON PIN TO KEEP IT RE TRACTED'.



-.... . .,. '.,

. CONDITION 6

DESPUN PLATFORM

* . I

* * APPROX 11.25

S. . CURL

U TEFLON
SHIELD

CONTRACTION - DUE TO COLD CONDITION - APPEARS TO BE ONLY MEANS THAT
SHIELD WOULD COME LOOSE, AND IF THIS DID HAPPEN, THE TEFLON HAS A
CHARACTERISTIC OF "CURLING-UP". THIS WOULD BE AWAY FROM THE DESPUN
SECTION. AT A WARMER TEMPERATURE ALMOST 50% OF TAPE AND HOOK AND
PILE TAPE WOULD HAVE TO FAIL IN ORDER FOR BLANKET TO REACH BOTTOM SUR-
FACE OF DE$rUN PLATFORM (PIN-PULLER BEAM OR HLTWT FINS). ONCE AGAIN
THE HYPOTHESIS OF CONDITION ONE WOULD PREVAIL.
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APPENDIX I SPECTRAL ANALYSIS

Details of the spectral analysis summarized in Section 9.2 are

provided in this appendix: Assumptions regarding the data base,

summary of the 777 bearing characteristics, details of sensor noise,

and the various analytical models (transfer functions) relating

sensor noise, torque no&;e, and platform pointing error power spectral

densities (PS0) are discussed.

I.1 Pointing Error PSD Data Base Considerations

Figures 9.2-lA through 9.2-4A (upper left hand figures) shown in

chronological order (06/27/75 to 09/12/75) are the PSD pointina error

data base selected for anlysis. This data was provided by Aerospace

Corporation in the form of listings and plots and have the mean value and

long-term low frequency trends removed. Not all PS0 points were used in

every case, but enough points were selected to show the general frequency

dependent trends for the pointing error PS0 data.

1.2 Aliasing Effects in Data Interpretation

The PSD pointing error data was computed from platform pointing

error position data which was sampled at a rate of I Hz. Transfor-

mation of this data to PSD information therefore is band limited to

one half the sampling frequency or 0.5 Hz. Frequencies larger than

0.5 Hz are folded back into the frequency spectrum and are therefore

indistinguishable from the true data. How much the folding process

influences the truL data interpretation depends on the band pass char-

acteristics of the pointing error data at high frequencies. In this

case, the control band (about 0.038 Hz) is much lower than the sampling

frequency; therefore, the pointing error PSD due to disturbance torque

at frequencies higher than the control frequency is attenuated at a

rate of 80 DB per decade. The effects of aliasing in the pointing



error PSD can be small; however, with potential disturbances for the
retainer in the 0.4 Hz to 0.06 Hz range and in the 1 Hz range for the
shaft frequency, these effects can contribute aliased peaks at unex-

pected frequencies.

Figure I-1, for example, shows a sketch of the sampled pointing

error PSD, plus the pointing error displaced and centered about the
1 Hz sampling frequency or carrier. The sketch represents one term

taken from the ideal sampling formula PSD shown in Equation (I-l)

Ie(jW)12 a 1, le(j + j nws)[2
n -w

Figure 1-2 shows two examples of pointing error PSD curves, when

summed could result in the same composite curve shown in Figure I-I.
Curve A, for example, shows a large energy content at low frequencies

with a low frequency resonant peak occurring at f Hz. Curve B shows
a lower energy content at low frequencies but also a rising PSD out to

the sampling frequency, showing a resonant condition occurring in this
neighborhood. Also shown is a peak at ( 1 - f) Hz. The effect of the

PSD at frequencies higher than 0.5 Hz, on the PSD in the frequency range
below 0.5 Hz can be obtained by folding the high frequency character-

istics about one half the sampling frequency on 0.5 Hz. Curve B therefore
has the high frequency peak (I - fp) in the same position f as the peak
shown in curve A. The true frequency source of these peaks however is

indistinguishable by examining the sampled PSD data. However, for point-
ing error where the load inertia acts as a low-pass second-order filter
to load disturbances, large-amplitude high-frequency folded effects can
be small; however the resonant peaks such as f can show up in the data.P

1.3 Sensor Noise and Quantization Effect Considerations

The sensor noise and nonlinear quantization effects in digitizing
pointing error define the lower limitation for interpretating the
pointing error PSD. Sensor noise was considered as Gaussian wide-band

white noise with zero mean and a standard deviation of sigma. The
quantization effects are nonlinear but, if small, can be neglected.
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For the purposes of data interpretation, the effect of quantization
uncertainty (half the quantization interval) has been lumped into the
noise characteristics. This effect will tend to quantize the normal

probability distribution of the noise to the uncertainty interval,

thereby decreasing the noise sigma by the uncertainty interval.

1.4 Frequency Characteristics of the DMA Bearing Components

Disturbance torque mechanisms can be related to the relative periodic

motion of the various DMA bearing components,(e.g., the inner race, balls
and retainers The relative frequency relationships were calculated for

the two DMA bearings and these calculations are summarized in Table I-1.
The ball frequency range covers the interval from 4.5 to 5.0 Hz. The
retainer frequencies are around 0.45 Hz and the outer race and shaft

frequencies at 1.0 Hz. Table 1-2 shows a frequency difference matrix

for the primary component frequencies listed in Table I-I. These fre-
quencies are also of interest in interpreting the PSO peaks observed

on the data and appear to range from 0 to 4 Hz. The significant frequency
difference contributors in the 0 to 1 Hz range appear to be the retainer
difference frequency (0.006 Hz) and the ball difference frequency (0.62 Hz)

and the shaft/retainer frequency differences (0.55 Hz).

1.5 Torque PSD Transformation

The pointing error PSO data can be transformed back to equivalent
disturbance torque PSD to show the spectral content of the disturbance.

Although this process is straight-forward for a linear system, the result-

ing torque PSD spectrum requires careful evaluation. For example, the

high frequency folded effects in the data must be considered in the torque
calculation even with the bandpass-limiting effect of the platform inertia
at high frequencies. Then, the resolution limi'ation of transforming low
amplitude pointing error PSD data a high frequencies must be considered.

This requires estimating the effects of sensor noise, and pointing error
quantization contributions on the high frequency data (i.e., a signal-to-

noise ratio consideration).
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Table I-]. Summary of Control Constant & Equation Definitions

Definition Symbol Value Units

Control Gain K 350 "G" (G57) Ft-Lb/Rad

(Gain State Function) 498 "H" (G58) Ft-Lb/Rad

Platform Inertia Ip 72.0 Ft-Lb-Sec 2

Compensation Pole A 10.0 Rad/Sec

Compensation Zero B 0.6 Rad/Sec

Compensation Zero C 0.6 Rad/Sec

Quantization 0.0137 Deg/Count

- . Equation Definitions Units

H, KV(S + A)(S + B)/S(S + A) Ft-Lb

H2 = I/Ip S2 (Ft-Lb)-

H3 = Z-1/ZS Sec

H = 1 None
* (KC)(B1)

2 - tT-[F2 + F3 (B + C) + F4 (B C)] None
P

Z =eST ; P =e
AT

Gp = l-P/Z-P ; G0 = T/Z-1 ; G1 = Z/Z-l

G2 = (Z + 1)/2 G3  T(Z + 2)/6; FI = G* GP/A

E1 = Go*Gl; E2  E1 * GoA.G2; E3 = E2 (G0 + G3/G2 )

F2 = (El - FI)IA; F3 = (E2  F2)/A; F4  (E3 - F3)/A

W- = T2 (Z + 1)/ 2*IP (Z - 1)2 (Ft-Lb) 1I
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Table 1-2 Bearing Frequency Components
(Reference 75-7345.4-040)

Sy..b. .. escription
Bearing A B Units

B Bearing Diameter 110 90 MM

f Inner Race and Shaft Frequency 1.0000 1.0000 Hz

f Ball Frequency 5.0939 4.4740 Hz

fR Retainer Frequency 0.4525 0.4462 Hz

Table 1-3 Bearing Frequency Component
Difference Matrix

f(X)A - f(X)B fSB fBB fRB

fSA 0 - 3.474 + 0.5538

fBA -4.093 + 0.619 + 4.0493

f RA + 0.5475 + 4.0245 + 0.0061

* Note: (X) Designates First Subscript
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The transformation approach used was to first develop the linear

*. transfer function which would relate an assumed sensor noise PSD and

pointing error data PSD to a torque PSO. Examination of the resultant

torque PSD spectrum showed that the results could be studied in two

parts; (1) examination of the torque data in the frequency range of

the control band where the control system dominated performance; (2)

examination of the torque PSO in the high-frequency rangc where the

load inertia dominated performance.

The calculated torque PS0 characteristics generally followed the

data trends observed in one piece of ground test data performed on the

system in the low frequency or control band range shown in Figure 1-3.

In the data time interval studied, the peak torque levels in increased

significantly (see Table 9.2-1), and some of this increase could have

been caused at frequencies near 1 Hz, folded back to very low frequency

ranges 0.001 Hz.

At the high frequency end of the spectrum, (out to 0.5 Hz), an

increasing torque PSD with frequency trend was noted. This frequency

range also coincided with the frequency range of the retainer distur-

bances so these results were examined more carefully. Since the

effects of sampling or folding were not considered in the linear system,

the effect of the zero order hold was included in an advanced form of

the lirear model. Then, using a simple model cf torque driving a load

inertia, a weighted correction factor was developed which corrects the

torque at high frequencies.

To study the effects of sampling on the torque PSD calculation in

more detail, a sampled data model was developed which included calcul-

ating the system impulse transfer functions. In this case, however,

the torque PS0 cannot be calculated directly, because of the location

of the sampler in the feedback loop relative to the torque disturbance.

However, open loop pointing error can be calculated, and this calcul-

ation then can be compared to the pointing error data curve at high

frequencies with the effects of sensor noise and sampling are taken out

of the open loop calculation.

1-7
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The results of using these models can be summarized as follows:

,. (1) In the low frequency band, the linear model and linear model

with the zero order sample hold provide similar results. The

torque profile compares well with the ground test torque PSD

data, especially with the early 6/27/75 performance data.

(2) Applying the correction factor to the pointing error data

appears to straighten out the data at high frequencies and

this data tends to approach the inertia load time to a great-

er degree. When this data is transferred to torque PSD, the

torque PSO still exhibits a rising amplitude trend at high

frequencies. This could be due to torque disturbances provided

in the retainer range of frequencies or in part due to nonlinear
effects not accounted for in the low amplitude pointing error

data. However, examination of the 09/12/75 torque PSD shows

similar results and, in this case, the pointing error amplit-

udes are well outside the sensor noise PSD, indicating large

amount of folding in this data.

(3) The sampled data model also shows the torque PSD broadband

peaking at both high and low frequencies. At high frequen-

cies, this peaking ranges to 30 OB above the nominal 80 DB

per decade constant torque band inertia load line. The

peaking also substantiates the torque PSO analysis models,

and points to the strong possibility of high frequency torque

disturbances occurring within the frequency disturbance.range

of the DMA retainer (0.44 Hz).

1.6 Linear PSD Transformation

The pointing error PSD can be transformed into an equivalent distur,

bance torque PSD using the square of the real parts of the transfer function

of the control system which relate the disturbance power inputs to power

output. This transformation assumes that the disturbance sources (torque

and sensor noise) are uncorrelated so that the cross-PSO relationships

are zero. The linear control system model showfng the position of the

torque and sensor noise inputs and pointing error output is shown in

Figure I-4. Table -3 shows a list of nominal gains for the control sys-

tem. Figure 1-5 shows the block diagram of the linear torque transfor-

mation relationship. The torque PS0 can be defined in terms of transfer

relationships as follows:
; I-9
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The linear model contains the implicit assumption that the control system

components are operating in the linear non-limited ranges of operation.

Figure I-6, for example, shows an expanded control system block diagram

with the position of the chief limiters in the control loop. These lim-

iters can be classified as integrator limiting, providing a limiting

functiin only at very low frequencies (less than 0.001 Hz), and sensor

pointing error limiting, providing position error limiting from 5 to 7

degrees. These limiting functions are confined to the open loop control

block H1 , while the load inertia block H2 contains no limiting function.

It should be noted that the limiting effects require extreme operation

of the control system, and these nonlinearities should effect the data

to any degree with the possible exception of the preanomaly 09/12/75

data.

The torque PSO was obtained by substituting "jw" for "s" with

transfer functions and then calculating the square of the real part of

; (172these transformations. The pointing error PSD obtained from the tele-
metry data in the primary input, and the sensor pointing noise, considered

wide band gaussian white noise with a standard deviation sigma (a) as

the secondary input. The sensor noise is also assumed to be adjusted

for the quantization uncertainty effects. For a sampling period T (one

second) the sensor noise PSD becomes

Cass) 2 = r2/T (1-3)

1.7 Sampled Data PSD Torque Transformation

Sampled data models of the control system were developed in order

to obtain a better understanding of the data trends of the pointing error

PSD noted from the results of the linear torque PSO transformation.

Figure 1-7 for example shows a model of a sampled control where a sam-

pler with period T is included in the forward loop. The output of the

sampler through the transfer function H3 (zero order hold) represents

the telemetered pointing error output signal.

iI-l
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Figure 1-8 shows the movement of the sampler to equivalent posi-

tions in the diagram to clarify the analysis. In this case, the impulse

4 transfer functions for the products T 2 and HIT- 2* and ss * must

be calculated in order to obtain the sampled output error explicity.

In other words, the disturbance torque cannot be directly obtained with

the sampled system model by reversing the procedure described by Equat-

ion 1-2 as was done in the linear case. Note that the output which is

obtaining ('r represents open loop pointing error, i.e., pointing

error-without the control feedback. At high frequencies, beyond the con-

trol band width, (0.05 to 0.5 Hz) the controlled pointing error is also

equivalent to the open loop pointing error plus the effect of sensor

noise.

As a note, Figure 1-9 shows a further modification in the sampling

diagram in an attempt to obtain a transfer function relationship which

would permit calculating an approximate torque PSO directly. In this

case, a fictitious sampler is placed ahead of the torque disturbance

and a zero order hold (H3) establishes quantized torque steps CTSS)
over the sampling interval. This substituted torque function however,

effectively filters Tss to one half the sampling frequency of 0.5 Hz.

This model would be useful in establishing the disturbance torque spect-

rum if the disturbance spectrum were bandlimited to 0.5 Hz. Higher

multirate sampling (T/N where N > 1) would provide the torque input Tss

with a higher frequency capability. However, with this arrangement of

samplers as shown in Figure 1-9 (fast, first in series with slow), torque

TBB cannot be solved explicitly. In other words, the transfer relation-

ship is obtainable when all samplers have the same sample rate, and band-

limiting of the torque noise input to 1/2 the sample frequency will result.

The open loop pointing error model was therefore accepted as the

sampled data model which shows the effects of sampling over the entire

spectrum. The results can be interpreted by comparing the open loop

pointing error trend to a superimposed 80 DB/decade asymptote. This

asymptote represents a constant torque band line on the pointing error

plots, where the DB values above the asymptote line represent the mult-

iple increase over the constant nominal, and values below the asymptote

represent the multiple decrease from the constant nominal.
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1.8 Torque PSD Evaluation

Figures 9.2-lB through 9.2-4B show the linear torque PSD trans-
formation for the operational time periods ranging from 06/27/75 to

09/12/75.

Figures 9.2-1C through 9.2-4C show similar curves of the linear
torque transformation model with a zero order sample hold and with the
torque calculation corrected for sampling effects a high frequencies.

Also shown superimposed on these torque plots is the ground torque

PSO test data for comparative pLrposes. Figures 9.2-1D through 9.2-4D
(lower right hand plots) show the integral of the torque PSD, or one

half the mean square torque error as a function of frequency.
At frequencies less than the control bandwidth (approximately

0.038Hz), the torque PSD tends to follow the ground test data trend,

except for the 09/12/75 data. For the data in the 06/27/75 to 09/01/75
time range, the peak torque PSD tends to increase from 140 to 800

(in-oz)2/Hz (See Table 9.2-1 for a complete summary). The comparable
ground test torque in approximately 94 (in-oz) 2/Hz. For the 09/12/75
data, shortly before the first anomaly, the torque PSO increases to

-: 101,000 (in-oz)2/Hz. RMS of the torque within the control band freq-
uency changes from 3.6 to 25.8 in-oz during the time period ranging

from 09/01/75 to 09/12/75.

At high frequencies the torque trend shows a broadband increase
to 0.5 Hz. The torque at these frequencies was calculated from low
amplitude pointing error PSD data near the sensor noise level for the

first 3 cases (06/27/75 to 09/01/75. (For the 09/12/75 case however,

the pointing error data is over 30 0B higher than sensor noise PSD).

Additionally, the pointing error PSD is further influenced by nonlinear
quantization effects and sampling or folding effects.

In order to clarify the sensor noise contribution in influencing
the torque PSD shape at high frequencies, a series of torque PSO trans-

formation were made varying sensor noise sigma. Values of sensor noise
between zero and .05 deg (lOa) were used in these calculations and it
appeared that 0.03 dbg - resulted in the best compromise noise value.

Larger sigma values tend to result in a large number of negative torque
PSD values at high frequencies. Since this is an invalid power balance

condition, the noise value was decreased to where the negative values

were in the minority, and less than the positive torque values of
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neighboring frequencies. The absolute value of torque PSD was then
plotted to establish the high frequency trendi..

The effects of ideal sampling or folding were also compensated in

the calculation at high frequencies. Comparisons between the "C" and

"B"plots show the differences. The zero order hold linear model with

torque attenuated by the ,Owing factor is sho n in the "C" sensed

torque PSD plots.

K- [sinc(rf/fs)]4/fs2  1.4

where f - PSD frequency -Hz

fs - sampling frequency - Hz(-l.O Hz)

This factor represents the ratio between the pointing error PSD resulting

from a system with sampling to a system without sampling for a constant

torque band input disburbance to an inertia load. This factor accounts

for approximately 15.5 DB rise in pointing error amplitude ratio at 0.5

Hz. The results of a calculation showing this effect along with added

increments of sensor noise sigma is shown in Figure 1-11. The pointing

error PSD trend shown for these combined effects of sampling with sensor

__ noise of SIG = .03 deg, for example, compares closely with the 08/12/75

pointing error data in the high frequency range shown in Figure 9.Z-2.

The broadband rise in the corrected torque PSO still exists at high

frequencies as shown in Figures 9.2-1C through 9.2-4C.It is therefore tempt-
ing to attribute the torque PSD rise within this frequency band to possible

DMA retainer disturbance torque inputs since retainers have a frequency

inputs of about 0.43 Hz. These results however, are not conclusive

beca.-e the low pointing error PSO amplitudes for the C6/27/75 through

09/01/75 data are near the sensor noise levels. However, for the

09/12/75 data where amplitude levels are large, the torque PSD levels

in the high frequency range should be valid. These results show extreme

data folding and possible pointing error limiting effects. The inset in

Figure 9.2-4A shows a plot of the compensated data where the original

data break to a 25 DB/decade asymptote is straightened out to a 40 DB

per decade asymptote).
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To investigate further the sampling effects at high frequencies,
a sampled data model of the control system shown in Figure 1-7 was
used in the analysis. Figures 9.2-5B through D show respectively the

open loop pointing error T Hz for zero noise input and for 0.03 deg
la without and with the data sampling correction factor K. Figure
9.2-5A shows a replot of the telemetry data for comparative purposes.
Superimposed on these plots is an 80 DB/decade constant torque PSD
load line, which is drawn as a best fit thru the data at frequencies
just above the control frequency range. As mentioned previously, the
torque PSD input (Tss) cannot be obtained explicitly for the sampled
data system, however by comparing the open loop pointing error with
the inertia load line asymptote, useful information on torque trends
can be obtained in the low and high frequency ranges of operation.

Figure 9.2-5B shows the data in 9.2-SA transformed into open loop
pointing error with zero noise input. The data generally follows the
asymptote in the mid frequency range (0.03 to 0.1 Hz) and shows higher
amplitude (torque) values in the low and high frequency ranges (the
asymptote would have to shift to the left to high torque intersect the

/ ,- data). Near the sampling frequency, where the data in Figure 9.2-SA
and 9.2-5B should match, the open loop pointing error appears about 3 OB

lower.

Figure 9.2-5C shows the closed loop pointing error PSD with the
sensor noise equal to 0.03 a deg and Figure 9.2-5D with the sampling

correction factor K included in the analysis. The figures show that
high frequency peaks still remain above the 80 DB per decade asymptote
even with the sampling correction factor K considered in Figure 9.2-5D.
(Note all PSO amplitude less than 10"s deg squared per Hz are plotted
as 10"s deg squared per Hz to keep the data on the paper). The effect
of the correction factor reduces the level of the high frequency trend,
however, this trend remains at least 20 DB above the asymptote indi-
cating the possibility increased torques above the asymptotic torque
value at these frequencies.
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